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P R 0 C E E D I N G S
MR. GRAY:

The proceeding will begin.

MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, before we begin,

I want to make one procedure question.
When we adjourn this afternoon at half past three,
it would be very helpful to us if we could have copies of all
the transcripts of the testimony to date, whether they have
been cleared or not, to work on.
arranged.

I assume this can be

In other words, we could work on them in the

other room with the understanding

that they will not be taken

out of the building, so that we can do some work on them over
the weekend.

I think perhaps this afternoon, this evening

and tomorrow would pretty well do it.

Are they still going

the rounds?
MR. ROBB:

Frankly, Mr. Garrison, I don't know.

I

have had so many other things on my mind, I don't know what
has been happening.

1 know s omebocJy is reading them wi tb .a

view to seeing what should be classified and what should noto
Who has to do it and how many times it has to be read, I
don't know.

I have not read it myself.

MR. GARRISON:
now.

This is the end of the first week

Next week is going to be a very concentrated string of

witnesses.

This is about the only timethat we sbtll have to

do any work on them.

There was sach a jumble of dates and

na ·mes that it is pretty bard j'ust from scribbled n·otes here t'O--
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MRo GRAY:

In response to the point raised by

Mr. Garrison, I would have to say that I don't know what
the situation is with respect to transcript and 1 will have
to find out and we will respond.
MRo GARRISON:
this point of timep

1

That is why I raised the point at
a~sume

that the only problem is

they are going out of the building, because as far as we are
concerned, we have heard it all.
MR. ROBB:

It

seem~

reasonable to me that Mr.

Garrison should have access to them if they are available.
As I say, there are bgher powers than I.
MR. GRAY:

We will respond to the req.uest.

MR. ROBB:

You have heard all the testimony, so

why can't you read it?
MR. GARRISON:

It would be far better if they were

releaqed and we could keep them.
MR. ROBB:

Yes, but I don't have any control of that.

MRo GARRISON:

The next request has to do with the

transcripts of the interviews with Pash and Lansdale.

I

have personally not had time to go over them, but my
associates have, and I would like very much to have an
opportunity to go over them myself at the end of the afternoon
session.
MR. ROBB:

S.u rely.

MR. GARRISON:

Also., I would like to hear,, and 1
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think I should be entitled to hearp the recordings, because
it appears from these transcripts there are places where
they just don't seem to make sense at

all~

There were quite

a number of gaps and statements when · one doesn't know which
voice iq what,
thing.

ju~t

from the grammatical structure of the

I don't want to make too much about this at all, but

I am worried about it as counsel.
MRo GRAY:

We will receive this reqeest along with

the other, and we will respond to it in the course of the day.
MRo GARRISON:

I am told that the Pash transcript

says in a little box at the top of it, some indication that
this does contain errors and is substantially correct, or
words to that effect.

I feel this particularly on my

conscience because I think it may well be that if we had
the sense of what that transcript was like at the time Dr.
Oppenheimer was testifying, I am not at all sure his
testimony at all points would have been quite as it was.

I

don't want to overdo that point, but I want you to feel
that sense of urgency that I aq counsel do about it.
MRo GRAY:

I would make the

ob~ervation,

Mr.

Garrison, that it is entirely possible that Dr. Oppenheimer's
might not have been the same, but this is his testimony and
not counsel's testimony.
MR. GARRISCN:
MR... GRAY-:

That is right.

.I d·on •t know that your 'baving had an
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opportunity to read these tran9cripts in advance and advise
~r.

Oppenheimer, if it had changed his testimony essentially,

it would not have been in the interest -- I don't suppose
you meant ·to imply that.
MR. GARRISON:

No , I didn't mean having them in

advance .and advising him before, but·simply having them
before me as they ware read so I might see what these gaps
and garbles were.
c~nnection

I

did have the sense of the testimony in

with the Lansdale one had rather a different

quality and the line of questioning perhaps.

But I don't

want to carry the argument any further or push it an inch
beyond what it is entitled to.

I just want to express my

sense of urgency as counsel to do a good job.
MR. GRAY:
two

request~,

I

understand, and I have received the

and we will respond to them.

Whereupon,
J. ROBERT OPPENHEIMER

the witness on the stand at the time of

taki~the

recess,

resumed the stand and testified further as follows:
CROS~

EXAMINATION (Resumed.)

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

ll»octor, I have one or two misce llanc~ous quest ions.

You mentioned Mr. and Mrs. Serber yesterday.
them very well?
A

I did.

Did you know
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Q

How long have you

A

He came as National

~nown

them?

Re~earch

Fellow to Berkeley.

I think he held the fellowship twoyears.

been 1934-35.

This may have

He stayed on as my research assistant I

think for another two years.
period of this fellowship.

I

got to know them during the

have known them ever since.

I

Q

Did you know his wife, Charlotte?

A

Sure.

Q

You mentioned that

po~ition

~he

had a rather important

at Los Alamoso 'What was it?

A

She was librarian.

Q

Did that mean she had charge of all the technical

publications and technical materials in the project there?
A

She was in overall charge.

The actual documentary

stuff was in the immediate charge of another woman.
Q

Who was the other woman?

A

I have forgotten her name.

Q

Was Mrs. Serber's position one which would be

described as highly sensitive?
A

Yes.

~

She had access to a great deal of important

classified information?
A

Yeso

Q

What did you know about her backgrou.nd so far as

Communist connections were concerne•?

A
family.

I knew that she came of a radical family, the Leof
I saw and heard in the

tran~cript

of my interview

with Lansdale that I said she had been a member of the .
Communist

Party~

I have no current belief that this is true.

I told you that she was very active in Spanish relief and that
she and her husband had strong left wing views.

Q

You knew that when she came to Los Alamos?

A

Yes.

Q

W~re

her activities and her beliefs such as those

that we have described·, I believe, as indicia of
tendencies?
A

Communistic

Do I make myself plain?

Only in part.

I recollectg for instance, her

expressing concern and dissatisfaction with the purge affairs,
which I think was not a pro-Communist positiono

On the

Spanish t&ing she was certainly very, very much engaged.

Q

On the left wing side?

A

On the Loyalist side, which was also the left wing

Q

How did you know about her family in Philadelphia?

A

I once met themo

side.

them on another affair.

When I was in Philadelphia I met

But this is something that over the

years she gossiped about quite a

~oto

Q

You said you knew she was quite radical, I believe.

A

Yes.

~

Would you explain what you meant by radical?
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A

I will try.

socialist.

I believe Leof waq an old time

Probably he was a socialist when the various

factions had no split.

I believe that they also were very

much concerned with the Spanish cause.
had left wing friends.
Q

I believe they also

But I do not know

~

details.

What did you mean when you spoke of the factions

splitting, Doctor?
A

The Socialist Party, the Communist Party, the

Tro*skyite Party, the Stalin Party, and so on.

.

Q

Which faction did you understand that Leof went with(

A

I didn't understand.

Q

You were more or less familiar with those detailq of

the factional

~isputes

and debates in the Party?

A

No, I was familiar with their existence.

Q

Was Mr. Serber also at Los Alamos?

A

Yes, he certainly was.

Q

What was his position?

A

He was head of a group in the theoretical physics

division.
Q

Likewise, I assume, in possession of a great deal

of classified information?
A

Indeed.

Q

Did you have anything to do with bringing them there(

A

Oh, yes, I was responsible.

Q

What did you do to bring them

tm~re?

'I

A

I believe that they came to Berkeley for the

summer study in 1942 along with the others that I mentioned.
I think that they were still in Berkeley at the time we
went to Los Alamos.

They followed us there shortly after that.

Q

At your suggestion?

A

Yes.

Q

Where are the

A

At Columbia University.

Q

Do you see them frequently?

A

Very infrequently, to my regreto

C

You still consider them your friends.

A

Oh, yes.

Serber~

now?

I think they are no longer in any way

left wing.
0

When did you last hear from them?

A

It is quite some time.

Not a year, but they had

personal difficulties this autumn, and we were in communicatio1
with them about that.

I had a note from him on recommending

a candidate more recently.
Q

Candidate for what?

A

A membership in the Institute.

Q

You mentioned a man named Philip Morrison, Doctor.

A

Yes.

Q

How we 11 did you know him in 1943?

A

In 1943?

Berke ley.

I had known him well when he was in

He was away_. I don't remember

quit,~

how many
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years after leaving Berkeley.

But I had known him very well

at Berkeley.
Q

In what connection?

A

As a student and as a friend .

Q

You saw him socially and shall we say officially?

A

Yes.

He was a :student and then I believe he could

not get a job, and we made some kind of an arrangement for
him to stay on.

I think he was probably in Berkeley four or

five years.
Q

Did you see Morrison at many of these left wing

functions that you attended?
A

No~

so many, I should thinko

He was not a person

who was going to give much money to the Spanish cause.

He had

no money.
C

What did you know about his political beliefs and

affiliations in 1943?
A

As of then, or as of an earlier time?

Q

Beg pardon?

A

As of then I knew nothing.

Q

As of an earlier timeo

A

As of an earlier time I knew that he was very

close to the Party and would have presumed that he might have
been in the YCL or in the Partyo
Q

I believe you told us that yesterday.

•

I believe

you said yesterday that you either knew or assumed that he

7

vas a member of

th~

Young Communist League, is that right?

A

No, I didn't say that yesterday .

Q

Did you read Dr. Morrison's testimony before the

Senate Committee on the Judiciary?

A

I did not read it carefully.

when he testified.
Q

I

am not sure.

I think I was away
know the substance of it.

I

You know that he testified that he had been a

member of the Communist Party.
A

Right.

Q

That didn't surprise you?

A

No.

Q

It was in accord with whatyou previously had known

about him in general, is that correct?
A

It was .•

Q

Morrison was a man who I believe you said went

over to Japan before the drop on Hiroshima?
A

Not before.

Q

For what purpose did he go there?

A

I think to inspect damage.

General Farrell

I think after.

There. was a team under

and he wanted to see what the mess was that

we had made.
Q

In other words, they wanted to see how the thing

you made had worked.
A

Yes, and whether there was radia1;ion; to make a

good observation of the consequences.
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Q

Who else from Los Alamos went over at that time?

A

Serber was also in Japan because he brought me a

bottle from NagasakiD
I

I don't remember who

else.

Alvarez,

thiniD.
Did you

Q

s~lect

Serber and Morrison for those

missionCJ?
A

I don't recall how the selection was made.

I would

cett.a inly not have been without responsibility for it, no
matter how it was made.

There may be a record of that

Q

They would not have gone had you not approved it?

A

They would not have gone if I disapproved, that is

certain.
Q

How recently have you seen Philip Morrison?

A

I

~

What were the circumstances?

A

I gave a lecture at the Rumford Bicentennial in

Boston.

thin~

it may be a year ago.

I aa not completely certain ofthiso

in lthica, and he has

no~

been in

I have not been

well, I have not been

in Ithica, and he has not visited me at Princeton for
something like a year.
Q

Has he visited you at Princeton since the war?

A

~

don't

recollect ~

It would have been very

natural that he should have.
Q

Why do you say it would have been very natural?

'A

Princeton is a place .t hat almost

a~ ll

physicists
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visito

He and I are old friends.

I mean no more than that.

C)

And what?

A

I mean no more than thato

He bas not spent the

night at our house or anything like that.
Q

Bu·c I assume that you bad the occasion arise

when you would have been happy to have offered him your
hospitality for the night?
MR. GARRISON:
THE WITNESS:

Mr. Chairman.
This is not a question I feel capable

of answering.
BY MR. ROBB:
Q

You still consider him your friend?

A

Yes.

I don't feel very close to him.

I suspect

that though he is no longer at. all close to the Communists,
his views and mine do differ, and perhaps on matters on which
he feels rather strongly.
C

You say he is no longer at all close to the

Communists?
A

That is my understanding.

Q

Where did you get that

A

We have many common friends.

Q

Who told you that he was no longer close to the

understa~ding?

Communists?
A

I don't think it is any one man.

He worked at MIT

last year, and several of the professors there talked to me

7 2

about him and several of the people from Ithica have talked
to me about him.

Q

Did you base that understanding in any part

upon

Morrison's testimony which he gave before the Senate Committee
in May 1953?
A

No.

Perhaps I should have, but I didn't.

Q

You have gone over that testimony?

A

I have gone over it this way (gesturing).
MR. GARRISON:
THE WITNESS:

What was the answer?
I have gone over it not in great

detail.
BY MR. ROBB:

Q

I believe you said, Doctor, that you didn't think

Morrison had visited you at Princeton during the lsst year.
Was that your testimony?
A

That is my recollection, yes, sir.

Q

Had he

A

You asked me the quest.im and I said I supposed it

visited you at Princeton prior to a year .

ago?

was likely.
C

I have no recollection of a vistt.

Have you visited him or lunched or dined with him

either in New York or Princeton or Ithica or wherever since
the war?
A
vivid.ly..

Yes.

I had one dinner with him which IHremember

I tt1.ink Mr .. Marker --

.Q

Mr. who?

A

Mr. Herbert Marks, Mro Bacher, he and I had dinner

together at the Hotel Brevoort.
Marks.

I may be wrong about Mr.

Anyway, Bacher, Morrison and I had dinner together,

and I think Mr. Marks was there.

This was during the time

when he was on a committee appointed by General Groves -Q

Who was on the committaP

A

Morrison -- to consider the international control

of atomic

ebergy~

and I was on a committee appointed by Mr.

Byrnes to consider the international control of atomic energy.
We were with encouragement as well as approval doing a little
cross talking to see what ideas there were in the technical
group,
I have also seen him at another time --certainly
more than once he lectured at Cornell in the sprinf of 1946
an~

I would presumably have seen him then, though I don't

specifically recollect ito

I lectured at Cornell later., and

I am sure I saw him at the reception whia
at the time.

was given for me

We have attended conferences of physicists and

I am sure I have seen him then.

This is probably not a

complete list, but that is what comes to mindo
Q

Now, Doctor, I would like to turn to the matter of

the thermonuclear problem.
A

Right.

Q

I think it might be helpful to the Board, sir, if

7 •• • '

you gave, if possible, some categorical answers to some of
the statements made in General·Nichols' lettero
hat your letter of answer sharpens those issues,
wonder if you can't sharpen them a bit.

Do

I don't find
nd I

you have General

Nichols letter befae you?
A

I wi 11 get out General Nichols' letter.

questions that

a~e

But to

badly phrased, categorical answers are

not always possible.
Q

Let us try, Doctor.
Page 6 of General NicholeF letter at the bottom

of the page.

Do you have it bi3fore you, sir?

A

I have it before me.

Q

"It was reported in 1945 you expressed t ' e view that

'There is a reasonable possibility that it(the hydrogen bomb)
can be made', but that the feasibility of the hydrogen bomb
did not appear on theoretical grounds as certain as the
fission bomb appeared certain on theoretical grounds when
the Los A lamost Laboratory was started."
I s

A

that a true statement, Doctor?

You mean is this a true statement about the

thermonuclear bomb or about my assertions?

q

Your assertions.

A

It is a precise statement of what I thought.

Q

In 1945.

A

In 1945.

Q

Did you express that view in 1945?

A

· I wrote a report.

Jocument this refers.
Report?
been

You see, I don't know to what

Is this in the Interim Committee

If you will tell me where this is alleged to have

written~

I will confirm ·t.

It is an exact q1otation,

or purports to be an exact quotation.
~o

I have no objection

saying that it is a reasonable quotation, but how can I

confirm it without knowing whether this is testimony before
the Joint Congressional Commi tee, or an interview with
Colonel Lamdale or a report. wrote.
MR. GRAY:

Can you identify the source of that?

MR. ROBB:

I am loo' ing· for it right now.

mHE WITNESS:

Please don't misunderstand

This is a good statement of what I believed.

me~

But I am

being

asked to say did I actually say ito
MR.GARRISON:
an~ea

great

Mr. Chairman, I think we are entering

here wh•re, if this is an inquiry and not a trial,
~attitude

his answers.

should be allowed the witness to explain

I am sure that nothing could be more misleading

than to have a simply yes orno as in a trial to things
that simply overflow the landscape and their surrounding
factors.
MR. GRAY:

I just make the observation tt.at I

don't recall, Mr. Garrison, at any point in this proceeding
when the witness was interrupted in any way.

Do you?
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MR.GARRISON:

No.

THE WITNESS:

I was asked to make categorical

answers and to some extent it might not be possible.
MR. RO.tB:

I said it would be helpful to the

committee.
THE

WITNES~:

~

will do the best I can"

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

You will agree it would be helpful to the Board?

A

I do not agree on that second point.

I will

gladly state that this first statement is agood expression of
my overall view in 1945, that I had occasion to report to
the government both to the Congressiona 1 committee, McMahon's
committee, and to the War Department, and no doubt to
other places and I would have expressed my view, and since
this was it, I have no objection to taking this as an expression
of my view.
C

Very

well~

That answers thequestion.

Now, to continue:
of 1949 the General Advisory
that 'an imaginatie

"• •

~

and that in the autumn

Commit~ee

expressed the view

and concerted attack on the problem has

a better than even chance of producing the weapon within
five years. '"
A

I think that is a direct quotation from the report

of the October 29 meeting of the Gasral Advis'ory Committee.
I

believ~

I wr6te it myselfo

I think the committee had

7

agreed with thiR stateent ahead of time.

I believe we

discussed the statement and it is an expression of the views
of the committee and of me.
Q

·so that statement is true.

A

I t is t r ue •

Q

"It was further reported that in the autt1mn of

1949 and subsequently you strongly opposed the development
of the hydrogen bomb: (1) On moral grounds; (2) By claiming
it was not feasible; (3) by claiming that there were insufficient facilities and scientific personnel to carry on the
development, and (4) "that it was not politically desirable."
Is that statement true eitherin whole or in part?
A

It is true in part.

It is out of context and

it

gives a very misleading impression.

Q

Now, would you please explah your answer and tell

us what part is not true, what part is true?
A

I

wou~~

say that in the official 1949 report,

which you have read, we evaluated the feasibility, as it
is stated up above, namely, that there waq a better than
even chance that if you worked hard on it and had good ideas
you would have something in five yearso

That was then our

viewo
In the same report, which you have read, we pointed
up the moral and political arguments against making an
al1out effort.

This was primarily in the annexes that were
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2ttached to the report, rather than in the official report
which I prepared.
I

think it possible that similar arguments were

repeated in the report of the next meeting of the General
Advisory Committee.
Q

Which would be when, Doctor?

A

Between the end of October and the first

Probably early December, or something like that,

~f

January.

We did not

at that time claim that it was not feasible, and I believe
that I have never claimed that the hydrogen bomb was not
feasible.

But I have indicated, statting with early 1950

and continuing until the spring of 1951, very strong doubts
of the feasibility of anything that was then being worked on,
These doubts were right.
Did you indicate such doubts prior to the GAC

~

meting of 1949?
A

In 1948 we had a GAC meeting and in thatwe didn't

say it was not feasible, but I think we said it didn't look
good.

Something -Doctor, pardon me.

Q

you say
A

~

I am talking about you.

Dm

was not feasible or it didn't look good?
As a member and chairman of the General Advisory

Committee,! said it didn't look good until some time in 1948a
Q

A

1948.
Yes.

This was a specific model and all of this

9

is about a specific modelo

We will try to do this without

classified stuff.

Q

Was that still your view at the time of the GAC

meeting of October 29, 1949?

A

That it didn't look good?

Q

Yeso

Q

If it had not been, we would not have said it

would take five years and an imaginative and concerted attack.
Q

Doctor, would

y~u

come back to the centers we are

talking about?
A

Right.

Q

I think you have mentioned the moral grounds.

May I ask a question about that before we proceed to something
else?
Did you continue your attitude in respect to the
moral grounds subsequent to the GAC meeting of October 29,
1949?
A

I think we need to distinguish sharply as to

whether I expressed in official reports or in dealings
with the government any desire to re-raise the decision.

Q

Doctor, you and I are getting along fineo

That

was going to be my next question, so will you answer that, too?
A

I am quite sure we did not ask to have the decision ·

reconsideredo
C

Did you subsequent to the President's decision
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in January 1950 ever express any opposition to the
production of the hydrogen bomb on moral grounds?
A

I would think that I could very well have said

this is a dreadful weapon, or something like that.

I ba\•e

no specific recollection and would prefer it, if you would
as~·

me or remind me of the context or conversa1l.on that you

have in mindo
Q

Why do you think you vould well have said that?

A

Because I have always thought it was a dreadful

we pon.

Even from a technical point of view it was a sweet

and lovely and beautiful job,I have still thought it was
a dreadful weapon.

Q

And have said so?

A

I would assume that I have saij so, yes.

Q

You mean you had a moral revulsion against the

produc~n

of such a dreadful weapon?

A

This is too strong. ·

Q

Beg pardon?

A

That is too strong.

Q

Which is too strong, the weapon or my expression?

A

Your expressiono

Q

You had moral qualms about it, is that accurate?

A

Let us leave the word "mora 1, out of it.

Q

You had qualms about it.

A'

How could' one not have· q,u alms about it?

I had a grave concern and anxiety.

1 know nt!>
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one who doesn't l'Bfe qualms about it ..
Q

Very we 11 o

C la'Use 3 of tha' sentence, "By

claiming there 1A•ere insufficient facilities and scientific
personnel to carry on the development."
A
way.

Is that true?

That is true in a very limited and circumGcribed

There were some conflicts of scheduling between

fission weapon devebpment and thermonuclear development.
Where the thermonuclear development was directed toward the
es ential problem of feasibility, or what appeared clearly
to me to be the essential problem offeasibility, I never had
or could have an.y doubt that this should take priority,
oe•;,ause that was the order under which we were operating.
Q

That this -- which should t.ake priority?

A

That the thermonuclear development.

a question of what appeared to me a fruitless

Where it was
b~

line, there

I did question the relative priority of such by lines and rather
of immediate fission weapon developments.
Q

Did you ever claim that there were insufficient

facilities and scientific personnel to carry on the development of the fusion weapon?
A
true.

Certainly not in that bald form, because it was not
I never believed it and I therefore don't believe I

co1ld have claimed ito
Q

"(4) and that it was not politically desirable."

Did Y''u make such a claim?

I
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A

That was

cer~ainly

a better statement of the

general import of the GAC report -- of the annex to the GAC
report
Q

than moral grounds.
Did you continue to express those views aubsequent

to the President's decision of January 1950?
A

After the President•s decision, I appeared on a

broadcast program with Mrs. Roosevelt and Lilienthal and
Bethe, and what I said

i~dicated

that I was not entirely

happy, perhaps, with the procedures by which the decision was
arrived at.
Q

Would you tell us what you said?

A

I can get hold of it.

Q

Give us your best recollection of it, Doctor.

A

I said that the decisiun is like the decision

to seek international control of atomic energy or the
decision to proceed with the hydrogen bomb had complicated
technical background, but they also had important moral and
human consequence; that

~here

was danger in the feet that

such decisions had to be taken secretly, not because the people
who took the decisions were not wise, but because the very
need, the very absence of criticism and discussion tended to
corrode the defision making proeess.

That these were hard

decisions, that theY were dealt with fearful

thing~,

that

sometimes the answer to fear could not lie in explaining
away the reasons for fear.

Sometimes the only ans1,oer for

.,
fear lay in courage.
This is probably not very accurate, but we can
easily provide you with
Q

~hato

About when was that, Doctor, that you made those

sta~ements?

A

I would guess that it was W1thin two months of the

first of February 1930.
Q

Did you make any other public statements along those

same lines?
A

Not quite.

Search here in

In addressing the Westinghouse Talent

Washingto~

-- this is a group of young people

ostensibly who get rewaraed for doing well in high school
and get sent on to college, attended by dignitaries -- I
talked about science and in the initial paragraph I said that
I was not going to talk to them about the problem of the
statutory requirements for AEC fellowships, or the problem of
the hydrogen bomb

These ·were things that I hoped would not

be in their minds very mr,ch when they lre.w
talk to them immediately about
Q

p~e

UPo

I was going to

science.

Did you n1ake any other public statea:ents a long

those lines?

Pardon meo

About when was that that you made

that statement?
A

I believe I said no more than this, but we also

have a record of that.

Q

About when did you make that statement?
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A

That would have been in the spring of 19500

Q

Did you

~ake

any other public statements along

those lines?
A

We

ha~e

an almost complete record

complete record -- of everyth.ng publico

I

I

think a

am not remembering

anything else right now.
Q

Doctor, you know, do you not, that you are a

physicist who is 1a rge ly admired and whose words have great
weight with other physicists, don't you?
A

With some.

Q

Beg pardon?

A

With some

Q

With many physicists, don't you?

A

Right.

Q

And that is especially true of younger physicists?

A

I know some old physicsts.

Q

Some old physidets, too.

A

I don't think it is essentially true of younger

physicists~

physicists, because I am not longer in a very extensive
thepeople who study with me or even under my auspices
are not as they were before the war, a laige fraction or
a substantia 1 fraction of the therma 1 physic:ists in the
country.

They are a very small fraction. ·

Q

But as of 1950, you were certainly

A

No, . tliis· is· st.ill true •.

Q

Pardon?

A

This was .true then.

Q

But in 1950 you were pretty much a hero to a

substantial group of physicists in this country, weren't you?
A

I should think that your knowledge of that was as

complete as mine.

Q

Wouldn't you agree with that statement, Doctor,

laying aside your modesty?
A

Well, you read to me yesterday -- no, you told me

yesterday -- and could today have read in the papers a letter
from one physicist who

~sems

not to have regarded me as a

hero by 1950o
MRo GARRISON:

If

3'0U

don't mind my interrupting

a second about procedure, l think this can be off the record.
JaR. GRAY:

Yes o

(Discussion off the record.)
l!Ra GRAY:

BY

Q

MR~

Doctor

Would you proceedo

ROBS:
we were taling about your standing and

influence with physicists as of 1950o

Would·you not agree,

sir, that you were a hero to a very substantial party of
physicists as of 1950?
(Mr. G rrison left the roomo)
THE WITNESS:

I don't knowo

I would think a

judgment of what my position was in other!J' eyes should be
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left out of thiso
BY MRo ROBB:
Q

What?

A

A judgment of b.ow I appeared to people should be

left to those to who I appeared, rather than to me.

Q

Well, let us put it this wayo

that anything said by

yo~

Wouldn't you agree

would have great weight with a

great number of nuclear pbyisicsts?
A

Would have some weight with quite a few people,

phyisicsts and non-physicists.
Q

Doctor g let me ask you, sir, do you think that

•

public statements which you have told us about and which
you have summarized, tended to encourage ocher physicsts to
work on the hydrogen bomb?
A

I *hould think that they were essentially neutral.

I coupled the hydrogen bomb and the decision to seek
international control of atomic energy fist, so that there
was no

subs~antive

ctiticism of the decision.

In the effect

I merely referred to the fact that the hydrogen bomb had
been a very controversial thing as had the National Seience
Foundation fellowships.

Q

You certainly didn't think those expressions by

you were going to encourage physicists to work on the project?
A

They were not intended to affect what physicists

did on the project at all.

7~7

Q

Doctor, I didn't ask you what you intended.

I

am asking you what you reasonably believe would be the result
of those statemedB.

A

I reasonably believe that the result of those

statements wouldbe nil as far as the activities of professional
physicists on the hydrogen bomb project or any other aspect
of the Atomic Energy Commission work.
Q

Had a great many physicists

a~

or·about that time

asked you your views on whether or not the hydrogen bomb
should be produced?
A

Not a great many, no.

Q

Had some?

A

Before the President's decision?

Q

Yeso

A

Yes, some had.

Q

Whoo

A

I told you about Bethe and Teller, and their

visit.

Lawrence sent on Serber.

This was before the GAC m$eting.
me.

Bacher discussed it with me.

with me.

Thlt was about the same time.
Alvarez discussed it with
Lauritsen discussed it

Von Neumann discussed it with me.

Q

Rabi?

A

Rabi was a member of the General Advisory Committee.

Q

Did he discuss it with you before the meeting?

A

At least we

~eferred

to it4

I don't know how much
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of a discussion we

had~

,

('

DuBridge?

A

Before the meeting?

Q

Yes.

A

I have no reco'lection of thato

It is possible;

I think it unlikely.

q

Conant?

Of course, I know Conant is a chemist

and not a physicist.
A

Conant told me he was strongly opposed to it.

Q

Did you expres£1 any views to Conant?

A

I believe noto

Q

In other words

he told you what hS views were

before you expressed yours to him?
A

He told me what his views were before

mi~e

were

clearly formulated.
Q

I believe you testified the other day that at the timE

you heard .from Conant·, either by

m~ i

1 or orally, that you

were in some doubt about the matter, that you had not made
up your mind.
A

Yes, that is right.

Q

How long before the GAC meeting was that?

A

I don't remember.

Certainly not more than amonth.

It could not have been more than a month, and it probably
was of the order of a week.
, Q

The

~t

sentence of General Nichols' letter:

\

7

'It was further reported that even after it was determined
as a matter of national policy to proceed with development of

the hydrogen bomb, you continued to q>pose the project and
declined to cooperate flllly in the project."
Are the statements made in that sentence true?
A

Le ~ us take the first one.

Q

Yea, sb;.

A

I

did not oppose the

project~

Let us take the

second one.
Q

You mean after --

A

After the decision was made, I did not oppose the

project.
Q

Very wello

Let us take the second one.

A

I would need to know what cooperate fully, who

asked me to cooperate, and what this meant,was, befo:::te I
could answer it.

I

did not go out to Los Alamos and roll

up my sleeves and maybe that is what cooperating fully means.
I would like to know what this does mean.

Q

Did you ever tell Teller that you could not work

on the project?
A

I

told hiu I was not going oat to Oos Alamos to

work on it.
Q

Did you ever tell him that you could not work on it

at all?
A

That is far more

sweeping than turned out to .be

7

true, and J.doubt if I would have said ito
Q

What work did you do on the project?

A

I did my offic:.al job of learning about it and

advising about it and th:.nking about it.
Q

You mean offic:. . al job as

A

Right, and of other committees.

Q

Of learning about it?

A

And of advising about it and of thinking about it.

Q

Whom did you advise?

A

The Atomic Energy Commission.

Q

You mean the mombers o f the Commission?

A

The Commission as a body.

Q

Did you do any scientific work on the project?

By that I mean calculations.

Chair~an

of the GAC?

The kind of scientific work

you did on the atom bomb.
A

No, not with anything like that intensity,

I

checked some qualitative things so I would be fairly sure I
understood them.
atom bomb after I

I did

~ery

little scientific work on the

ssumed the direction of the Los Alamos

Laboratory.
Q

You made the decisions there, didn't you, Doctor?

A

I did.

In this case I won't say I made the

decision, it was not my responsibility, but I certainly
helped to make the decision whUb I believe got the thimg
started in the right direction.

I didn't have the ideas.
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There were a great many ideas I didn't have about the atom
either.
Q

dno

The next sentence I be 11 eve you already

c~ttmented

That r.EJfers to the statement that you caused the

distribution of the repot·t at Los Alamos.

You said that you

did not do that, is that right?
A

Right.

Q

The next sentence refers or is tlEtstatement that

you were instrumental in persuading
scientists not to work on the bomb.

oth~r

outstanding

I believe you deny that,

is that correct?
A

I think I would be glad to deny it.

I would like

to know what outstanding scientist I might have persuaded
not to work on the bomb.
MRo GRAY:

I suppose the question could ba answered.

Did you attempt to persusde anyone not to work On the
hydrogen bomb?
TBE WITNESS:

Fo.

BY MR. ROBS:
Q

I will read you the last clause of that:

"The

opposition to the hydrogen bomb of which you are the most
experienced. most powerful and effective member, has
definitely slowed Clown its development."
Let us break that down.

Would you agree that you

are or were the most experienced, most powerful and most

r

2

effactive litember of the opposition 1ro the hydrogen bomb?
A
0
A

What time are we talking about?
t any time.
Well, I would say I was not the most powerful.

I was not the most experienced, and I was not the most
influential.

But if you tabe all three factors together

perhaps I combined a little more experience, a little more
power and a little more of influence than anyone else.

~est

Q

At what time?

A

I am thinking of the period between the hussian

and the President'g decision.
Q

How aWout after the President 0 s decision?

A

There was not any opposition to the hydrogen bombo

Q

Weren't you still opposed to the development of

the hydrogen bomb?
A

No.

Q

Do you think your opposition and the opposition of

the group of people who agreed with you prior to the
Preside~t'sdec~on

elo•ed down the development of the hydrogen

bomb.
A
let me

I find it very hard to judge.
testi~y

as follows:

development like this.

I have testified

There are two parts to a

One is to have sensible ideas.

These are partly a matter of scient.l fic ana lysis and partly a
matter of invention ••

The other is to get plants built,
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material produced, equipment shoved around and a host
of technical and technological developments carried out.
With the atom bomb, the pacing factor was the
second.

We could have

h~d

the atom bomb as far as Ideas

went cons iderab y earlier than wa could ha.ve it as far as
hardware went.
(Mr. Garrison returned to the roomo)

THE WITNESS:

With the hfdrogen bomb, I believe

that the pacing factor was good ideas.

If they had

occurred earlier, the physics 1 development of the weapon
would not have been quitEl as rapidas it was in fact coming
at a time when a great m'1ny of the auxiliary things had
already been done.

If they had occurred later, the

development of technology which had ocourred would not have
done us any good.

I the1·efore do not believe that any

scbstantial delay in the actual date of our first successful
thermonuclear test, or of our operational readiness in this
field, derived from the three or four months of deliberations.
Whether the GAC was responsible for these three or four
months of

~liberat1ons,

or whether that would have occurred

in any case, I do not know.
BY MR. ROBB:
Q

Doctor, I wish you would help me a little bit

. ~ith my notes on your testimony to see if I have understood
you correctly.

Was it your testimony that you never learned

I
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that the Russians were working on the hydrogen bomb?
A

I never learned that the Russians were worlcing on

the hydrogen bomb, and I was never given any indication or
any intelligence indication which even pointed strongly in
that directiono

I was told that the Russians had obtained

from Fuches, or might have obtained from Fuchs,

i~formation

about what we were thinking about the hydrogen bomb in 1946.

Q

When did you hear that, Doctor?

A

At a GAC meetiag, either from the Commissioners or

from the intelligence officer.

I have forgotteno

After

the President's decision.

Q

Would it have been a fair conclusion of that, that

the Russians knew that we were working on the hydrogen bomb?
A

I am not sureo

The British wbo knew all about it

up to that point assumed that we were not and decided themselves not too

Q

I believe you

~estified

that you learned that Fuchs

had told the Russians that we were working on the hydrogen
bomb, is that right?
A

No.

What I learned was that Fuchs had told them of

some technical pointso

Q

Having to do with the hydrogen bomb?

A

Having to do with the hydrogen bomb.

Q

I believe Fuchs was present and took part in a

conference at Loe Alamos in the spring of 1946, is that

correct~
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A
it.

Right.

I don't know the date.

I couldn't go to

I was invited, but ·· could not go.
Q

Did you see a report of it?

A

I believe I did, not a very detailed report.

Q

That conference reviewed

A

Wbat was then lcnown.

Q

What wac:: then lcnown?

A

It was full of mistakes.

Q

In all events, presumably what Fuchs knew, the

Russians knew.
A

Right.

Q

Now, I bwe a note here, Doctor, that you testified

that there was a surprising unanimity

I believe that was

your expression -- at the GAC meeting of October 29, 1949,
that the United States ought not to take the initiative at
that time in an a 11 out ·:hermonuc lear prograrQ

Am I correct

in my understanding of your testimony?
A

Kight.

Q

In other words, everybody on the committee felt

that way about it?
A

Everybody on the committee expressed

thems~laes

that way.
Q

Beg pardOn?

A

Everybody on the committee expressed themselves

that ww.

'
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Q

How many people were on the committee?

A

There were nine on the committee, one man was

absent in Sweden.
Q

Who was that?

A

Seaborg.

Q

Where was he from, Doctor?

A

University of California.

He worked during the

war at the University of Chicago. '
Q

He did not get to Washington at all?

"A

Not at that meeting.

Q

So you didn't know how he felt about it?

A

We did noto

q

Yon didn't know either how he felt about it.

He just was not there.
A

He was in Sweden, and there was no communication

with him.
Q

Beg pardon?

A

He was in Sweden and there was no communication

with him.
Q

You didn't poll him by mail or anything?

A

This was not a 8onvenient thing to do.

Q

No, sir.

I believe, Doctor, that you afterwards

testified along those same lines before the Joint Committee
of the Bouse and Senate on Atomic Energy, that there was
unanimity, but that Dr. Seaborg was not heard there, is that

right?
A

It is true and I suppose I was asked.

Q

I see.

A

1 may add that at later meetings, which 5eaborg

did attend, he expressed himself with great reserve and
indicated that he would prefer not to say anything one way or
the other oa the hydrogen bomb issue.
C'

Now, Doctor, I believe you testified the other

day that in 1942 you

fore~;aw

the possibility of developing

a thermonuclear weapon, i£ that right?
A

Yes, we discussed it much of the summer of 1942 .

Q

That was at Berkeley?

A

Yes.

Q

Did you also discuss it at a meeting at Chicago?

A

I don't recollect

Q

I believe you said that you were quite enthusiastic

t~t,

but it is quite likely.

at that time about the possibilities, is that correct?
A

I think it would be better to say that we thought

it would be much easier than it waso
Q

The thermonuclear weapon was worked on at Berkeley?

A

Thought about; just thought about.

Q

When you got down to Los Alamos the

bhermonucle~

was one of the first things that you began to work on?
A
effort.

It never occupied a large pa& of the laboratory's
It could noto

But it was kept on the back burner
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throughout

Q

~he

war.

I believe you saidyou bad one building, one of

the first buildings oonstructed was --what do you call it,
crydgenics building?
A

Cryagenetics building, which we used for quite

different purposeso
~

But it was built for the purposes of working on .

the thermonuclear, wasn't it?

A

Yes.

Q

Work continued on the thermonuclear at Los Alamos

under your direction throughout the war, didn't it?
A

Yes.

Q

Then in 1944, Doctor, you applied for a patent on

the thermonuclear bomb, didn't you?
A

I have forgotten that.

Q

Did you?

A

We discussed it and I do not know .whether this

actually went through.

Was this with Tel1e r and Bethe?

If

it was with Teller and Bethe, then I think it went through.

Q

The patent was granted in 1946, I believe.

A

Yeso

Q

Do you remember that tow?

A

Yes.

I was simply not sure whether we had gone

through with it or not.

Q

And then 1 I believe, your testimony was that even

after yo

le ... Los

J

l mos in 19 5, 't.he

ork on the

J

· ·

continued th3re?
A

Ye 3 , it did •

Q

And of course that h d your approval and support?

A

Yes, it dido

Q

I believe you tastifigd at the first meeting of

the GAC the !Detter of the thermonuclear was discussed, is
that correct?
A

Ri~hto

Q

And you encouraged the Commission to get on with

the work, as you put it, is that right?
A

Yeso I think specifically what I testified was

that we considered whether this long range and very unsure
undertaking -- it is very difficult and which we thought
of then as five years or more -- whether thinking abouttha t
and working on it would hurt or harm the other jobs at Los
Alamos.

We decided that it would probably not hurt or harm,

but on the contrary help.
Q

So they should get ahead with ito

A

So we encouraged them to do this.

Q

We use the expression "thermonuclear weapon".

By that you meant a weapon of vastly more power than the atom
bomb, did you not?
A

The original picture was that.

Other pictures came

in during the first year or so of the Commission and also
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looked very practical.
Q

When we say --

A

You would like to leave out the small thermonuclear

weapons if there are such things.
Q

Yes.

But the thing you were talking about in 1942,

and working on at Los Alamos -·A

Would be a very big explosive.

Q

A tremendous explosive.

D don't know whether

it is classified or not but 10,000 times the power of the
atom bomb, or something like that.
A

Anyway, very large.

Q

What would not be an exaggeration, would it, 10,000

times?
A

This I think is classified.

Q

Very

~~11.

Sorue weapon to use the technical

expression in what we call the . megaton range, is that right?
A

That is righto

~

That is what you had in mind beginning in 1942?

A

That is righta

Q

Doctor, in your work and discussions in 1942, in

your work on the thermonuclear weaponat Los Alamos in 1943 to 194
and in your application

fc~

·the patent of 1944, and in your

advice which you as Chairman of the GAC gave to the
Commission to get on with the work on this thermonuclear,
at all those times and on all of those occasions, were you

, 1

suffering from or deterred by any moral scruples or qualms
about the development of this weapon?
A

Of course.

Q

You were?

A

Of course.

Q

But you still got on with the work,didn't you?

A

Yes, because this was a work of exploration.

It

was not the preparation of h weapon.
Q

You mean it was just an academic excursion?

A

It was an

atte~pt

at finding out what things

could be done •
Q

But you were going to spend millions of dollars

of the taxpayers money

o~

it, weren't you?

A

It goes on all the time.

Q

Wereyou going to spend millions if not billions

of dollars of the taxpayers money just to fiuij out for your
satisfaction whatwas going on?
A

We spent no such sums.

Q

Did you propose to spend any such sums for

a mere academic excursion?
A

N~.

It is not an academic thing whether you can

make a hydrogen bomb.
Q

It is a matter of life and death.

Beginning in 1942 and running throuhg at least

the first year or the first meeting of the t:iAC, you were
actively and consciously pushing the development of the
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thermonuclear bomb, weren't you?
A

Isn't that your testimony?

Pushing is not the right word.

Supporting and

working on it, yes.

Q

Yes.

When did these moral qualms become so strong

that you opposed the development of the Chermonuclear bomb?
A

When it was suggested that it be the policy of the

United States to make these things at all costs, without
regard to the balance between these weapons and atomic
weapons as a part of our arsenal.

Q

What did moral qualms have to do with that?

A

What did moral qualms have to do with it?

Q

Yes, sir.

A

We freely used the atomic bomb.

Q

In fact, Doctor, you testified, did you not, that

yruassisted in selecting the target for the drop of the
bomb on Japan?
A

Right.

Q

You knew, did you not, that the dr9pping of that

atomic bomb on the target you bad selected will kill or
injure thousands of civilians, is that correct?
A

Not as· many as turned outo

Q

How many were killed or injured?

A

70,000o

Q

Did you have moral scruples about that?

A

Terrible ones.
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Q

But you testif.ed the other day, did you not, sir

that the bombing of

Hiro~hima

was very successful?

A

Well, it was technically successful.

Q

Oh, technically.

A

It is also alleged to have helped end the war.

Q

Would you have supported the dropping of a thermo-

noclear bomb on

Hiroshim~?

A

It would make no sense at all.

Q

Why?

A

The target is too small.

Q

The target is too small.

Supposing there had been

a target in Japan big enc,ugh for a thermonuclear weapon,
would you have opposed dropping it?
A

This was not a problem with which I was confronted •.

Q

I am confronting
you with it now, sir •
.

A

You are not confrontipg me with an actual problem.

I was very relieved when Mr. Stimson removed from the target
list Kyoto, which was the largest city and the most
vulnerable target.

I think this is the nearest thing that

was really to your hypothetical question.
Q

That is correct.

Would you have opposed the dropping

of a thermonuclear weapoD on Japaa because of moral scruples?
A

I believe I would, sir.

Q

Did you oppose the dropping of the atom bomb on

Hiroshima because of moral scruples?
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A

We set forth our --

Q

I . amasking you about

A

I set forth my anxieties and the arguments on

it~

not "we".

the other side.
Q

You mean you argued against dropping the bomb?

A

I set forth aguments against dopping it.

Q

Dropping the atom bomb?

A

Yes.

Q

You mean having workdd, as you put it, in your

But I did not endorse them.

answer rather excellently, by night and by day for three
or four years to develop the atom

bomb,y~u

then argugd it

should not be used?
A

No, I didn't argue that it should not be used.

I

was asked to say by the Secretary of War what the views of
scientists were.
Q

I gave the views against and the views for.

But you supported the dropping of the atom bomb

on Japan, didn't you?

do.

A

What do you mean support?

C:

You helped pic!( the target, didn't you?

A

I did my job which was the job I was supposed to

I was not in a policy making position at Los Alamos.

I would have done anythiug that I was asked to do, including
making the bombs in a different shape, if I had thought it
was technically feasible.
Q

You would have made the thermonuclear weapon. too,
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wouldn't you?

Los

A

I couldn't.

Q

I didn't ask you that, Doctor.

A

I would have worked on ito

Q

If you had discovered the thermonuclear weapon at

Alamos, you would have done so. :If you could have

discovered 1,, you would have done so, wouldn't you?

A

Oh, yes ..

c:'

You were working towards that end, weren. 't you?

A

Yes.

I think I need to point out that to run a

laboratory is one thing.

To advise the government is another.

Q

I see.

A

I think I need to point out that a great deal

that happened between '45 and '49

I am not supposed to

say to what extent -- but to a very, very massive extents we
ha d become armed atomically.

The. prevailing view was that

what we had was too good -- too big -- for the best military
use, rather than too small.
Q

sir?

Doctor, would you refer to your answer, pleasq,

One further question before we get into that.
Am I to gather from your testimony, sir, that in

your opinion your function as a member and Chairman of the GAC
included giving advice on political policies as well as
technical advice?
A

I have testified as to thato
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Q

Would you repeat it for me, sir?

A

I will repeat ito

Our statutory function was to

give technical edviceo

Q

Y~~,

A

We were often asked questions which went outside

sir.

of this nar · ow frame.
didn't.

Sometimes we responded,

someti~es

we

The reason why the genaraladvice, I would call it,

editorializing rather than political advice,
our annexes

wa~

cont~ined

in

in the annexes and not in the report

because it did not seem a proper function for the General
Advisory Committee to respond in these termsto:the question
that had been put to them.

Q
~nd

Doctor, is it .a fair summary of your answer --

I referyou to page 37, and the following pages of your

answer --that whatthe GAC opposed in its October 29, 1949
meeting was merely a crash program for the development of
the Super?
A

Yes.

I think it would be a better summary to say

we opposed this crash program as the answer to the Soviet
atomic bombo
~

What did you mean by a crash program?

A

On the basis of what was then known, plant be

built, equipment be procured and a commitment be made to
build this thing irrespective of further study and with a
very high

priority~

A program in which alternatives would

I

net have an oppor unity to be weighed because one

(' to

get on and because we were not going to sacrifice tiae.
Doctor, isn't it true that the report of the GAC

Q

you wrote, didn't

~ou

A

I wrote the main report, yes.

Q

Isn't it true that the report of the GAC and the

annex to which you subscribed unqualifiedly opposed the
development of the Super at any time?
A

At that

Q

At any time?

A

No.

~ime.

At least, let us say we were questioned about

that in a discussion with the Commission, and we made it quite
clear that this could not be an unqualified and per.manent
opposition.

I

think that in the reading of the report withojt

the later discussions and reports it could be read that way.
But in the light of what was later said, it could not be
read that way.
Didn't the annex to which you subscribed say in

Q

so many words, "We belie,,e a Super bomb should never be.

produced"?
A

Yes, it did.

Q

It did say

A

Yes.

Q

Do you interpret that as opposing only a

program?

tha ~ ?

c~ash

A

No.

It opposed the program.

Obtiously if

w'e learned that the enemy was up to something, we could not

prevent the production of a super bomb.
Q

What did you ne an by "never"?

A

I didn't write those words.

Q

You signed it, though, didn't you?

A

I believe what we meant -- what I meant was that

it would be a better world if there were no hydrogen bombs
in it.
~

That is what the whole context says.
Doctor, don't you think a fair interpretation of

the record and the annex which you signed was an unqualified
opposition to the production of Super at any time or under any
circumstances?
A

No, I don't.

Q

Tbat is your view?

A

Yes.

Q

In all events, Doctor, you did say in your report

that no one could tell without an actual test whether the
Super would work or whether it wouldn't,is that right?
I

Yes.

Q

You testified that you had no intimation from

Dr. Seaborg prior to the GAC meeting of October 29, 1949,
as to what his views on the subject were.

I am going to show

•
you a letter
taken from your files at Princeton,
you to the Commission,dated October

14~

r~turned

by

1949, addressed to you,
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signed Glenn Seaborg, and ask you whether you received that
letter prior to the meeting of October 29, 1949.
A

I am going to say before I see that that I had no

recollection· of it.
Q

I assumed that.

MJY I interrupt your reading of

it a moment?
A

Yes •
MR. ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, I have been told by the

classification officer that there are two words here that I
must not read.

They are bracketed, and I am showing them to

Dr. Oppenheimer, and when I read the letter I shall leave
them out, but I want Dr. Oppenheimer to see them.
THE WITNESS:

I would be sure of one thing, and

that is if that letter reached me before the meeting, I read
it to the committee.
BY MR. ROBS:
Q

The letter was dated October 14, 19.4 9.

A

So it almost eertainly reached me.

Q

So presumablp unless it came by wagon train, it

reached you, didn't it?
A

Right~

Q

I will read this letter:
•university of California
"Radiation Laboratory
"Burke ley 4, California.
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"October 14, 1949.
"Dr. Jo Robert Oppenheimer
"The Institute for Advanced Study
"Princeton, New Jersey.
"Dear Robert:
"I will try to give you my thoughts for what they
may be worth regarding the next GAC meeting, but I am afraid
that there may be more q•st ions than answers.

Mr. Lilientha 1 's

assignment to us is very broad and it seems to me that
conclusions will be reached, if at all, only after a large
amount of give and take discussion at the GAC meeting.
"A quest •on which cannot be avoided, it seems to me,
is that which was raised by Ernest Lawrence during his
re·c ent trip to Los Alamos and Washington.

Are we

in a race along this line and one in which we

m~y

already be

somewhat behind so far as this particular new aspect is
concerned?"
H

He was talking about the thermonuclear, wasn't he?

A

It would be. obvious to me he was.

Q

Continuing:

"Apparently "his possibility has begun

to bother very seriously a number of people out here,
several of whom came to this point af view independently.
Altbough I deplote the prospects of our country putting a
tremendous effort into this, I must confess that I hve been
unable to come to the conclusion that we should not.

Some

7.

people are thinking of a timescale of the order of 3 to 5
years which may, of course, be practically impossible and
w~uld

surely involve an effort of greatee magnitude than that of

t :te Manhattan project.
b~st

li.y

prf)Sent fee ling vou ld perhaps be

summarized by saying that I would have to hear some good

arguments before I could take on sufficient courage to
recommend not going toward such a programo
"If such a program were undertaken, a number of
questions arise which would need early answers.

How would

the National Laboratories fit into the program?

Wouldn't they

have to reorient their present views considerably?

The question

as to who might build neutron producing reactors would arise.
I am afraid that we could not realistically look to the
prese~t

operators of Hanford to take this on.

It would seem

that a strong effort would have to be made to get the duPont
Company back ilit o the garneo

It would be imperative that the

present views of the Reactor Safeguard Committee be
substantially changed.
"I just do not know how to com11ent, without further
reflection, on the question of how the present 'reactor
program' should be modified, if it should.

Probably, after

much discussion, you will come to the same old conclusion
that the present four reactors be carried on, but that an
effort be made to speed up their actual constructionp
you probably know, Ernest

is willing to take on the ·

As
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responsibility for the construction near Berkeley of a" -and then I omit the two words -- "heavy water natural uranium
reactor primarily for a neutron source and on a short time
scale9

I don't know whether it is possible to do what is

planned here, but I can say that a lot of effort by the best
people here is going into it.

If the GAC is asked to comment

on this proposal, it seems to me clear that we should heartily
endorse it!

So far as I can sve ,

thi~

program will not

interfere with any of the other reactor building programs and
will be good even if it does not finally serve exactly the
purpose for which it was eonceived; I have recently been
tending toward the conviction that the United
be doing more with
nothing).

Stat~s

should

heavy water reactors (we are doing almost

In this connection, it seems to me that there might

be a discussion concerning the heavy water production
facilities and their possible expansion.
"Another question. and one on which perhaps I have
formulated more of a definite opinion, is that of secrecy.
It seems to me that we can't afford to continue to hamper
ourselves by keeping secret as many things as we now . do.

I

I think that not only basic science should be subject to less
secrecy regulation but also some places outside of this areao
For example, it seems entirely pointless now to hamper the
construction of certair. types of new piles by keeping
certain lattice dimensions.

s~cret

In case anything so trivial as

,'

the con,c 1m:: ions reached at the recent Internat..:..ona ·~. Meeting
on

declassi~ication

with the British and Canadians at Chalk

River is referred to the GAC I might · ust add that I
participated in these di3cussions and thoroughly agree with
the changes suggested, with the reservation thatperhaps they
should go further toward removing secrecy.
have great joubt that this letter will be of muc!h
help to you, but I am afraid that it is the best that I can
do at this time.
"Sincerely yours, Glenn" and below that in typing,
"Glenn T. Seaborg."
So, Doctor, isa't it clear to you now that Dr.
Seaborg did express himscelf on this matter before the meeting?
A

YesJ it is clear now.

Not in unequivocal terms,

except on one point, and on that point the General Advisory
eommittee I think made the recommendation that he desired.
Q

But he did express himself, didn't he?

A

Absolutely.

Q

In a communication to which he apparently had

given some thought, isthnt correct?
A

Right, and to which no doubt at the time I gave

some thought.
Q

That is right.

You have no doubt that you received

this before the General Advisory Committee meeting, is that
correct?
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I don t see why I should not have. ·

Q

Why did you tell the Joint Congressional Committee

on Atomic Energy when you testified on January 29, 1950,
that Dr. Seaborg had not expressed himself on the subject
prior to the meeting?
A

I am sure because it was my recollectiono

Q

That testimony was given in January 1950, wasn't it?

A

That is right.

Q

And this letter had been received by --

A

Let me add one point.

We had a second meeting

on the hydrogen bomb which Seaborg attended and we asked him
how he felt about it, and he said he would prefer not to
express his viewso
Q

But weren't you asked, Doctor, or didn't you te 11

the Joint Committee that Dr. Seaborg had not expressed
himself on this subject prior to the meeting of October 29 9
1949?
A

I would have to see the transcript.

I don't remember

that question and the anawer.
Q

If you did make that statement, it was nottrue,

was it?
A

It is clear that we had an expression, not

unequivocal, from Seaborg, before the meeting of October 29.

Q

Doctor, did you hear my question?

A

I heard it, but I have heard that kind of question
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too often.
Q

I am sure of that, Doctor, but would you answer it,

nevertheless?
MR. MARKS:

Isn't Dr. Oppenheimer entitled to see

the testimony which is being referred to, instead of answering
a hypothetical question?
MR. ROBB:

It ·.s not a hypothetic41 question.

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

If you told the Joint Committee, sir, that Dr.

Seaborg had not expressed himself prior to .t he meeting of
6ctober 29, 1950, that wns not true, was it?
A

It would depend, entirely.

Q

Yes or no.

A

I will not say yes or no.

on the context of ·.;he question.

It would depend entirely

The only two things in this

letter that Seaborg is absolutely clear about is that we
ought to build certain kinds of reactors and we ought to have
less secrecy.

On the question of the thermonuclear program

he can't find good enough arguments against it, but he
does have misgivings.
Q

All right, Doctor.

You told this Board this

morning that Dr. Seaborg did not express himself prior to
the meeting of October 29, 1949.
A

That is right.

Q

W s that true?

That wa ... my recollection.
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A

No, that was not true.

Q

You told the Board this morning
AIR. GRAY:

Are you pursuing the Seaborg matter now?

MR. ROBJB:

I thought I would come back to it, sir.

!JR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman» I think it would be

fair since the question wQs raised, because of the
implications that may be left that the actual questions put
to Dr. Oppenheimer. by thG Joint Committee about Dr. Seaborg
should be read into the record with sufficient context to
show what it was. about.

Otherwise, we are left with a possible

misapprehension as to what really did take place.
know.

I don't

I have mver seen the transcript.
MR. ROBB: Mr. Chairman, that is impossible unless

we

~e

a meeting of the Joint Committee and they authorize

that to be done. ;But Dr. Oppenheimer this morning as the
Board no doubt heard, recalled that he had so testified
before the Joint

Committ~e.

THE WITNESS:
MR. ROBB:

I had testified; I had not so testified.

The record wi 11 show what the Doctor

testified.
THE WITNESS:

If I testified that I recall so

testifying, I would like t9 correct the transcript.
MR. ROBB:

That was not correct, either?

MR. SILVERMAN:

Jm.

ROBB:

He didn't say it.

All right.

The record will show what he
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testified to.
MR. GARRISON:

What is the procedureal requirement

for reading into the record
l/_Ro ROBB:

~e

questions from that transcript?

Tha1; transcript wi 11 not be released, as

I understand it, without the vote of the committee to do sop
Mr. Garriscrt, which is why I was not sble to rea.d Dr.
Oppenheimer what he said"
THE WITNESS:
of the question.

I think a lot depends on the nature

Had Dr. Seaborg made up his mind, had he

concurred with your view, or so on.

It is clear from this

letter he wanted to hear a discussion about it.

That he saw

it was a very tough question.
MR. ROBB:

May I ask the Doctor one more question

before we take a break on this Seaborg matter.
MR. GRAY:

Yes.

BY MR. ROBS:
Q

Doctor, are you sure that you read Dr. Seaborg's

letter to your committee, the GAC dommittee, at the meeting
of October 29, 1949?
A

Since I forgot the existence of the letter,

obviously I cannot remember reading it.

I alwayn read

communications on matters before us to the committee.
Q

Is there any reflection in the report of the

committee that Dr. Seaborg
about this matter?

~ad

expressed himself in any way

118 - f t

A

No, there certainly is not.

Q

I beg pardon?

A

There isn'to
MR. ROBB:

All right.

MR. GARRISON:

May I ask the Chairman whether the

Board has before it the transcript of the Joint eommittee
testimony?

I ask merely because of the fact that if it

has been released to the Board -MR. GRAY:

Let me respond to your questicn thi9

way, Mr. Garrison, and say that after recess, which I propose
to call in a moment, I snould like to respond to that.
We wi 11 now ret.:ess .
(Brief recess.)
MR. GRAY:
which Mr. Garrison

I would like to pursue the question
raise~

just before the recess.

The Board does not have before it a complete
transcript of the testimony which was under discussion.
(Mr. Marks not present in the room.)
MRo GRAY:

Howtver, I can say to Dr. Oppenheimer

and his counAelthat the Board does understand from a source
it believes to be reliable that Dr. Oppanheimer was- asked a
question with respect to the extent of unanimity of the views
of the members of the GAC with respect to what we have been
describing as the crash program.

I am not sure whether it

was so referred to in the testimony, but there was this

't

!8

question.
In response to the question Dr. Oppenheimer stated
that he thought it waq pretty unanimous view, that one member
of the committee, Dr. Seaborg, was away when the matter was
discussed,

nd that h e had not expressed himself on it, and

further saying

that the other members will agree

~ith

what

he has said.
THE WITNESS:
I was told I said.

That is a :.itt ·.e different from what

I was told I said explicitly that Seaborg

had said nothing about the matter before the meeting.

This

was several months after the meeting and I was asked whether
Seaborg had expressed his views in connection with this
maetingo

I Nould think that the

prope~

answer to that was

not so far from what you quoted mp as saying.
MR. GRAY:

We are trying to

develo~ ~hat

actually

the facts were in the case, and I believe you did testify
that you had no communication with respect to this matter
from Dr. Senborg or at least you said you did not recall a
communication, I believe.
THE WITNESS:
MR! GRAY:

Is that what it says in the transcript?

No, I think that is what you said earlier

this morning.
THE WI 'LNESS:
protest .
recall it.

I would li"ke ,; o make a ge r1era 1

I Am told I have said certain things.

I don 1 t

I am asked if I said these what would that be.
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This is an extremely difficult form for me to face : question.
I don't kno·w what I said.

It is of record.

I had it in my

own vault for many years.

It is not classified for reasons

of national security, this coneersation, and I have no
sanse that I could have wished to give any impression to the
Joint Congressional Committee other than an exposit1on
because when I testified I knew for a fact that the decision
had been taken, I testified in order to explain as w 11 as I
could to the committee the grounds for the advice,
oft he advice, the arguments that we had in mind.
an attempt to persuade themo
to alter the outcome.
had in mind.

.he color

It was not

It was not in any way, an attempt

It was an attempt to describe what we

A few minutes after I testified, I believe,

or shortly after I testified, the Presidential announceme t
came 'out, and I knew what it was going to be.
piece of advocacy.

It

WE1S

So this was nota

a piece of exposition.

I would like to add one other thing.

Having no

recollection of the Seaborg letter, I cannot say that I
did this.

But it would have beenmrmal .practice for

me at one of the meetings with the Commission not merely
to read the letter to the committee, but to read the letter
or parts of :it

r13levaJlt to our discussion to the Commission

and the committee.
BY MRo ROBB:

Q

In other words, .Doctor, if you didn't read this

so
Seaberg letter to your committeeg it would have been quite
unusual?

•

A

Yes •

Q

Doctor, will you help me a little bit on physics.

notice Dr. Seaberg in this letter talks about the reactor
program.

Was thzt program a necessary step in the development

of the thermonuclear weapon?
A

It was thought to be.

Q

VThat was done, ar what did the General Adviser y

Committee advise or urge to be done in respect tf a reactor
program subsequent to the President's

decision of January

1950.
A

Already in the October 29 report we urged

that a reactor program to produce these neutrons, the number
of which is classified, be expedited.

We, however, said

that this should be done 'ot for the purpose of the Super
program, but for many other purposes.

We urged that the

thing be built.
I believe after the Presidential decision, we
urged that the reactor program be flexible because it was

•

I

already apparent at that time that the ideas as they
existed in October 29, 1949, were undergoing very serious
modification&

If you wish me to refresh my momory on the

precise points, I would be glad to.

Q

I have not done so.

Dator, am I correct in my memory of your earlier
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testimony that the reactor program was one thing that you
are now and were at that time dissatisfied with and did not

e.

go very well?
A

That is quite a different thing.

That is the

development of reactors for power.
Q

That was something else?

A

That is something quite different.

proauction ·eactor.

This is a

I would not say that we were satisfied

with the product ion react or (Eture.
Q

I·; is a heavy

~·ater

reactor, is what you need for thS

program?
A

No, not uccessarily.

It is a possible way of going

about it.
Q

What progress was made in developing the reacto1·s

that were nocessary for the hydrogen bomb?

A

That were then thought to be necessary?

Q

Yes.

A

Great prcgress.

Q

They were built, were they?

A

Yes.

Q

At Hanford?

A

No,

Q

Is that classified, Hoctor?

A

It is in all the papers.

Savannah River.

They were built at

.. 2
Q

I see.

A

They were built I think with the early d velopment

and study undertaken at the Argonne Laboratory and the duPont
laboratory facing into the engineering and construction
phases.

Q

Doctor, I want to show you

~

copy of a letter also t

taken from your files that you had at Pricceton and turned
back to the Commission.

This is a copy of a letter dated

October 21, 1949, bearing the typewritten signatu e Robert
Oppenheimer, addressed to Dr. James B. Conant, President,
Harvard University; "Dear Uncle Jim:"

I ask you if you

wrote that letter.
A

October 21, 19·49?

Q

Yes, sir.

A

I would like to look it over.

Q

Certainly.

I want you to look it

Th~t

is why I handed it to you, Doctor.

ov~r

carefully.

Take your time.

A

I wrote this letter.

0

You wrote that

A

Can we read it in full?

Q

I am going to. You sent this letter on or about

letter~

October 21, 1949o
A

I have no reason to doubt it.

Q

Doctor, in thi; letter as in the other, tha

classification officer has expurgated a few words which are

fi'""

indicated b;· brackets.

Will you look at them now so you

wi 11 know what they are when I read it?
A

Yes.

Could we paraphrase this by saying for a

number of applications of military importance?

Q

I will tell you what, Doctor.

When I get to that

point, I will stop and you paraphrase it, because you can
paraphra~e

. hat sort of stuff better thnn I can.
"Dear Uncle Jim:
"We are exploring the possibilities for our talk

with trePresident on October 30th.

All members of the

advisory committee will come to the meeting Saturday except
Seaborg, who must be in Sweden, and whose general views we
have in written form.
palavering

~n

Many of us will do some preliminary

the 28th.

"There is one bit of background which I would like
~u

to have before we meet.

When we last spoke, you thought

perhaps the reactor program offered the most decisive
example of

~ he

need for• policy clarification.

to think th t the super might also be relevant.

I was inclined
On the

technical side, as far as I can tell, the super is not very
different from what it was when we first spoke of Jt more
than seven years ago:

a weapon of unknown design, cost,

deliberability snd military value.
has taken place in the

c~imate

But a very great change

of opinion.

On the one band,

two experienced promoters have been at work, i.e., Ernest

Lawrenc 1 anJ Edw ro Teller.

The project has long been

dear to TelLer's hear"t; and Ernest has convinced h-mself that
we must learn from Operation Joe that the Russians will soo n
do the super., and that we had better beat them to .t."
What was Operation Joe, the Washington erplosion?
A

Right.
(Mr o Marks entered the roomo)
BY MR. ROBB:

Q

Of Septettber 1£149?

A

Right.

Q

Continuing your letter:

"On the technical side,

he proposes to get some r1eutron producing heavy water
reactors built; and to this • for a variety of reasons, I
think we must say amen s:i nee" -- now would you paraphrase?
A

There were three military applications other than

the super which these
Q

"--

re~ctors

waid serve.

and raany other things wi 11 a 11 profit by the

availability of neutrons .
"But the real development has not been of n
technical nature.

Ernest spoke to Knowland and McMahon,

and to some at least of the joint chiefs.

The Joint

Congressional Committee, having tried to find something
tangible to chew ou every since September 23rd, has·at last
found its answer.
fas~.

We muEJt have a super,and we must have it

A su -committee is heading West to investigate this
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problem at Los Alamos, and in Berkeley.

The joint chiefs

appear informally to have decided to gi v·e the development
of the super overr . ding priority, though no formal request
has come through.

The climate of opinion among the competent

physicists also shows signs of shifting.

Bethe, for

instance, is seriously considering return on a full time
basis; and so sureLy are some others.

I have bad long talks

with Bradbury and Manley, and with Von Neumanno

Bathe,

Teller, McCormack and LeBaron are all scheduled to turn up
within the next 36 hours.

I have agreed that if there is a

conference on the super program at Los Alamos, I wi 11 make lt
my business to

a~end.

"What concerns me is really not the technics 1
problem.

I am not sure the

mis~rable

thing will work, nor

that it can be gotten to a target except by ox car•.

It

seems likely to me even further to worsen the unbalance of
our .,aesent war plans.
~ppears

What does owrry me is that this thing

to have caught the imagination, both of the

congressional and of military people, as the answer to the
problem posed by the Russian advance.

It would be folly to

.oppose the exploration of this weapono

We have always known

it had to be done; and it does have to be done, though it
appears to me singularly proof against any form of
experime•ntal apprCB ch.

But that we become committeed to it

as the way to save the country and the peace appears to n1e
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'ull of dangers.
"We will tie faced with all this at our meeting; and

anything that we do or do not say to the President, will have
to take it into considerationo

I shall feel far more secure

ifyou have had an opportunity to think about it.

"I still remember llY visit WJth gratitude and
affect ion.
"Iiobert Oppenheimer.
"t'r. James B. Conant, President,
"Harvard Univer9ity,
"Cambridge 38, Mass."
Do·~tor,

would it appear to you from that letter

that you were in error in your previous testimony that you
had not exprassed your views to Dr. Conant before the meeting
of October 29, 1949?

A

Yes.

Q

Beg pardon?

A

Yes.

Q

Do you wish now to amend your previous answer that

Dro Conant reached the views he expressed to you without any
suggestion en your part?
A

I don't know which preceded whibh.

Q

Is there any indication to you in this letter which

I have just read that Conant had previously expressed any
views to you?
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A

I would say there is an indication that t ere had

been discussion between us.
Q

I

am not clearo

Why were you writing to Dr. Conant before the GAC

meeting on this thjng?
A

I

think the letter explains that.

Q

You were not trying to propagandize him, were you?

A

No.

Q

Do you agree with me

tha~

this letter

i~

susceptible

of th* interpretation, ttat you were trying to influence him?
A

Not properly; rot properly so susceptible.

Q

You notice in this letter, Doctor, that you

referred to Dr. Seaborg'e letter, so you had it at that timep
didn't you?
A

Right.

Q

And that must have been the letter we read this

morning, is that correct?
A

I would assume so.

Q

Would you agree, Boctor, that your references to

Dr. Lawrence and Dr. Teller and their enthusiasm for the super
bomb, their work on the e·uper bomb, that your refe1·ences in
this letter are
A

a little bit belittling?

Oro Lawrence came to Washington.

to the Commissiono

He did not talk

He wEnt and talked to the Joint

Congressional Committee and to members of the military
establishment. I think that deserves some belittling.
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Q

So you would agree that your references to those

men in this letter were belittling?
A
I

No.

I pay my great respects to them

as

promoters.

don't think I did them justice.
Q

You used the word "promoters'' in an invidious

sense, didn't you?

A

I promoted lots of things in my time.

Q

Doctor, would you answer my question?

When you use

the word "promoters" you meant it to be in a slightly
invidious sense, didn't you?

A

I have no idea.

C.

When you use the word now with reference to Lawrence

and Teller, don't you intend it to be

~idious?

A

No.

Q

Youthink that their work of promotion was

admirable~

is that right?
A

I think they did an admirable job of promotion.

Q

Do you think it was admirable that they were

promoting this project?
A

1 told you that I think that the methods -- I

don't believe Teller was involved, Lawrence promoted it
were not proper.

•

Q

You objected to them going to Knowland and McMahon?

A

I objected to their not going to the Commission.

Q

Knowland and McMahon, by that you meant Senator
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Knowland and Senator McPI.·ahan.
A

)f

courEe.

Q

Did you go to any Senatorsabout this?

A

1· appeared before the Sana te

at their ·requ€st in

my statutory function.
~

Did you go to any Senators privately about it?

A

Certain l y not before discussing it with the
I do not know whether I discussed it with Senator

Commission~

McMahon.
Q

You said certainly not before discussing it with

the Commission.

Did you after discussing it with the

Commission go to

~~~~

Senator s privately about it?

A

Private!y?

Q

Yes, sir.

A

I don't remember whetlwr I talked to Mc14ahon or

Q

Did you go to the President about it?

A

I~o.

Q

You mention in this letter a meeting with the

President.

•

If so, 1 : was at his request.

not~

Did that take place?

A

No.

C

Did you ever talk to the President aboutthe matter?

A

No.

Q

Do you know whether or not Mr. Lilienthal did?

A

It is in the public press that he did and he told

me that he did.

D . dyou discuss th
Na t

~o

wi h h .. b

or'

see the President?

A

The time that is in th · public press is v': en ha

and Acheson

t

mf. t ~ er

nd Johnson went over to c 11 on t ·Je P1• side

Q

That was just p·rior to the President's d • isio ?

A

Yes.

Q

Did you c scuss the matter w. th Lilienthal before

.-..

me ti t ?
A

Q
A

Before the meetin

of October 29?

fore he went to see the President.
W_

discussed it many times between Octob()r 2£·

and the President's decision.
Q

Did you brief

the thermon· clear
A

We talke

Mr. Lilienthal on your vie s about

eapon before he

wen~

over and over agai

to see the Presi1 nt?
I

don't believe

~t

was ever a question of briefing-- and I dontt have -I am fairly sure that this description of any talk we had
was wrong.
Q

Is there any doubt in your mind that when he sa

the President. Mr. Lilier!thal express to the Presi -e t

•

.

your views on this roatter?
A

That he spoke my views to the President?

Q

Yes.

A

I have no idea.

Q

Did you talk with him

fter he had seen the Pr

ide t?
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A

At this rneeting of three people?

Q

Yes.

A

Yes.

He came back and told us about it.

I think

this was actually the General Advisory Committee, r.ather than me.

Q
that the

Didn't M1. Lilienthal report to you in sJbstance
viaw~

he expressed to the President were the same

ones you entertained?
A

I don't remember that way of saying it.

If it was,

it would have been the committee and would have referred to
the mass of documents, reports and so on, between the 29th
of October andthat time.

Q

Was·there any doubt in your mind that Mr. Lilienthal

shared your views on tbS matter of the thermonuclear?
A

We knew that he was opposed to the ex-ash

prograJD~

I was neYer entirely clear as to the components of this
opposition~

Q

Was there any question in your mind that in reaching

thatview Mr. Lilienthal gave great weight to your advice?
A

He gave some weight to it.

I doubt if he gave

inordinate weight to it.
Q

Aren't you sure, Doctor, that Mr. Lilienthal

necessarily relied very heavily on you for advice in this
matter?
A

The matters that engaged his interest were not

primarily the technical ones.

On technical things of course he

7

z

relied on our advice.
~

Doctor, you begin your letter to Mr. Conant, whom you

address as "Dear Uncle Jim" with this sentence:

"Wra are

exploring the possibilities for our talk with the President
on October 30."
Wouldn't that indicate to you that you were
opening this subject with him for the first time, that is,
with Dr. Cocant fot the first time?
A

That

Q

It would?

A

Yes, siro

wou~d

indicate that we had discussed it earlier.

Otherwise, I would have said we are

thinking of going to see the President, or what would you
think of going to see the President·.
end to a

It refers toward the

visi~.

MR~

GRAY:

May I ask, is this visit to the President

a visit of the GAC?
THE WITNESS:

Sure.

This was a terrible flat 0
to go over to see him.

We went to see him occasioaally.

We had in mind that maybe we ought

We decided that this had better be

handled through the respon•ible organs of the government and
not by a group c f outside advisors, and we did so.

Whether

this was the Con:mission 's view or our view, I don't Ianember.

BY MR.; ROHB:
Q

Doctor, how did you know that Dr. Lawrence had

talked to Senator Knowland and Senator McMahon, and some at
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least of the Joint Chiefs?
A
to mee

This was gossip and I have forgotten who gave it
Pos~ibly

R2bi, but I am not sure.

I know that

Lawrence talked to Rabi on his way home from Washington and
I would assume that he
Q

told~

something

abbut ito

You say here • "The climate of opinion among th '

competent physicists also shows signs of shifting."

What

did you mean the "the climate of opinion"?
A

What people were thinking.

Q

What werethey thinking?

A

What they were thinking about the desirability

of stepping up this program, I should
Q

You mean th&

think.

up to then competent physicists had been

opposed to it?
A

Had not been excited by ito

Q

Had not been enthusiastic.

A

Right,

Q

Now they were beginning to get more enthusiasm for

it, is that correct?
A

Yes.

I don't know whether enthusiasm or a feeling

of necessity or so.

I don't know the detail.

Q

Did. that cause you alarm?

A

No.

Q

Wasn't that what you were expressing to Dt·. Conant

in this letter?

•,

A

I was tellin

him in whatform that I thought

the problem would come before us, what the surrounding
circumstances were.

Q

How did you know that Bethe was seriously confliEring

return on a full time basis?
A

He came to visit me at Princeton and talked to me •

Q

"And so surely are some others"; whom did you have

.

in mind?

A

From the way

tha~

sounds, I WDuld say I had no one

specific in mind.
Q

Doctor, how many reactors .of any kind were built

while you were Chairman of

A

I don't know.

GAC?

I will start to think.

A dozen and

a half or something like that.

Q

Row many physicists did you discuss this matter

of the thermonuclear with prior to the meeting of October 29,
1949?

A

I clearly can't answer that question.

Q

A

A

No, not a large number.

large number?

the ones that stuck in my memory.

I have tried to think of
I have forgotten some

things.
Q

Did you talk to Dr. Rabi?

A

Yes.

Q

When did you see him and where?
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A

Either in Princeton or New York.

Q

Did he come to see you?

A

I don't ... emvmber.

Q

What was his attitude on the thermonuclear at the

We saw a great deal of each oimr.

time you talked to him prior to the meeting?
A

1 believ • to put it as accurately as I can it

was one of somewhav quizzical enthusiasm.
Q

What did you say when you found that out?

A

I don't think I said much.

Q

Did you ancourage him in his enthusiasm.

A

I don't see how 1 could have, but I don't remember

the words I used.
Q

You said you talked to Dr. Serber.

A

Yes.

Q

He came to see you at Princeton, didn't he?

A

He was sent by Lawrence.

Q

Sent by Lawrence and Alvarez?

A

Sent by Lawrence.

Q

Serber told you he was going to work on the thermo-

muclear, didn't he?
A

No.

Q

Did he come to ask you whether you would work on

it or not?
A

I never fully understood the mission.

bad come to discuss it.

He said he
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Q

Do you know whether or not prior to his seeing you

Serber had said that he would join the project and work on
the thermonuclear?
A

I don't kncx

I had the impression that he had

not made a commitment of such D kind atd didn't intend to.
Q

Didn't he tell yo

he had come to see you to enlist

your responsibility for the project?
A

To enlist my support for ito

Q

Yes, sir.

A

No, I don 't think s o.

Q

What had

A

To discuss it with me.

Q

Just to discuss it with you?

A

Yes.

Q

Th ~ t

A

Yes,.

Q

Did you e11courage Serber to work on it?

A

No, I don't think I did.

~

Did you discourage him?

A

No, I don't think I did.

Q

Did he work on it?

A

No; I don't believe he dido

Q

Did you talk with Dr,. DuBridge about the matter before

~awrence

sent him to see you for?

is all?

He may have a little.

the meeting?
A

I think so, but I am not quite sure.
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Q

Do you know what his view on it was before the

meeting?
A

No.

Q

You didn't hear?

A

I -doli 't remember.

Q

Did you •alk with Bacher about the program before

the meeting?
A

Is that one of the names that is in the list?

Q

What list?

A

The list in my letter to Conarit.

Q

No.

I have forgotten.

You talked with Bradbury, Manley and von

Neumann, you say in this lettero
A

Right.

Q

Do you recall whether you

A

No, I don't.

~alked

to Bacher at all?

I did talk to him at a later stage I

remember very well.
Q

Were your long talks with Bradbury, Manley, von

Neumann ind ividua 1 talks or did you talk in a group?
A

With von Neumann since he was right next door,

it would be alone, and with

Bradbu~y

and Manley it would have

been together.
Q

Can you tell us anything about what you said to them?

A

No, I can't.

Q

Would it not be

I would guess I mostly asked them.
reasonable~

Doctor, to conclude that you

e~pressed to them substantially the same views you expressed

to Dr. Conant tn this

lette~

of October 21?

The situation was:a little different.

A

I would

thint~

that I would have got Bradbury to tell me as much as he could
rather than to tell him what I thought,

Q

Doctor, you say here you have had long

talks~;

presumably you talked too, didn't you?
A

I always do.

r

Yes.

So isn't it a fair conclusion, Doctor, that in

your long talks with Bradbury, Manley and von Neumann, you
expressed the same feelings and the same views

whih~u

set out

tn writing to Dr. Conant?
A
qui~

I very

s~rongly

different.

before us.

The

doubt it.

The relations were

With Conant we had a problem of advice
vi~ws

thatl expressed there are not the views

the committee adopted. The background was something l thought
he ought to know about.

I

would guess that with von Neumann,

Bradbury and Manley -- anyway, with Bradbury and von Neumann,
the talk would have been much more on technical things

I

remember von Neumann saying at this time,"l believe there is
no such thing as saturatAon.
can be too largeo

I

I don't think any weapon

have !Ways

been~

believer in this."

He was in favor of going ahead with it.

Q

Did be afterwards work on the project?

A

He dido

Q

Do you recall what views you expressed to Serber
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when he came· to see you at Princeton?
A

I would think possibly not far from thos . I

expressed here, that this was a thing that one had to get
straight, but it was not the answero

I

am conjecturing now.

An honest statement would be to say I don't recallo

Q

Did you talk to Dr. Alvarez about the thermonuclear

program about this time?
A

I

think I did more than once.

~

What views did you express to him about it?

A

I

remember once when I expressed negative views,

but I think in a rather indiscreet form of tellinghim
what other people were sayingo
Q

Would

A

The occasion I remember is during the GAC meeting.

~u

tell us about that occasion and when it was?

Alvarez and Serber and I had lunch

together ~

The discussion

was in mid-progress and we had not reached a conclusiono

I

said quite strongly negative things on moral grounds were being
said ~

Q

Did you specify what those negative things were?

A

I don't r emember.

Q

Those were your views, too, weren't they?

A

They were getting to be :In the course of C'IUr

discussiono

Q

You felt strongly negative on moral

didn't you?

grounds~
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A

I did as the meeting came to an endo

I think the

views that are expressed in the letter to Conant probably are
as measured and honest as any record could be,

at~

my attempt to reconstruct what I thought at one or
moment in this time of flux

would be less reveal!

I

thiak

~~other
~ban

what you have read out loudo

Q

Do you recall what Server's attitude was at the

time of this luncheon?
A

No.

Q

Do you recall whether or not Serber subsequently

opposed the development of the thermonuclear?
A

I know of no such opposition.

Q

In all events he did work on it.

A

He worked on it very little but not very hard or

effectively.
Q

But not what?

A

Not very hard or effectively.

Q

Doctor. you have testified.I believe the report

of the GAC reflects, that it was impossible to tell without
a test whether a thermonuclear device would work or not, is
that correct?
A

Right ..

~

Did there come a time when some tests of a thermo-

nuclear bomb were scheduled?
A

In October of 1952?

That is the time?

/91

•

I think so, yes.

A

Right.
Did you suggest that that test be postponed?

A

I would like to haul off,

Q

Like

A

•
I would like to pull back a little bit.

Q

Very well.

A

I was then a member of this panel of the State

Department.

~o

what?

Another member was Dr. Bush.

He told me right

before --well, very early in the meeting of the panel -that he had been to see the Secretary of State about his
anxieties of the
about it.

t~ming

of this test.

"hen the panel was

I did nothing whatever

mee~ing

during the summer

and late autumn, we discussed this matter as
terms of

~eference

in great detail.

relev~nt

to our

The panel insisted that

we make our Views known as to the advantages and disadvantages
of the scheduled date to the Secretary.

So we did.

I also inquired of Bradbury about what a postponement
of a week or two weeks or so on would mean in a technical
sense.

I believe this is the summary of all that I had to

do with it.

The scheduled date was November 1st, before the

Presidentia·l election.

It was at a time when it was clear

that whatever administration was coming in was different
from the outgoing administration.
~

Yoo oid favor fhe postponement ·of the test, is

~ha~

right?
A

No, I think that is not right.

I think I saw strong

advantages in not holding · it then and many strong disadvantages.
I reported both.
You were at that time a member of the State

Q

Department panel on disammament, is thEright?
A

Yes.

Q

In fact, you were chairman of the panel, weren't you?

A

I was.

Q

Did your panel make a report on this matter of the

postponement of the test?
A

It discussed it with the Secretary of State.

It made

no reporto
Q

You made no written report?

A

Right.

Q

Didn't you favor the postpoaement of tho test,

Doctor?
A

I have explained to you that I saw strong arguments

for it and strong arguments against ito

I didn't think it

was my decision or my job of advocacy.
Q

I understand that, Doctor.

opinion at the time.
questiono

A

I thint it is a rather simple, plain

Did you or did you

teEJt?

I mnasking for your

not

~:.~~J!

postponement of the

...~'\t
My

candid opinion was th11 ~

,.,

~·

was utterly
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impractical to postpone the test, but that we nevertheless
owed it to the Secretary of

~tate

what we thought was

involved in holding it at that time.

Q

Was one factor which you thought perhaps made a

postponement advisable the reaction of the Soviet to the test?
We thought that they would get· a lot of information

A

out of it.
Q

How long was i t suggested that the test be

postponed, if it was postponed?
A

Until the new administration either before or after

its assumption of

~fice

could conduct it or could be

inv~lved

in the responsibility for it.

Q

Doctor, we are agreed, I take it, that in the

absence of a test, it was impossible ever to determine
whether a thermonuclear vould or would not work, is that right?
A

To be sure • . At that stage, let me say we had quite

different designs·.

I

reported to the President that although

you could not be certain of the performance of any one design,
it was virtually assured that this could be done.

The

situation was wholly different in 1949 where the doubts
would have been of a very much more acute character with
that model.

However, you don't have a weapon until you proof

firo it.

Q

No.

Even in 1949, Doctor, could anybody have said

that the thermonuc tear would not wor.k i .n the altsence .o.f a test?
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A

~

could say a specific model would not work and that

has been saidp wholly without a test.
Q

Could you in 1949 have said that no model of a

thermonuclear could be made that would work?
A

Of course not.

You can't say that nobody will

ever think of anything.
on this subjflcto

I have the memorandum of the panel

It has no restricted data in it.

If the

panel would like a copy of that memorandum, I can make it
available.
MR. GARRISON:
THE WITNESS:

You mean the Board.
If the Board would like a copy of the

memorandum, I can make it available,

I don't have it with me

because although not free of restricted data, it obviously

...

is a classified document.
MR. GRAY:

Yes.

BY MR. ROBB:
Q

complete.

One furt·her matter, Doctor, so the record wi 11 be
It is a fact, is it not, that you opposed the

establishment of a second laboratory?
A

The General Advisory Committee and I opposed the

plans during the winter of 1951-52 -- the suggestion then
made -- but we approved the second laboratory as now conceived
because there was an existing installation, and it could be
done gradually and without Harm to Los Alamos.
tong .record ·of our dd.lbberat ions .•

There is a
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Q

I understand &hat.

There was a proposal made in

1951 to establish a second laboratory for the purpose of working
on the thermonuclear.

yo~J

A

Kight~

Q

And for various reasons which you have explained

and the committee opposed the establishment of that

laboratory.
A

That is correct.

C

Do you think now that the reasons that you advanced

then were sound ones?
A

Yesv

I think if we had thought that it was possible

to take an existing Commission facility that was working on
something that didn't amount to anything and . convert it
gradually into a weapons facility,
then would not have applied.

the arguments we had

The proposal was to found

something new in some ·new desert, and this we thought could
not be done without taking a

b~g

bite into Los Alamos.

Q

Who proposed establishing it in some new desert?

A

This is the way in which the Commission presnted

it to us -- a second Los Alamoso
(~

The fact that it wa

established in some new desert

would have made it much more difficult to get pers onne 1,
would it not?
A

Thnt is right.

Q

Did you suggest an a 1tern-at·i ve that they might

7

establish it in some place other than a desert?
A

No.

We suggested lots of places that were open

to the Commission to get work on various aspects of this
problem, and that Los Alamos use- some contracting and delegation to a very much greater extent than they had.
This is different only in a minor way from the arrDngement
now made in California.
Q

Doctor, at the outset of your testimony, you took

an oath to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God.
A

Yes.

Q

Are you fully

c~nscious

of the solemn nature of that

oath?
A

Yes.
1\IRo GARRISON:
MRo GRAY:

Mr. Chairman, is this necessary?

I think the Chairman would have to say

that the witness took the oath and bad read to him the
penalties prescribedo

I see no reason for the record to

reflect this question being asked again.
MRo ROBB:

Very wello

That is all I have at

the moment, Mr. Chairman.
MRo GARRISON:

Perhaps we could take a five minute

recess.

1m.

GRAY:

It will be perfectly all right, because I

have a couple of questions that I would like to ask and
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maybe the Board members do.

But a recess is· quite satisfactory.

MF.o GARRISON: \t)uwould like tocontinue questioning

Mr. Oppenheimer.
MH. GRAY:

Yes.

THE WITNESS:
MRo GRAY:

Let us get that over with.

~art

of this, Dr. Oppenheimer, to complete

what seems to be a slight gap -- at least my first question,
this was in relation to the statutory function and mission
of the GAC, and the question of whether there were
departures from the technical and scientific advice.
I think twice you observed that the GAC on occasion
failed to respond to questions.
Tlffi WITNESS:
MRo GRAY:

Yes.

Or did not respond.

Thera is no

implication in my question.
TEE WITNESS:

Did not

re~pond

to non-technical

questions.
MR. GRAY:

That is correct.

Could you gjve an

example of that kind of thing?
THE

WITNES~:

Yes.

We were asked whether the

Armed Servides or the Commission should have custody of atomic
weapons.

We didn't answer that

fe·w technic a 1 comments on it.

ques~ion.

We simpy gave a

We were asked sometimes

quvstions about organizstion.
MR ... GRAY;:

I see..

I fhitik tha't

is what .-I had 'in

7

mind.
My next question is one which was not fully
developed, I think, in the questioning of counsel.

I don't

think it is a new matter, and I think it is pertinent to the
whole problem.
Is it your opinion, Doctor, that the Russians
would not have sought to develop a hydrogen bomb unless they
knew in one way or another, or from one source or another,
that this country was proceeding with it?
THE WITNESS:

That was my opinion in 1949.

the moment I have no opinion.

As of

I don't know enough about the

history of what they have been doing.
MRo GRAY:

I don't think my question relates so much

to historical events as to a view ofthe international
situation and the 'problems with which this country was
confronted.

Would it not have been reasonable to expect at

any time since the apparent intentions or the intentions of
the USSR were clear to us that they would do anything to
increase their military strength?
THE WITNESS:
MRo

GRAY:

Whatever it might be.

THE WITNESS:
MRo GRAY:

Righto

Oh, sure.

So you don't

inte~~ .~1 0

have this record

~.\ •.f...

su~gest
..

that you felo that if those

wh~ ~.l)..~osed

the

dave lopment of the hydr•ogen bomb prevai l~<t -'thet w·ou ld
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mean that the world would not be confronted with the hydrogen
bomb?
THE WITNESS:

It would not necessarily t1ean

we thought on the whole it would make it lese likely.

That

the Russians would attempt and less likely that they would
succeed in the undertaking.

MR. GRAY:
That is two things.

I would like to pursue that a little bit.
One, the likelihood of their success

would we all hope still be related to their own capabilities
and not to information they would receive from our efforts.
So what you mean to say is that since they would not attempt
it they would not succeed?
THE WITNESS:

No.

-

I believe what we then thought

was that the incentive to do it would be far greater if they
knew we were doing it, and we had succeeded.
stance, take a conjecture.

Let me, for in-

Suppose we had not done anything

about the atom during the war.

I don't think you could

guarantee thntthe Russians would never have had an atomic
bomb.

But I believe they would bot have one as nearly as soon

as they have.

I think both the fact of our success, the

immense amount of publicity, the prestige of the weapon,
the espionage they collect, all of this made it an
absolutely higher

priori~y

thing, and we thought

similar circumstances might apply to the hydrogen bomb.
We were alwayS clear that there might be a Russian effort
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whatever we did.

We

always understood that if we did not do

this that an attempt would be made to get the Russians
sewed up so that they would not either.
MRo GRAY:

Further with respect to the hydrogen

bomb, did in the enG this turn ·out to be a larger weapon
than you felt it might when it was under discussion and
consideration in 1942 and 1943?
THE WITNESS:
1943.

We were much foggier in 1942 and

I think your imaginations ranged to the present
· MR. GRAY:

am after now.

I think I should disclose to

yo~

figure~.

what I

I am pursuing the matter of the moral scruples.

Should they not have been as important in 1942 as they
might have been in 1946 or 1948 or 1949?
THE WITNESti:
MR. mRAY:

Yes.

I am trying to get at ·at what tEe

did your strong moral convictions develop witb respect ta
the hydrogen bomb?
THE WITNESS:

When it became clear to me that we

would tend to use any weapon we bad.
MR. GRAY:

Then may I ask this:

Do you make a

sharp distinc-tion between the development of a weapon and the
commitment to use it?
THE WITNESS:

Ithink there is a sharp distinction

bat in fact we have not made it.
MRo GRAY:

I have gathered from what you have said,

th:f.s was something that underlay your thinking.

1'he record

8.01

shows that you constantly, with *reater intensity at varying
times perhaps, encouraged the efforts toward somv sort of
development, but at the point when it seemed clear that we
would use it if we developed it, then you said we should not
go ahead with it.

[ don't want to be unfair, but is that it?

THE WITNESS:
That is a part of ito
the

very~eat

That is only a small

p~rt

of it.

The other part of it is, of course,

hope that these methods of warfare would never

have to be used by

nybody, a h6pe which became vivid in the

fall of 1949.

ope that we would find a

The

policy~

r

bringing that about, and going on with bigger and bigger
bombs would move in the opposite direction.

I think that is

apparent in the little majority annex to the GAC report.
MR& GRAY:

Was

i~

your feeling when you were concerned

officially and otherwise with a possible disarmament program
that the United Sta es and its allies would be in a better
bargaining position with respect to the development of some
sort of international machinery if it did not have the
hydrogen bomb as

I

3

weapon in the arsenal, or is that relevant

at a 11?
THE WITNESS:

The kind of thing we had in mind is

what one would do in 1949 and 1950o
··

MR~ ~ GRAY·:

This is quite a serious line of

quest;ioning as far as I arn concerned, because it has been
said ·-- I am riot sure a·bout the language ·of the Nichols let.ter-..

by at least in this proceeding and later on in the press,
that you frustrated the development of the hydrogen bomb.
That has been said.

There have been some implications, I

suppose, that there were reasons which were not related to
feasible, to cost, etcetera.
THE WITNESS:

Right.

I think I can answer your

question.
~m.

GRAY:

Very well.

THE WITNESS:

Clearly we could not do anything about

the non-use or the elimination of atomic weapons unless we
had non-atomic military strength to meet whatever threats
we were faced with.

I think in 1949 when we came to this

meeting and talked about it, we thought we were at a partinf of
the ways, a parting of the ways in which either the reliance
upon atomic weapons would increase further and further or
in which it would be reduced.

We hoped it would be reduced

because without that there was no chance of not having them
in combat.
MR. GRAY:

Your deep concern about

~he

use of the

hydrogen bomb, if it were developpd, and therefore your own
views at the time as to whether we should proceed in a crash
program to develop it -- your concern about this -- became
gret1ter, did it not, as the prad::i.cabi li ties became more c lear'f
Is that an unfair statement?
THE WITNESS.:

I think it is the o.pposite of true ..
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•

Let us not say about useo

B~t

my feeling about development

became quite different when the practicabilities became clear.
lfhen I saw how to do it, it was clear to me that one had
to at least make the thing..

Then the only problem was what

would one do about them when one had them.

.

The program we

had in 1949 was a tortured thing that you could well argue
did not make a great deal of tecbnica l sense. ; It was therefore
possible to argee also that you did not want it even if you
could have it.

The "program in 1951 was technically so sweet

that you could not argue about that.

It was purely the

military, the political and the humane problem of what you
were going to do about it once you had it.
MR. GRAY:
meeting of the GAC,

In further relation to the October 29

t

am asking now for information:

From

whom did the GAC receive the questions which the Commission
wished the GAC to answer?
THE WITNESti:

The Commi seion. met with us.

I think

there was probably a letter to me from Mr. Lilienthal.
is not certain, but problble.

This

But the record will show that.

In supplement of the letter calling us to the
meeting, we were addressed by the
MR. GRAY:

~ommission

at the outset.

T.h is communication signed by

~.:r.

Pike,

Acting Chairm n, the date of the letter was the 21st.
THE WITNESti:

Right •.

MR., GRAY:: · i:>o 1n part your instructtons,. if I .may
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use that term, at least came from a letter.
read it.

! am unable to

In this letter there were raised a lot of qestions.

In your reply I beiieve to General Nichols and certainly your
testimony here, you say that the GAC was asked fo consider
two questions:

One, are we doing all we should; two, what

about the crash program.
My question is was it in a meeting with the
Commission that the agenda or proposed agenda items were
refined to these two?
THE

WITNES~:

I would think thtt we would have been

charged, so to speak, by the Commission with its formulation
of what it wanted us to do.
MR. GRAY:

And it was your clear understrnding as

Chairman that what they wanted you to do in that meeting
THE

WITNES~:

Was to answer those two questions.

I

would be unhappy if many of the questions in Mre Pike's
letter remained unarlswered in our answer, but I don't remember.
It doesn't matter.

Am.

GRAY:

I would like to ask about one of these

This is not surprise material for Dr. Oppenheimer.

q~estions.

Do you remember, Dr. Oppenheimer, whether, when you
~ent

into your meeting, you expected to consider cost of the

super in terms of scientific personnel, physical facilities
and dollars?
THE WITNESS:

We outlined in our answer-- I don•t

05

know whether ee expected to, I have seen our answer just
two days

o r

r,

~r W€

hav

four items saying what

it would requir ' • to carry out the programo

MR. Gf Y:
THE

I see.

WI'~NESS:

Perhaps not the dollars.

We were not

very good on do la ; s.
MRo GRAY:

May I ask you now to turn your mino to

an entirely diff rP t kind of thing, the Chevalier incident,
in which it wou ,

that at that time and under those

H~pear

circumstances within the framework of loyalty generally
loyalty to an indi\ idual, broadex loyalty to a country, and
I

am not talking abJut espionage -- in that case donsideraticns

of personal loya
THE

way.

t~

might have outweighed the broader loyalties.

WITNES~:

I

understand that it

would~pear

that

It is bbvious from my behaiior that I was in a very great

conflicto

It is ob ious that I decided that with regard to

Eltenton the danger

~as

conceivably substantial and that I

had an obligation to my country to talk about it.
of Chev lier, I woul

In the case

not think that I regarded it as a

conflict of loyalties, but that I put too much confidence
pu1; an improper confidence in my own judgment that Chevalier
was not a dangero

MR . GRAY:

Another instance which has been discussed
•

in the proceeding, the testimony with respect to Dr. Peters
and .vour sub9equent letter to ·' the Rochester newspaper.

In

writing that letter 1 which perhaps was motivated by a
desire not to hurt the individual, or to make rest-tutiou
THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY:

Not to get him fired, anyway.

Not to get him fired.

-- again was this

the same kind of conflict that you had with respect to -THE WITNESS;

No, I think this was almost wholly a

question of public things.

Personal things were not involved.

He was a good scientist doing according to everyone's account
no political work of any kind, doing no harm,whatever his views.
It was overwhelming belief of the community in which I lived
that a man like that ought not to be fired either for his past
or for his views, unless the past is criminal or the views
lead him to wicked action.

I think myeffort was to compose

the flap that I had produced in order tbat he could stay on
and that this was not a question of my pnguish about what I
was doing to him.
MR. GRAY:
con~ider

As you know, this Board is asked to

present and future circumstances.

Do you fee 1 that

taky where there became a conflict between loyalty to an
inditdual and a desire to protect him and keep his job or
havehim keep his job -- whatever it might be -- and a broader
oblig11tion, and I sonsider it to be broader is the reason I
put it that way, that you would follow this same kind of
pattern witb respect to other individuafs in the future?
THE WITNESS:

The Chevalier pattern., no., never .•
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The Peters pattern I do not believe that I
obligation in writing the lettero

violate~

a broader

It was for the public

interest that I wrote it.
MRo GRAY:

You make a distinction between what is

said about a man in executive session --we are talking in
terms of loyalty
consumptiono

and what is said about a man for public

Do you think on the basis of the same facts it

is appropriate to say one thing in executive session, and
another thing for public consumption?
T.HE

WITNBS~:

It is very undesirableo

I wish I had

said more temperate, measured and accurate words in executive
session.

Then itwould not have been ndcessary to say such

very different words publitly.
MRo GRAY:

I suppose my final question on that is

related to the view you held at one time that a oessation -correct me if I mistake this

of Communist activities, as

distinguished from Communist sympathies, was important· in
conside~.iug.

a man for important classified worko

Is that

your view today?
THE WITNESS:

No, I have for a long time been

clear that sympathy with the enemy is incompatible with
responsible or secret work to the United States.
MR. GRAY:

So it would not be sufficient to say to

a man, stop making speeches, stop going to meetings; that
would not be enough?
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THE

WITNES~:

It was not in fact sufficient before.

It was sufficient only if it was a man whose

disengagemen~

was dependeble o
~mo

GRAY:

Disengagement.as far as activities are

concerned o
THE WITNESS:

And to some extent conduct.

Today it

is a very simple thing, it seems to me, and has been for aome
years.

We have a well defined enemy.

Sympathy for him may

be tolerable, but it is not tolerable in .working for the
people or the government of this country.
MRo GRAY:

One other question, which relates to

the record, and your reply to General

Nichols~

and that is

with respect to chose initiative it was which led to the
employment of Dr. Hawkins as assistant personnel officer or
whatever his title was.

Do you now recall whether you simply

endorsed the notion of his employment, or whether you -THE WITNESS:

No, I said in my earlier testimony

that I relied rather heav 1 ly -- that I relied on Hawkins.'
testimony under oath-nel director.

th~he ~

been asked for by the person-

I don't recall how the discussion started.

MR. GRAY:

Finally, and this is much less important

than some of these other questions, when in 1946 you
resigned from the ICCAiP, in your letter of resignation you
referred to your

disag~eement

with their current position

with respect to the extension of President Roosevelt's foreign
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policy, despite the many constructive and decisive things
that this organization was doing;

1 wondered what you had

in mind.
THE WITNESS:

I wondered when I heard it.

There

is in ·my file a reference to a panel of the committee that was
advocating and speaking for a National Science Foundation;

.

though that is only one thing,it has always seemed a construetive one.
MR. GRAY:

Because you had testified that you did

not know too much about what they were doing and had not
been active.
THE WITNESS:
ORo

EVANS:

This seems to be the only record I have.
Dr, Oppenheimef, did the Condon letter

have much weight with you in changing your position on that
secwrity committee?
THE

WITNES~:

DR. EVANS:
THE WITNESS:

The Peters thing?
Yes.
No.

The letters that bad weight

with me were from Betbe and Weiskopf.

They were written in

very moderate and dignified
MRo EVANS:

THE WITNESS:
the papers.

Condon did write a letter about it?
He did, and it has been published in

It made me angry.

DR. EVANS:

Another question:

From a political

poil'lt of view., did you c·o ns ider tbe Super a bad project even

8

if it could be made?
THE WITNESs: · I think your record says that if we
could have a world without Supers it would be a better world.
DR. EVANS:

Did yoo consider the fact that there

would not be many targets for a Super?

We did indeed.

!HE WITNESS:

We discussed that.

We said we t d nany more than the Russians.

We ssid we

we~e

more vulner ble to it, and went into the questions of
delivering it by ship and so ono
DRo EVANS:

There is one other question that I want

to ask and perhaps you won't answer this and can't, and 1
wouldn't want you to in that caseo

Did you reach the

conclusion that tha Super would wo11k purely from a mathmmatic l
point of view?
THE
reach

th~t

In other words, you had not tested it as yet?
WITNES~:

At what stage is this?

When I did

conclusion?

oR• EVANS:

Yes

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

I dtin't reach the conclusion that

the precise des1gns and details embodied in our first thing
would work as well as it might, but I reached the conclusion
that something along
DR. EVANS:

~hese

lines could be

mad~

to work.

That is all.

MR. GARRISON:

Could wejust have the last

quostion read?
DR •. EVANs:

I can restate it.

Did you reach the

811
conclusion that the Super would work from a purely mathematical
point of view because they had not made the test.
MRo GARRISON:
THE WITNESS;

Excuse me,
I believe in our report to the

President we said though there is always

in

~atters

of this

kind the possibility that a specific model will fail, we
are confident that this program is going to be successful.
DR, EVANS:

There was a delicate boundary there

that you could not be quite sure?
THE WITNESS:

You can never be quite sure of anything

in the future.
MR •. GRAY:

It is 12:15 and you asked for a recess.

MR. GARRISON:

I don't think a recess is necessary.

(Discussion off the record.)
(Witness excused temporarily.)

,

MR. GRAY·

under oath?

Dr. Glennan, do you care t .o testify

You are not required to do so.

Dij. GLENNAN:
MR. GRAY:

Do you care to testify under oath?

DR, GLENNAN:
MR. GRAY:

I don't understand you,

I would be glad to.

All right, sir.

to stand and hold up your right hand?
DR.

GJ~NNAN:

MR. GRAY:

Would you. be good enough
What is your full name?

Thomas Keith Glennan.

Thomas Keith Glennan, do you ~wear

t ·hat the testimony· you are t .o give the Board.

s·h~

11 be the
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truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truthp so help
you God?
DR. GLENNAN:

I do.

Whereupon,
THOMAS KEITH GLENNAN
was called as a

witnes~,

and having been first duly sworn,

was examined and testified as follows:
DR~

GRAY:

Now, you will forgive for an elementary

lesson but I think I should remind you of the provisions of
Section 1621 of Title 18 of the United
the perjury statute, which makes it a

~tates

crim~

Code, known as
punishable

by a fine of up to $2,000 and/or imprisonment up to five
years for any person stating under oath any material matter
which he does not believe to be true.

It is also an offense

under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code,
punishable by a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment
for not more than five years or both for any person to make any
false 5 fictitious, or fraudulent statement or representation
in any matter within the jurisdiction of an agency of the
United States.
I should also like to make the request that in the
evsnt it is necessary for you to discuss any restricted
data in your testimony, that you let the Chairman know before
any disclosure for reasons which probably are obviouse
I think those are the instructions I am to give you,
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so you may proceed.
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MRo G! RRISOlJ:
Q

Mr. Glennan, would you state youn full name for

the record?
A

Thomas Keith Glennan.

Q

You are president of Case Institute in Cleveland?

A

I am.

Q

Dr. Glennan, there wa

handed to me just now an

affidavit by you which I will give you.
MR. GARR .. SON:

Mr. Chairman, I had not t ought to

suggest to Dr. Glennan that he would read the stateanent which
he has prepared bee a use I h.ad preferred to go a long in the
ordinary way by question and answer, but in the

recc~s

I

discussed the matter with Dr. Glennan, and I thought in the
interest of time it might be well if he would read this and
then ·respond to any quest:bn.s that anybody might like to put
to him.
MR. GRAY:

We should be glad to have him read it.

BY MR. GARRISON :
Q

Mr o Glennan., is

~his

statement that you prepared

youi' own in toto?
A

Without question.

Q

Did you

~eceive

any drafting assistance from anyone

repr•asent ing Dr. Oppenheimer?
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A

No.

The only drafting assistance I received was

a question that I raised myself as to restricted d ta that
mght be in here, and with the help of Mr. Beckerley this
morning I changed part of one sentence to remove thatQ
I simply ask you to speak of the work you have done

Q

with Dr. Oppenheimer, your relations with him and your views
about him.,
A

Tha t is right •

Q

Psrhaps you would read this statement to the Board.

A

My name is Thomas Keith Glennan.

I am 48 years

old and I am President of Case Institute of Technology in
Cleveland; Ohio.

From 1 October 1950 until 1 November 1952,

I was on leave of absence from

Case~

period as a member of the United
Commission.

and

S~ates

~erved

during ·that

Atomic Energy

I have read somewhat hastily the pertinent parts

of a letter addressed recently by the General Manager of the
Atomic Energy Commission to Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimero
That letter recites certain incidents reported by the FBI
presumably which have caused serious questions to be raised
by certain persons concerning the loyalty of Dr. Oppenheimer
to the United States of America.
Shortly after taking office as a Commissioner,
I met Dr. Oppenheimer for the first time.

During the ensuing

years our meetings were limited to those days when the
Genera 1 Advisory Committee was in session, to discussions at

~

Princeton in mid

J~ne

1951, whicn I shall mention

5 .

ter, and

to such other groupmeetings which may have occurred at the
offices of the Commission in Washington during the
notedo

period

My contacts with Dr. Oppenheimer since November 1952

have been l.mited to correspondence at infrequent intervals.
My earliest recollection of

a General Advisory

Committee meeting had to do with a review in late 1950, as I
recall it, of the first two important Atomic Energy
Commission expansion programs.
If I might interpolate, I would say the first of the
two important Atomic Energy Commission programso
I was impressed as a new member of the Commission
by the expressions of satisfaction on the part of Dr.
Oppenheimer and other members ofthe General Advisory Committee,
and I recall comments to the effect that the General Advisory
~ommittee under Dr. Oppenheimer's

chairmanship had been urging expansion in the fissionable
matttria ls and weapons field for some time o

About thie same time

i first became aware of the problems posed for the Commission
an.d in particular for the Los Alamos laboratory by the findings
o:f the theoretics 1 group there, that requirement for specia 1
materials appeared to be such that there would result a
substantial reduction in the production of fissionable
materials.
Q

Perhaps you could read it a little more slowly.

l

A

I learned, too, something of the disagref.Jments that

had taken place in late 1949 within the Commission itself,
and within the Ger1era 1 Advisory Committee, on the question of
pursuing vigorous · y prosecution of the thermoouclear programo
While it was apparent that certain moral

questi~ns

had been

raised in addition to questions of technical feasibility in
these earlier debates, it seemed clear to me that the

tec~nical

problems and the tremendous cost in terms of decreased
plutonium production had been of very great
scientists involved.

conce~n

to the

In the balance was the question of

exploiting at all possible speed the very promising
developments in t e fission field, and the rapid buildup
of a stockpile of great effectiveness a*ainst the diveraion
of effort and material to an as yet unproven thermonuclear
device.
It is to be remembered that

~eoretical

studies and

calculations were proceeding during this period following
on the President's decision to proceed with the diffusion
program in early 1950.
In the late spring of 1951, certain studies made
at Los Alamos by Teller, Nordheim and others, began to show
promises

A meeting waq called, I believe jointly by the

Commission and the General Advisory Committee, for the purpose
of reviewing these new propulsions.

The meeting was held at

the lnstitute for Advanced Study at Princeton around the 19th
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and 20th of June 1951.

The top level of scientific personnel

available to the Commission were in attendance, as were
all the Commissioners.

It was this meeting that gave new

hope to all tor the thermonuclear program.

It is my

recollection that Dr. Oppenheimer participated with vigor
and that there was never apparent to me at that tirre or
subsequently anything in his actions or words that indicated
anything

o1~ her

than a recognition of important ne·11 theoretic 1

findings, and the necessity for pursuing vigorously these
promising new leads.
It is true that Dr. Oppenheimer opposed the
immediate establishment of a second weapons laboratory.

So

did I, and on the ground that Los Alamos was in the best
possible position to push forward on the new propositions.
To create a new laboratory would have been a crushing blow
to the morale of the Los Alamos staff members and much valuable
time would have been lost.

Need for expansion of research

effort was apparent, however, and studies were begun shortly
thereafter to determine the best methods by which ruch
expansion could be accomplished.
In the meantime Los Alamos pressed forward with
gre~t

urgency to develop fusion devices for early tests of

tho new theories.
I cite these instances because it may be that
ace usations· of· disloyalty have· be·en lilad·e agains·t Dr.
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Oppenheimer -MR. ROBB:

:Wtr. Chairman, I hate to internupt the

witness, but I feel it my duty to call 1Dthe attention of
the Chairman, the provisions of the procedure that no witness
will be permitted to make an argument from the witness
I apprehend that
argument.

D~.

stand~

Glennen is about to make such an

I am not of course intending to sug ge6t that

Dr. Glennan is not doing anything he does not believe to be
entirely proper, but the board procedures do provide under
section 4.15, paragraph (f) "nor will the Boal.·d permit any
person to argue from the witness stand."

I merely want to

bring that to the Board's attention, for whatever it might be
worth,
MR. GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman 11_ Dr. Glennan, I believe,

is about to state his opinion.

Surely the Chair will not

consider this to be an argument.
MR. GRAY:

I would like to ask

Dr. Glennan if

all of his statement is directing himself specifically to
the paragraph in the Nichols letter which you referred ·to
at the outset, reporting certain positions, attitudes, and
so on, of Dr. Oppenheimer, with respect to the development
of the hydrogen bomb.
THE WITNESS:

~ince,

Mr. Chairman, my knowledge of

these matters is limited largely or limited wholly, I should
say, to the time I was on the Commission, I am dealing
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principally with that questiono
MRo GRAY:

Do you have something further?

MRo GARRISON:

I was 8dng to make the general

observation, Mr. Chairmar., that in the case of

many~ilfi

·not

most of the witnesses who will follow Dr. Glennan, I have
asked them to recall the drcdastances under which they had
occasion to work with Dr. Oppenheimer, the extent to which
they knew him, what they did together, what their views of
him as a man and an American were as a result. of their contacts
with him, and all this item to be highly pertinent to the
question, the ultimate question of judgment which this
Commission bas to makeo
MRo ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, I thoroUghly agree with thcto

MRo GARRISON:

One of the basic questions in weighing

a man's loyalty and citizenship is what sort of things has
he done for his country in a time when the country is hard
beset by foreign intentionso
Another test is what men of standing and eminence
and character believed him to be on the basis not merely
of reputation -- community reputation -- but on the basis
of

~9tual

contacts with him.
I can't conceive that any question would arise

in the mind of the Chairman as to the relevance of testimony
of

~his

charactero
MR. GRAY. ~

1 do n•t believe that c'Ounsel, Mr .. Robb.
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has raised a question of relevance.
MRo'

ROBB:

MR. GRAY:
which is

Of course not4
He has addressed himself to the procedure

not generally too well defined.

Did you want to

say something?
MR. ROBB:
Garrison has said.

I thorougbly agree with all that Mr.
I have no intention of suggesting that

those matters should not receive full discussion before this
Board.

I merely felt it my duty, Mr. Chairman, as I apprehended

that Dr. Glennan was launching into what can be described as
an argument, rather than a recital of facts and circumstnndes.
Of course, I am afraid that this is something we get into
when a witness does read a prepared statement.

It is

rather difficult for counsel to control what he &ays and it
is very apt to become an argument or a speech rather than
testimony.
MR . GARRISON:

Mr. Chairman, I really am amazed

that this question should be raised,
MR. GRAY:

I

think in this case, if only in the

interest of economy of time, I am going to ask the
•

witness to proceed with his prepared statement and we can
argue these procedural questions later.
MR. GARRISON:

I myself often thought of that

provi·sion af the rules, Mr. Chairman, during some of the
questioning that has taken place* but I have refrained frqm
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it~

THE WITNESS:
MR. GRAY :

May I proceed, str?

If you wi 11.

THE WITNESS:

I cite these instances becadse it

may be that accusations of disloyalty have been made against
Dr. Oppenheimer in part because of his disagreements with
ohhers because of the feasibility of one techniczl program
compared with another, or one method of attack on a problem
as compared with another.,

At no time did I then nor do I know

know of any 6'idence that would indicate that Or. Oppenheimer
had been <!i.s loya 1.

Disagreements of

~his

kind on technica 1

and administrative matters are not sufficient ground for
accusations such as have been made.

Rather they are the

normal phenomena in development mafiters of this nature.
Of the history of Dr. Oppenheimer prior to 1950
I have only limited knowledge and can make no comment.

In

light of his diligence in the prosecution of the Commission's
program and in so far as my personal contacts with him have
been revealing, I believe Dr. Oppenheimer to be a loyal
citi~en

of the United States.
BY MR. GARRISON:

~

And on the basis of these contacts, would you say

thnt liis continued employment as a consultant would ·be
clearly consistent with the interests of national security?
A

I would"
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Mn. GAF ISON:

That is all, Mr. Chairmano

MRo ROBB:

I have no questions.

MR. GRAY:

Does apy member of the Board have any

quest ions?
MRo MORGAN:

No.

DRo EVANS:
MR. GRt Y:

No.
Thank you very much.

THE WITNESS:

Thank you,
(Witness excused.)

MR. GARRISON:

If it is agreeable with the Board,

Dr. Compton will not take long.

Would you like to hear him

now?
MR. GRAY;

I

think we might proceed with Dr.

Compton.
(Discussion off the record.)
MR. GRAY:

Do you wish to testify under oath?

You

are not requested to do so.
URo COMPTON:

MR. GRAY:
right hand?

I am perfectly willing to do so.

Will you stand, please, and raise your

What are your initials?

DR. COMPTON:

MR. GRAY:

K.

T.

K. T. Compton, do you swear that the

testimony you are to give the Board shall be the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth,. so help you God?
DR.

COMPTON~

I

do.
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MR. GRAY:

I must call your attention tothe

pDovisions of the perjury statutes which make it a crime
punishable by fine up to $2,000 and/or of imprisonment up to five
years for any person to state under oath any material matter
which he does not believe to be true, andalso call your
attention to the fact that it is an offense under the statutes
punishable by fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment
for not more than five years or both for any ptl"Son to n1a ke
any false, fictitious or fraudulent statement or
representation in any matter within the jurisdiction of an
agency of the United States.
I

should also, Dr. Compton, if it becomes necessary

for you to make any reference to or to disclose restricted
data in your discussion here, ask that you inform me in
advance of the necessity to do so.
Finally, I should point out to you that we

treat

the proceedings of this Board as a matter which is
confidential as between the Atomic Energy Commission and its
officials and agencies and Dr. Oppenheimer and his
representatives, and we ht:1JRf that witnesses wi 11 be guided
accordingly, as far as the press and others are coLcerned.
Mr. Garris on.
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR.

Q

GARRISON:

Dr. Compton; you were the president of the
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MRo GRAY:
pDovisions of th

I must call your attention tothe

perjury statutes which make it a crime

punishable by fine up to $21.'000 and/or of imprisom:1ent up to five
years for any person to state under oath any

m~terinl

matter

which he does not believe to be true, andalso call your
attention to the fact that it is an offense under the statutes
punishable by fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonme .t
for not more than five years

OJ'

both for any ptrson to make

any false, fictitious or fraudulent statement or
representation in any matter within the jurisdiction of an
agency of the United States.
I

should also, Oro Compton, if it becomes necessary

for you to make

ny reference to or to disclos.e restricted

data in your discussion here, ask that you inform me in
advance of the necessity to do soo
Finally, I should point out to you

tha~

we

treat

the proceedings of this Board as a matter which is
confidential as between the Atomic Energy Commission· and its
officials and agencies and Oro Oppenheimer and his
representatives, and we htrpe· that witnesses will be guided
accordingly, as far as the press and others are coLcerned.
Mr. Garrison.
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY
Q

~ aR.

GARRISON :

L'r. c·ompton 11 yo·u were t'he president -of tbe
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 1930 to 1948, I
believe?
A

Yes, sir.

Q

Would you state briefly some of the positions which

you have held in the government having to do with the defense
effort?

A

Probably most important of those was as a member

of the National Defense ReseaYch Committee from 1946 to 1945
whee I was in general charge of the developments in radar,
fire control and instruments.

Part of that time and only

an early part of that time had to do with the atomic energy
program.
I was later in 1945 -- in the first half of the

year -- a member of Secretary

~timson's

Committee on Atomic

Energy which was aJvising President Truman.

That was the

committee which George Harrison of New York Life was Chairman.
Then in 1946, I was Chairman ofthe Joint Chiefs of
6taff Evaluation Board on the first Bikini atom bomb test, and
a member of the P-r esident's Eva·luation Committee on that same
test.
Then between a year and two years ago I was a member
of the Committee u.der ·Lewis Strauss which was appointed by
tte late Senator McMahon to consider certain problems having
to do with the

cap ~ tal

facilities for atomic energyo

In that connection we made some appraisal of the
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wo:lt at Savannah River and at Paducah.

The

was

committi~e

disbanded, however, shortly after Senator McMahon's deatho
I should also mention that I was in 1947 .and 1948
chairman of the Researcg and Development Board in the
Department ofDefense immediately following Dr. Bush in that
position.
I think those are the principal positions.
Q

Thank you.

l'ou first met Dr. Oppenheimel' at

Goettingen, I think you told me, in 1926.
A

That is right, November and December, 1926.

there as a post graduate student.

He was

I was there as a visitor

working on a manuscript, and I saw quite a bit of Dr.
Oppenheimer nt that time.
Q

You yourself were trained as a physicist?

A

Right o

Q

Would you tell the Board the nature of tte under-

takings in which Dr. Oppenheimer and you have worked together?
A

Starting with Goettingen, our first undertaking --

we were a committee of some 20 American graduate students
to organize a Thanksgiving Dinner to pay back the social
debt to our German professors who had been very hospitable
l;o uso

That had its amusing incidents, but it has nothing

·: o do with the atomic energy work.
I have met Dro Oppenheimer at
f1requently from time to t.ime.

profession~!

meetings

The· las·t meeting with him unti f
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wo:lt at Savannah River and at
disbanded

Paducah~

The committ\)e was

however, shortly after Senator McMahon's death.
I should also mention that I was in 1947 .and 1948

chairman of the Researcg and Development Board in the
Department ofDefense immediately following Dr. Bush in that
position.
I think those are the principal positions.
Q

Thank you.

You first met Dr. Oppenheimer at

Goettingen, I think you told me, in 1926o
A

That

is

right, November and December, 1926.

there as a post graduate student.

He was

I was there as a visitor

working on a manuscript, and I saw quite a bit of Dr.
Oppenheimer nt that time.
Q

You.yourself were trained as a physicist?

A

Right.

q

Would you tell the Board the nature of tte under-

takings in which Dro Oppenheimer and you have worked together?
A

Starting with Goettingen, our first undertaking --

we were a committee of some 20 American graduate students
to organize a Thanksgiving Dinner to pay back the social
debt to our German professors who had been very hospitable
te> us.

That had its amusing incidenis, but it has nothing

to do with the atomic energy work.
I have met Dr. Oppenheimer at
frequently from time to time.

profession~l

meetings

The last meeting with him until
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this morning that I can recall was at Princeton in his
office where I had been asked by Miss Shaver, the president
of Lord and Taylor, to try to prevail on Einstein to accept
one of the Lord and Taylor awards, and I called on Dr.
Oppenheimer for advice on how best to approach Professor
Einstein.

My only contact that I can recall with Dr.

Oppenheimer having to do with the atomic energy project was
while on Secretary Stimson's committee in 1945.
One of the problems before us was to try to
estimate the amount of time that it would take a foreign
country, and particularly Russia, to produce an atomic bomb.
At that time we called in two groups on two separate dayso
One

group consisted of the presidents

of the industrial

companiesth~t

or chief

enginee~s

had been most engaged in the

production of the atomic bomb plants, that is Eastma·n,

duPont~

Carbide and Carbon Chemicals, Westinghouse, as I recall.
The other meeting was with a group of scientists
Fermi, Oppenheimer, ernest Lawrence and my brother, Arthur.
There may have been one other.

I am not quite sure.

It

was at that meeting that as a result of those conferences
that we came to the very rough estimate that it would
ruquire Russia a minimum of five years and a maximum of 20
::md probably 10 to produce an atomic bomb.
In tbat connection, the predominant factor was
not scientific information • because we realized that the
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Russians could get that as well as we could, but it had to
do with industrial capacity -- machine tools, to make tools,
production of electronic control equipment, capacity to
produce certain chemicals with the desired degree of purity,
and things of that soft.
Q

I think Dr. Oppenheimer was a member of the Atomic

Energy Committee of the Research and Development Board under
William Webster when you were Chairman of the Research and
Development Board.
A

That is correct.

Q

Based on your acquaintance with Dr. Oppenheimer,

your knowledge that you have af him, what would you say as
to his loyalty to the United States?
A

I have never had any question of it.

question of it now.
Q

I have no

He is completely loyal.

Again based on your experience with him and your

knowledge of him, would you say

that~s

continued employment

as a consultant to the Atomic Energy Commission vould be
clearly consistent with the interests of national sepurity?
A

So far as I know the situation, I would say yes.

I think I would have to qualify that by this fact.
my personal impression, my faith

i~

While

sound, it would have to

be s•IJbject to derogatory evidence that I don't know anything
about, which I take it is the purpose of this committee to
inveHt igate·.

3)

Q

Of course, that goes without

saying~

I am asking

you for your judgment simply based on your own personal
feeling about him and knowledge of himo
A

Yes.

C

As to th t, you are clear in your mindo

A

Perfect y clear, yes.

Q

What

~n

your judgment would be the

effe~t,

if any

on the scientific community if Dr. Oppenheimer's clearance
were to be revoked?
A

I believe -- and I feel very certain of this --

that there would be a shock, there would be a
there would be confusion.

disc~uragement,

I think the result would be very

bad.

"

A

Bad for the country?
For the

~

ountry.

MRo GARRISC!l:

That is all;

MR. ROBB:

I

MRo GRAY:

Thank you very much, Doctor.·

have no quest ions, Mr. Cbairmano

THE WITNESS:

I would like to say this.

If anything

should come up later in connection with things in which my
past contact with Oppenheimer might raise questions for future
evaluation, I

would~

course be glad to come down and appear

if I can be of any help.
(Witness excused.
MR. GRAY:

We are now in recess.

I hope we can start

at 2 o'clock.
(At 12:55 p.mo, a

r~ce~s

was taken until 2:00p.m.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION
~m..

GRAY:

2 p.m.

The proceeding will begin.

to testify under oath, Mr. Lansdale?

Do

you wish

You are not required

to do so.
MR. LANSDALE:
I

I have no wish at all in tbatrespect .

leave that to counsel or to the Board.
MR. GRAY:

no requirement.

I might say to you the board

All the witnesses to this point

~mposes

~~v~

testi-

fied under oath.
MR. LANSDALE: Then let us keep it uniform.
MR. GRAY:

Would you stand and raise your right

hand.
John Lansdale, Jr., do you swear that the testimony
you are to give the Board shall be the truth, the whole .
truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
MR. LANSDALE :

MR. GRAY :

I do.

Now, Mr. Lansdale, I am required to

call you attention to the provisions of the United States
Code which make it a crime punishable by fine and imprissonment for any person to state under oath any material matter
whi,:h be does not believe to be true and to remind you it

is a.lso an

offens~

!mp1~isonment

under the Code punishable by a fine or

or both for any· person to make any false,

f1.ctious or fraudulent statement or representation in any
atter within the jurisd·i ctio·n of an agency of the United

~

2

0

States.
I should like to ask that in the event it becomes
necessary for you to disdose what you believe to be classified data during your testimony you should advise nte before
such disclosure in order that we may take certain steps.
MR. LANSDALE:

Hay I in that regard rely on Mr.

Rolander because it bas been since 1945 that I have had any
acquaintance with. what is classified or what is not.
I have heretofore adopted the practice that I
considered everything I did was classified.

I know that is

not really true anymore.
MR. ROLANDER:

Mr. Chairman, I think specific

reference is being made with reference to restricted data,
which is more in terms technical data.

Mr. Lansdale, with

respect to matters which were previously classified would
probably be considering investigative data which was at
that time classified.

That would not at this time be

considered as classified.
MR. GRAY:
question here.

Perhaps I was in error to raise the

But you will be on the alert, Mr. Rolander.

MR. ROLANDER:
MR. GRAY:

Yes, sir.

Finally • Mr. Lansdale, I should point

out to you that this Board considers the proceedings strictly
confidential between tbe Commission and its officials and
Dr. Oppenheimer and his representatives and witnesses.

This
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Board takes no initiative in the release of any information.
Speaking for theBoard I express the hope that witnesses
will take the same view of the situation.
MR. LANSDALE:
MR.

GRAY :

•rhis witness will.

Mr. Garrison.

Whereupon,
JOH~

LANSDALE, JR.

was called as a witness, and having been duly sworn, was
examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAI4INATION
BY MR. GARRISON:

Q

Mr. Lansdale, you are presently a member of the

law firm of Squire, Sanders and Dempsey in Cleveland, Ohio?
A

Yes, sir.

Q

You attended Virginia Military Institute and after

that the Harvard University Law School?
A

Yes, sir.

Q

And during the war you were the Security Officer

for the Manhattan District at Los Alamos?
A
G~eral

·rhe question is i .n accurate.

I was responsible to

Groves for the overall security and intelligence

of the atomic bomb project, not technically the Manhattan
District which was

Q

n administrative organization.

But you were the top security officer for the

atomic bomb project?

8

Ye

sir.

Would ym tell the Board how you happened to

Q

into the security work which you were charged

~ith

t

by General

Groves?
I

A

quested 1e to

lieve General Groves advised me that

re-

ake ch

· vious-

ge of that work becaus , I had

ly be ore th· Army had been given responsibility

f~r

the

atomic bomb project made a security investigation at Dr.
Conant'

request

.....

rkel.ey and thus by that accident I was

one of the very few Army officers who had nay knowledge
of the existence

Q

nd nature of the project.

Dr. Conant asked you to undertake this study of

the situation at Berkeley in 1941, as I recall.
A

It was either in December 1941 or January, 1942.

MY recollectiot is a li·tle fuzzy on the precise date
but it wasright in that time

Q

And you were attached at that time to General

Robert Lee in G-2?
A

Yes.

Q

In the Counter-Intelligence work?

A

I was in the so-called Counter-Intelligence

BraDc:h of the Office of AssiF>tant Chief of Staff, G-2, War
Dep~1rtment

Q

General Staff.
·ill you t 11 the Board about your discussions

with General Groves

bout Dr. Oppenheimer's background and
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about his clearance?

A

I cannot r.ecall precisely when we first began to

discuss Dr. Oppenhe'lmer.
Q

May I interrupt you one minute?

A

Yes.

Q

I

the subject

•

would just like to ask you if you have discussed
tter of your general scope of testimony here

today with representatives of the Commission who ara nssisting the Board in its deliberations as well as with us?

A

That is right.

Q

I

I think it fair to say

don't mean every question I am going to put bas

been discussed.

A

I think itfair to say that I have not discussed

with the Commission Staff my testimony as such.

I have

very briefly last night and at greater length some days
or weeks ago answered to the best of my ability every
question that I could that they had about this background.
MR. ROBB:

Mr. Chairman, for the sake of continuity

in the record, ·I wonder if I might put one question at this
point?
MR. GRAY:

Yea.

MR. ROBB:

Did we not also permit you to refresh

your .r ecollection by looking at certain portions of the
file with which you had been concerned?
THE WITNESS : Oh, yes.

4

r.m. ROBB: That is all.

6

THE WITNESS: There were several document
you gave me to read to refresh
'

my

which

recollection and to

mutually try to arrive at facts which were not apparent
in the record.
In

ny event, Dr. Oppenheimer had been on the

project prior to the time that the Army took over.

When

the Army took it over, the security was virtually non-existent
and the program of personnel clearance was practically nonexistent.

I won't say it did not exist because it di, but

it was very incomplete.

One of the first things that we

did was to attempt to get some investigation and set up some
program for the clearance of the personnel that were received
with the project,as it were.
I, myself, never wns until fairly late in the
game transferred to the Manhnttan District.

I remained

with G-2 and performed my duties as a supervisory matter
along with my other duties in G-2.
Then Lieutenant Calvert was assigned to the · Manhattan District as the security officer and he conduted the
Clearance Program.
In connection with that we

rec~ed

reports, primari-

ly from the Federal Bureau of Investigation, as I
co1werning

~.

r~member,

Oppenheimer's associations and relatives, as

tTel.l as himself.

These caused us., needless to say., a great
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deal of concern.! may

be

inaxact in my dates, but my recollec-

tion is that this took place about the time that Los Alamos
was being estabU.sbed and my recollection is that they had
not yet moved up on the Bill, but still bad tho office or
laboratory down in

anta Fe while we were constructing a ·

road up thero.
I brought up these, because of Dr. Oppenheimer's
prominent position as the head of the Los Alamos laboratory,
to the attention of General Groves and we discussed them at
some length.
General Groves' view was (a) -- I wonder if I om
permitted to say -- I don't know what his view was, of
course, as I only know what he told me.
MR. GRAY:

You certainly can say what be told you.

Tim WITNESS :

I would like to correct that.

v.busly I don't know what was in the man's mind.

Ob-

All Iknow

is wbat he told me.
General Groves• view, as I recall expressed, was
(a) that Dr. Oppenheimer was essential; (b) that in his
judgment

-~

and be had gotten to know Dr. Oppenheimer very

well by that time -- be was loyal; and (c) we would clear
him for this work whatever the reports said.
I will confess that I myself at that time had
coasiderable doubts about it.
wo~ry,

Because of our worry, or. my

let us say, about Dr. Oppenheimer. we continued to
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the best of our ability to investigate him.

We ke

him

~

under surveillance whenever he left the project.
his mail.

We did

opened

11 sorts of nasty things that we do or

did on the project
I interviewed him myself a number of times.

As I

recall, the recommendations of the secuirty organization
headed up by Cap ain Calvert were adverse to Dr. Oppenheimer.
They recommended against clearance.
BY MR. GARRISON :

Q

Who was Captain Calvert?

A

I think his official title was

Officer.
staff.

Di~trict

Security

was on General Nichols', then Colonel Nichols,

He

In any event, I full concurred with General Groves

as our investigation went on with the fact that Dr. Oppenheimer was properly cleared.
Now, you asked to relate our discussions.
difficult.

That is

Our discussions spread over many, many months.

They continued when the name -MR. GRAY :
to relate the

Excuse me, please.

Did you say I asked

discussionR~

THE WITNESS : No; Mr. Garrison did •
MR. GRAY:

Excuse me.

A moment ago I thought

when you asked whether you were privileged to say what
Gener·al Groves said, I said that was all right.
THE WITNESS:

No.

I think that was your question,
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wasn't it?
MR. GARRISON:
THE WITNESS:

Yes, it was.
I 1"etnember tbat I asked General

Groves early in the game what would be do if it turnsd out
that Dr. Qppenbe mer was not loyal atd that we could not
trust bim?

His reply was that be woutd blow tbe whola thing

wide open.
I

o not ·mean to imply by tb.\t, that our cotlclusions

as to clearaDce were necessarily dictated by indispensability.
I

wish to emphasize it for myself.

that he waa loyal and ought to be
BY

Q

r.m.

I

reQcbed the conclusion

cleare~.

GARRISON :

You did have certain employees, d\d you not, that

the project had at Los Alamos who were kept

l'D

tbe basis

of what might be called a calculated risk?
A

Yes, that is true.

That is true of L?s Alamos

and other parts of tbe project.

Q

Certain people who were known or

believ~u

to be

communists?
A

Yes

sir.

Q

Why did the project employ some people of th

~

character?
A

MY

only answer to that is that we continually

b~i

to e1:ercise judgment as between obvious all out sectU"i ty an<.'
tllle necessities of tbe project.

It must be remembered that
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the Germans ,vere far ahead of us in the development of an
atomic bomb.

We believed that the nation which first ob-

tained one would win the war.

We were under, believe me,

very terrible feeling of pressure.

Every security decision

we made with reference to important people was made

i~

that

background.
We had a number of persQnS who we believed were
very likely to be communists, who we were persuaded were
doing such useful work and such important work, that good
judgment required th t we keep them and let them do their
work and surround them and insulate them to the best extent
of our ability.

That is what we did in a aumber of cases.

I can't answer it any better than that.
Q

Dr. Oppenheimer was not in that category of

calculated risk, I take it?
A

Not in my.judgment, no.

Q

Did you everkDow of aDy leakage of information

from any of the persons of the sort you have mentioned to
the outside?
A

We never discovered any leakage of information

from those persons that we deliberately kept as a calculated
risk.

I don't mean to assert that there was none.

We dis-

co1!·ered none and we used every effort we could to ma.ke it
difficult for them.
For exanple, with many of them we made it perfectly
obv:loue. that we were watching their every move so as to be
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generally for the whole project could be laid to one side,
at :Least so far as

- ~he

important people on the project were

concerned.
It was be. ieved that the establishment of the
laboratory in an isolated place where means of egress and
ingress could be easily controlled and means of

comounic~tion

monitored should be done, if feasible.
We did have certain compartmentalization tbore.

As

I remember, we had the so-called technical area where the
actual laboratories were, and ao I recall we bad two kinds
of badges, for example; those who could get in there and
those who could not.

To that extent we had compartmentaliza-

tion.

Q

You visited the project frequently, did you not?

A

Many times, yes.

Q

Did you form any judgment as to the wisdom in an

overall point of view of the establishment of Los Alamos as
a community in which work could be carried forward in the
relatively free and less cramped manner that you have described than would have been the case at Oak Ridge, for
example?
A

Let me ansrter that this way.

I do not conceive

that I bad then, nor do I have now sufficient technical
knowledge to enable

to n1easure the difference between

the speed of accomplishment and not.

To my mind then, simple
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logic dictated that it must

be

so, and I saw no reaaor1 to

cbangemy mind.
I wish to add that I thought then and later events
as the projec·t went on proved that this theory of an insulnted
city in the middle of a desert is more easily postulnted
in theory than it is carried out in actual practice.

But

nevertheless we did a fairly good job in that regard.
Q

Was the job of administering this community a

difficult one in your judgment as you observed it?
A

It certainly was.

The commanding officers wero

changed very rapidly.
Q

What would you say as to the nature of the scientists

unu their human characteristics, as you saw theu at work on
the project in relations to the problem of administration?
A

The scientists en nmsse presented an extremely

difficult problem.

The reason for it, as near as I can

judge, is that with certain outstanding exceptions they
lacked what I called .breadth.

They were extremely competent

in their field but their extreme competence in their chosen
field lead them falsely to believe that they were as competent in any other field.
The result when you got them together was to make
administration pretty difficult because each one thought
tat he could administer the administrative aspects of the
Army post better than any Army officer., for example., and
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didn't hesitate to say so with respect to any detail of
liviug or detail of security or anythiug else.
I hope my scientist friends will forgive mo, but
the very nature of -them made things pretty difficult.

Q

They were slightly restive under the confinement

of the isolated city.
A
stages~

Very.

Towards the latter

became increasingly difficult to sit en the lid

out there.

Q

As time uent ou, more sc.

turing the early stages, no.
lfhat was Dr. Oppenheimer's policy as an administer

in relation to keeping the morale going and keeping the
natural restiveness of these people within bounds?

Was he

helpful?
A

So far as I observed it, he was very helpful.

The

difficulty primarily arose from those that were one step
below him, let us say, in the

scienti~ic

side.

Dr. Oppen-

heimer himself so far as security matters with which I was ,
particularly concerned was extremely cooperative.
Q

Could you give the Board a little picture of the

actual security measures which were enforced there at Los
Alamos?
A

Yes.

In the first place, physically we had -- I

have forgetten how many -- some troops, a guard company or
two

~-:ompanies,

the l>erimeter.

wasn t it, and we maintained patrols around
We established a system of monitoring
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telephone- calls and mail.

1

A

lVe established a post office·, you

might say, down in Santa Fe in an office.

We censored all

mail on a spot check basis, and the mail of the mo!:'e important scientists and those upon whom we bad derogatory information 100 per cent.

We maintained, at least in the early

days -- later it became a spot check basis, as I reraembeJ. -a continual monitoring of all means of commun:lations; telahones calls, and thelike.
We attempted to be as careful as we could in the
clearance of personnel who were sent there.

It is quite

true that there, as in other places, we stretched our clearance procedure when the pressure was on for personnel.
Those who have not been through it cannot conceive,
again I say, the extreme pressure we were under -- when tha
recruitment program was on, and when we were actually building the weapon, not to let people go, because the clearance
procedure took a long time, or it seemed so to those who
were responsible for getting ahead with the job.
I have forgtooten precisely what our restrictions
were on visitation, but people were not permitted to go on
trips unless it was officially necessary.

We had rather

rigid restrictions even on visiting Santa Fe.

Those, I

renwmber, were among the restrictions that we simply had to
relax as tbeproject went on.

We countered that by placing

men of our organization in all of the hotels in town as
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desk clerks and the like and covering the city of Santa Fe
as best we could.
We tried to make it the securest of our institutions.

The inexcusable Greenglass case indicates that it

was not so secure after all.
What do you recall of your interview with Dr. Oppen-

Q

heimer on what we cnll here the Chevalier incident, if you
know what I have reference to?
Yes.

A

That is one of the things which I have had

the advantage of reading the transcript of some weeks ago
and glancing at one page of it again last night.
I $bould say that I talked to Dr. Oppenheimer many
times.

In that particular case the interview was when be

•as in Washington and I now believe that the interview took
place in General Groves' office, although that is a reconstruction.

I have no precise recollection of it except that

it was in Washington.
Do you wish me to relate the substance of it?

Q

Yes.

A

The substance of it was that Dr. Oppenheimer had

advised our peopleon the West Coast that an approach bad been
made to someone on theproject to secure information concerning the project, and that the approach had been made by one
Eltenton who was well-known to us -- from Eltenton to a third
pers:on and· from te third person to the project.
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called to memoranda by Mr. Robb and Mr. Rolander, the information was that the contact was with three persons.
perfectly obvious that was the story.

It is a

It is
trick

curio~Js

of memory but my recollection was one and that the ona person was Dr. Oppenheimer's brother, Frank Oppenheimer.
have no explanation

s to

I

I translate it from three into

h~w

one.
I celled General G:•oves last night and discussed
it with him in an attempt to
it out.

~athom

that and I can't figure

But the record shows ·C learly that there were three.
My

effort was to get Dr. Oppenbimer to tell me

the identity of the person tha1; was later identified ns
Chevalier.

In that : was unsueuJssful.

as resourceful a questioner

a~

Perhaps I was not

! might have been.

event I could not get him to tell

~e.

That is the

In any
SUiil

and

substance of it.
I came back and told the

~t~ral

that it was up

to him, that he just had to get the in.' 1rmat:i..~n for us,
which the General undertook to do and la ~er repor·... -..,~ back
the information.

That goes on for pages.

I

a~

quite

·u~e

that I interrogated him concerning other pe·:sons on the
project.

I am quite sure it is a long

in tbe transcript.

st~~ent

as I read it

Our discussion cc-:terq,d a wide range.

That is .my present recollection.
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Q

lfas there any other instance in which Dr. Oppen-

heimer did not give you information that you asked for?
A

I don't recall any.

Q

Would you class this incident as an illustration

of the characteristic of the scientific mind that you
spoke of a while

ba~k

as deciding in their own minds what

properly they should do, what was required to be done in the
public interest?
A

Yes, I think that is a fair statement.

I think

this whole incident is a good illustration of that.

I will

confess that I was pretty fed up with Dr. Oppenheimer at
that moment because of the background against which wa were
working of tbeWeinberg case out on the West Coast and the
difficulties that we were having with this Federation of
Architects, Engineers -- what is the name of that thing -FAECT -- who were well organized in one of the oil company
laboratories· out there and had been makiug efforts to organize the Radiation Laboratory at

~rke~.

I had previously in connection -- let me say it

thiEI way

in connection with Dr. Oppenheimer's recruitment

prouram, the names of one or two persons who figured promi~ently

in the attempted or actual espionage incident on

tbe West Coast were among those that were slated for transfer
to Los Alamos.
I.n order that there could be the least posSible
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furor about it, I went out to Los Alamos to talk to Dr.
Oppenheimer so that there would be no pressure

~pon

the part

of him or his people to bring these persons out there.

At

that time I told Dr. Oppenheimer something of our difficulties in

BerlttSley.

How much I cannot now recall except that

I would ha-.:! told him as little ns I thought I Dtleded to.
The fact that I had to do that indicates the kind
of people we were dealing with, because these persons, and
Dr. Oppenheimer was no exception, believed that their judgment as to what

~eople

needed to know, as to what was security

and the like was as good or probably better than others.
It uas subsequent to that conversation that Dr.
Oppenheimer then, I assume, realizing the seriousness of
the situation, advised our people on the West Coast of this
attempt coming out of the FAECT, because Eltenton was well
known to us as a communist, active in the communist apparatus
on the West Coast, and a member of· this laboratory group,
this FAECT.

Dr. Oppenheimer then told us that Eltenton had
made this approach.

It wao perfectly plain that Dr. Oppen-

heimer believed that it was quite unnecessary to our security
problnm to know the names of the person or persons -- the
one trho later turned out to be Chevalier -- got this contact
with.
To my mind it was a sad exhibition of judgment 1 and
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an exhibition of ego that is quite uuwarranted, but nevertheless quite common.

That is the way I regarded it then.

It did not endear him to me at tho time.

That is the sort

of incident that it appeared to me to be.

Q

He did regard it as important and in the national

interest for him to impart information that had

con~e

to him

a bout El tent on?
A

I assume · hat be did, otherwise be would not have

done it.
Q

He took the initiative in doing that?

A

That is my recollection.

My recollection is that

he went to Lyle Johnson who was then the security officer
at the Radiation Laboratory.
position then?

Am I correct about Lyle's

I believe he was the security officer there.

We had a very large organization on the West Coast, the investigative organization headad by Boris Pash, and I think
Lyle Johnson was the security officer of the laboratory.

In

any event he was in the security organization at that time.
Q

Dr. OPpenheimer has testified to a visit that he

paid Jean Tatlock in 1943 on a trip away from the project.
Dr. Oppenheimer knew that he was under surveiEance like
everyl~dy

A

else when he left the project, did he not?
I assume that be did.

We never told him.

But I

assume he realized it •.
t}

W:ls it co11Jm1on knowledge that these security regulations
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applied to travel outside the project?
A

That question I can't answer.

It was certainly

common knowledge that travel outside of the project was not
permitted except upon official business and prior terms.
There were certain persona that we made no effort to conceal
the fact fron

tba~they

were under surveillance for the reason

I mentioned.

Dr. Oppenheimer was not in that category.

We

never advertised to him that b.e was under surveillance.
OUr people, as I recall, who were handling that
problem beleved that be was aware of it.

Q

Did be make any other visits outside of the one I

mentioned to other people tbatyou know of?
A

Of course, he made visits to many people.

Q

Let me take that back.

Any people unconnected in

some way with the governmental effort?
A

As I recall, his trips at that time were primarily

for recruiting personnel.

We were aware of his visit to Miss

Tatlock, I guess it was, Qnd I do not now recall any other
vis11~

to persons that might be on the suspect list, let me

put 1Lt that way.

The record may dispute me on that, but I

certainly don't recall any.

Q

To go back a moment to the Chevalier conversation,

it has been testified here that after Dr. Oppenheimer told
Geoeral Groves about Chevalier that
se.at by you and General

Nichols~

~ertain

telegrams were

I think in December, 1943,
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still referring to three contacts.
A

That is right.

One of those was shown to me last

night.

Q

Do

you have any explanation of that?

Is it possible

that 70u yourself having had three in mind may have concluded
that still obtained, or was there anything more precise about
it that you can remember?
A

I have been dredging my memory yesterday aud today

particularly about that.

Unquestionably Dr. Oppenheimer

told us there wre three.

The record shows that beyond

dispute.

There is no question that at a later time -- at

least at a later time -- we

~ere

informed that there was one

only and that one was Frank Oppenheimer, because I remember
distinctly going over to the F.B.I. and visiting Mr. Tamm
who was then, I bel:ble assistant to J. Edgar Hoover, and

Mr. Whitson, who was the F.B.I. communist expert, that it
was Frank Oppenheimer and that we had got that information,

.

or that General Grov·e s had obtained thatinformation on the
express term that it would not be passed on.
General Groves told me that, but I found it necessary to violate General Groves' direction in that regard and
to give to the Bureau the identity of Frank Oppenheimer.
Whether the General went back again at my request,
or on his own and talked further with Dr. Oppenheimer,
whether the General and I reached the conclusion that it must
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have been Frank, I don't know -- we discussed it ma y times
yet I distinctly remember this condition of secrecy.
DR. EVANS: Did you say General Groves told you
that it was Frank Oppenheimer?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir, it is my recollection that

General Groves told me it was Frank Oppenheimer.

Wh 1t tuysti-

fies me, gentlemen, is that the record .shows three and there
is a complete gap there.
Frank or anything else.

There is no record at all of
Yet nothing could be clearer in my

memory than of that incident of going over at night nnd
talking to Tamm and Whison.

e.

Nothing could be

~arer

in my

memory than General Groves' direction that I was not to pass
it on to anybody, which I promptly violated in a very·unmilitary manner.
That gap or

jump

I have no explanation for.

My

memory is a complete blanlt.
BY MR. GARRISON :

Q

Would it refresh your recollection or still further

confuse you if I were to say to you that my recollection of
the conversation with General Groves about this was that Dr.
Oppenheimer named Chevalier to him as the man, but that he,
General Groves; suspected that it was?

rwm. ROBB :

Mr. Chairman, may I interpose here?

We

I1ad ganeratl Groves here yesterday called by Ml". Garrison and
'be was not asked about this.

It is entirely all right with
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me if Mr. Garrison wants to put testimony in this way.

if this is to be dona, I think General Groves should

But

be

brought ba ck and asked about it personally.

nm. GARRISON: I am not putting in this as testimony.
MR. ROBB: That is the effect of it.
MR. GARRISON: As I recall General Groves' testimony yesterday he said that the whole thing was so confused
in his mind that he could not make head or tail out of it.
MR. ROBB:
A~.

If that is the case, then I don't think

Gassison ought to attempt to refresh the r£collection of

a witness by quoting Genel:-al Groves.
TBEWITNESS: can I say this, or volUDteer it?
Last night it was around 11 o'clock when I left here and got
back to the hotel room when I called General Groves on the
telephone for the purpose of rehashing this very thing.

As

a result ot my conversation with him, I am no further informed
than I testified to.
BY

Q

rtm.

That is all I can say.

GARRISON:

Is it possible that General Groves told you that

he thought it was Frank rather than that it was Frar.k?
A

Yes, it is possible.

I say ·1 t is possible because

it would have been characteristic of the General.
General had superb judgment in that regard.

The

Be was frighten-

ly rig:ht an immense number of times in making such judgments.
It is possible.

It would have been characteristic of him.

•
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Q

Do

you know of any other instance in which Dr.

Oppenheimer was approached by anybody on the subject of
ob~ainicinformation

of improper character?

A

No.

Q

I don't mean to imply that in this particular

interview about Chevalier about which he has testified that
Chevalier asked him for information.
the contrary.

I

He has testified to

didn't mean to imply by my question any

doubt as to that testimony.
What I merely wanted to ask you is whether in
your surveillance of him outside of the project, did you hava
any occasion.or did any approach to him come to your knowledge on the part of anybody with respect to the subject of
obtaining information outside of what we are talking about?
A

Not to my knowledge.

Q

Do you know whether Dr. oppenheimer requested the

employment of his brother, Frank, on the project?

A

No, I don't know.

already on it when the

Army

My

impression is that Frank was

took over, but I would not be

sure about that.
Q

You had tnnny interviews with both Dr. Oppenheimer

and :his wife during the course of the work on the project?
A

Yes.

Q

Did you endeavor in these interviews to form the

most accurate and thorough going

jud~ent

possible as to his
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political orientation?

I will come to Mrs. Oppenheicer later.

Did you search to find out what you could about his

attachme~

or lack of attachmeut to commuuist ideology?
A
him.

Yes sir, that was the purpose of my talko with

I was working on that all the time.
Q

What judgment did you form as to his political

convictions at this time, tiaat is, at the time of the project?
A

May I qualify your question.

You asked

my judgment as to his political convictions.

m~;

as to

I formed the

judgment that he was not a communist.
Q

How did you form that judgment?

A

I would lUte to continue with that.

My

wo1•king

definition of a communist is a person who is more loyal to
Russia than to theUnited States.

Tbat is the dafinition I

formed very early during my work on the communist problem
in the War Department, and which I still think is a sound
definition.

You will note that has nothing to do with

political ideas.
Unquestionably Dr. Oppenheimer was what we would
characterize -- and as hide bound a

Rep~lican

as myself

characterizes -• as extremely liberal, not to say radical.
Unfortunately, in this problem of determing who is and who
is not " communist, determining who is loyal and who is not,
the sig:os which point the way to persons to be investigated
or to check on are very frequently political liberalism of an
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extreme kind.

The difficult judgment is to distinguish

between the person whose views are political and the person
who is a communist, because communism is not a political
thing at all.
Q

You had an extensive experience in tbnt kind of

interrogation throughout the war, did you? ·
A

Yes

sir; I certainly did.

Q

Did you have enough experience at it to feel as

confident as men can be about their judgments?
A

I believe so.

I was a lot younger then tbn I

am now, and I am sure I had more confidence in

my

ju~gment

then than I hnve now.
Q

About many things?

A

About many things.

But my job in the War Depart-

ment and up until the time I officially moved over to the
atomic bomb project and severed all connections with the
War Department in January 1944, was primarily concerned with
the formation of judgment as to who were or were not communists in the loyalty sense in the Army.
Q

You were satisfied on the basis of these interro-

gatiou and o:! all that you kDew about Dr. Oppenheimer from
surveillance and all other sources that he was not a communist
aSI ynu have defined one in the sense of being more loyal to

Russia than to the United States?
A,

Yes
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You were satisfied that he was a loyal American

Q

citizen?
A

Yes.

Q

Putting the interests of his country first?

A

I believed that.

Q

Did you form tbe same judgment about Mrs. Oppen-

heimer?
A

Yes, in a different sense.

Mrs. Oppenheimer, I

believed then had unquestionably been either a membsr of the
Communist Party or so close to it as to be substantially
the same thing.

..

Her first husband had been --

Q

You say "had been".

A

In the

When?

thirties, as I recall.

As I recall, she

had been an organizer out in Ohio somewhere during the
depression.

Her first husband had been -- what is his name?

Q

Dallet.

A

Dallet.

Had been in the Abraham Lincolu Brigade

during the Spanish War.

That was always, particularly

those who went in early and stayed long, a pretty fair
index of then current attitude of people.
was

n~ot

good.

Her background

For that reason I took as many occasions as

I coutld to talk to Mrs. Oppenheimer.
As I recall Mrs. Oppenheimer's background and assoc:iat:ions subsequent to the thirties, they had not been diff.3reJ!lt from that of Dr. Oppenhei~er -- or materially different
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from that of Dr. Oppenheimer.
Mrs. Oppenheimer impressed me as a strong woman
with strong convictions.

She impressed me as the type of

person who could have been, and I could see
was, a communist.
a real

sh~

certainly

It requires a very'strong pErsoD to be

commu~ist.

I formed the conviction over many interviews with
her and many discussions with her that she had formed the
conviction that Dr. Oppenheimer was the most important
thing in her life and that his future required that he stay
away from communist associations and associations with people
of that ilk.
It was my belief that her strength of character
I think stre11gth of character is the wrong word -- her
strength of will was a powwrful influence in keeping Dr.
Oppenheimer

~way

from what we would regard as dangerous

associations

Q

Did you have any doubt as to her own disassocia-

tian from the Communist Party? ·
A

No, I don't ttnk I did.

Q

And to her prior disassociation from the party

before coming to the project?
A

That is right.

Q

Yo~

regarded Mrs. Oppenheimer on the basis of

your interrogation of her and all that you knew about her as

5

loyal to theUnited States of America?
Yes, I did.

A

I want to qualify that by snying that

I think -- nc , I won't qualify that at all.

The answer is

yes.
If you had the decision to clear or 11ot to clear

Q

Dr. Oppenheimer today, based upon your experience with him
during ·the wnr years and up until the time when . your association with him ended, would you do so?
I will answer that, yes, based upon the same

A

criteria and standards that we used then.
attempt to interpret the present law.

I am making no

Those criteria were

loyalty and discretion.
Q

What would you have to say as to his discretion

as you saw

A

i·~?

I think it was very good.

We always worried a

little bit about how much he talked during his recruitment
efforts.

Certainly there were times wben as a security

officer I would have judged the amount of information that
he felt he had to give to induce somebody to come on to the
project to have been indiscreet.

That is always a

ques~ion

of judgment and it was in the line of duty, so to speak.
Q

Apart from the problem of recruitment, what would

you :say?
A

Yes, I believed him to

be

discreet.

was indiscreet of him to visit· W.ss Tat·l ock-

I thought it

Bi6

MR. GARRISON: That is all at the moment, Mr.
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Chairman.
MR. GRAY :

l4r. Robb.

CROSS EXAMINATION
BY

Q

rrm. ROBB :

Aa I understand it, Mr. Lansdale, you are not

offering any opinion as to whether or not you would clear

Dr. Oppenheimer on the basis of presently existing criteria?
A

That is a standard that is strange to me.

know what it is.

I don't

If somebody would interpret it for me --

isn't it getting pretty hypothetical?
I believed on the basis of information I had then
that Dr. Oppenheimer was loyal and discreet.

I have not

changed my mind, although I have no knowledge of events
transpiring ance soma time in 1945.
Q

.

You said that you thought Dr. OpPenheimer's

discretion was very good, is that correct?
A

Yes, sir.

Q

You had no doubt, did you, that Jean Tatlock was

a communist?
A

She was

ce~tainly

on our suspect list.

now 'that she was a communist.

I know

I cannot recall at the moment

whether we were suro she was a communist at that time.
Q

Did your definition of very good discretion include

spfJnding the night with a known communist woman?
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A

No, it didn't.

our impression was that

t

t

interest was more romantic than otherwise, and it is the
sole instance that I know of.
Q

Were there some people called Baruett that you

knew about on your suspect list?
A

Thatuame doesn't ring a bell with me.

Q

\fere theSerbers on your suspect list?

A

Yes, S.r.

Q

High on it?

A

Fairly so, yes.

Q

Was Dr. Oppenheimer intimate with them?

A

They were on the project at Los Alamos.

The

social life of that project,isolnted as it was, was very
close.

The Serbers were, as I remember, friends of the

Oppe nhe imrs.
Q

There were friends of his?

A

That is my recollection.

Q

Were there some people named Morrison on your

suspect list'l
A

Yes.

Q

High on it?

A

Phillip Morrison?

Q

Yes, sir.

A

I think so.

Alan.\Os.

Was he?

I don't think he was out at Los
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Ye , I believe he was.

Q

Were they also good friends

of the Oppenheimer&?
A

That I don't recall.

May I stop?

I am not

supposed to interrogate the interrogator, am I?
Wa

Q

there a man named David Hawkins on your sus-

pect list?
A

Ye , I believe so in a mild sort of way.

I mean

be was one of those persons we felt uneasy about without
having anything definite.
Yo

Q

have since leared that Hawkins bad

bellll

a

communist?
A

From what I read in the newspapers.

Q

Was he an intimate of Dr. Oppenheimer?

A

I don't now recall him as being.

I know he came

out to the project for personnel work.
Wa n't he sort of Dr. OPPenheimer's legman and

Q

assistant?
A

My recollection was tbat David Hawkins was regarded

as extremely important to the recruitment program which was
one of Dr. Oppenheimer's primary responsibilities and in
that sense, yes.
was working right close to Dr. Oppenheimer.

Q

He

~

So far as recruitment is concerned, that is my

rocollG·ct ion.
Q

Were there some peopls named Woodward on your
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suspect list?

A

I believe so, although I remember nothing more

about them.
Q

By the way, when you say suspect list, you mean

people who were suspected of being communists or close to
communists?
A

Or that we were uneasy about it.

list should

Perhaps suspect

security list.

Q

Yes.

A

People concerning whom we took more or less risk

on, depending on the circumstances and the times.
Q

Were the lfoodwards intimates of Dr. Oppenileimer?

A

As I told you, I remember the name.

nothing more about them now.

I remember

Perhaps if you could recall

soMe instance to me, I would remember.
Q

Was a man named Lomanitz on your suspect list?

A

Oh, very much.

Q

He was one of your top suspects, wasn't he?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

Was be close to Dr. Oppenheimer?

A

I don't recollect that he was.

MY

recollection

of Rossi Lomanitz is that he was a student of Dr. Oppenheimer.
He was at the R.. diation Laboratory until we bad him inducted
into the Army and thus got him off the project.

Q

Do

IOU

recall Dr. Oppenheimer protesting about his
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induction?

A
it.

I recall Dr. Oppenheimer raising a question about

Indeed if I recall that was the occasion of at least

one of my talks with Dr. Oppenheimer, that is, to ask him
"for goodness sake to lay off Lomanitz and stop raising
questions about i · ".
In other words, be had been raising questions

Q

about it?
A

MY recollection was that he had.

Lomanitz wos

regarded as a brilliant young man and the people like
Earnest Lawrence ·and Dr. Oppenheimer did not want to lose
him.

I

rememT~r

Earnest Lawrence yelled and screamed louder

than anybody else about us taking Lomanitz away from him.
Q

\Vas a man named Bohm on your list?

A

Yes.

Q

Was be a friend of Dr. Oppenheimer?

A

I have no recollection about that.

from Berkely.

He also came

I assume Dr. Oppenheimer must have known him.

Q

Was a man named Weinberg on your suspect list? ·

A

Rigt.t at the top of the list.

Q

In fact, Weinberg gave information to Steve Nelson,

didn't be?
A

Tbatis our belief.

We proved to our satisfaction

that he gave information to Steve Nelson for money.
Q

What was the relationship between him and Dr.

Oppe nhe i1uer?
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A

my recollctian is about tbe same as Lomanitz.

Q

Now Mr. Lansdale, when did you coma into tbe Army?

A

May

Q

What had been your experience prior to goiDg into

1941.

the Army?
A

Lawyer.

Q

Bow old were you then, sir?

A

I was born in 1912.

Q

Had you bad any previous experience as a

29, wasn't it?
securit~

•

officer or iDvestigator?
A

No, sir, not other than in connection with trying

law suits.

I was a trial lawyer .

Q

In other words, you were not a professional.

A

I

Q

How long had you been in the Army before you went

ce~tainly

was not.

on to this security work?
A

About three minutes.

Q

\fb.at was your rank when you started out.?

A

First Lieutenant.

I was a reserve officer in the

Field Artillery by reason of graduation from VMI.
Q

After your interview of September 12, 1943, with

Dr. OpJtenheiDEr did you submit a copy of that to General

Groves?
A

The record so sbows.

tion o:f it.

I have no present recollec-
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Q

You hav.e no doubt that you did?

A

I have nof doubt that I did.

Q

Did you have any doubt that prior to doing that

you read it

ov~to

make sure it was an accurate reflection

of what had been said in your interview?
A

I have no doubt that I read it over and I would have

made any cha ges t

t I felt were erroneous in substance,

but as I remember that was a recording.

I would have mnde

no attempt to correct English or reconstruct garbled portions.
Q

But had you found anything in there which was not

in accord with what had been said?

In other words, had

the stenographer not correctly transcribed the recording,
you would certainly have made thG correction, would you
A

I can only say I am sure I would.

structing now.
Q

I

Mr. Lansdale.

not~

We are recon-

I have no present recollection.

ou't expect you to recall now independently,
But a · your past memory recorded, you have no

doubt that transcript was accurate, do you?
A

No, I really don't.

Q

Mr. Garrison askedyou some questions about the

scientific mind .iu relation to that interview that you had
with Dr. Oppenheimer andyou responded, I think, that Dr.
Oppenneimer's attitude ·might well have been a manifestation
of the workings of a scientific mind; is that
A

corr~?

Ob, yes; of which I came up against many examples.
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Q

Dr. Oppenheimer has testified here before this

Board that he lied to you in that interview.

You would not

say that lying was one of the manifestations of a scientific
mind, would you?
A

Not necessarily, no.

Q

It is not a characteristic

A

It was certainly a characteristic to decide that

I didn't need to have certain information.
Q

No.

But

the~stion

is, Mr. Lansdale, you would

not say that scientists as a group are liars, would you?

A

No.

I don't think persons as a group are liars.

Q

No.

A

I certainly can't over emphasize, however, the

extremely frustrating, almost maddening, let me say, tendency of our more brilliant people to extend in their own
mind theircompetence and independence of decision in fields
in which
Q

th~y

have no competence.

You were undertaking at the time you interviewed

Dr. OppeDheimer to investigate wbat you believed to be a
very serious attempt at espiouage, is that right?
J1.

Yes.

Let me put it this way.

No.

Yes is a fair

3l"JSW8lt" •

Q

And Dr. Oppenheimer's refusal to give you the

in~rormation

A

that you asked him for was frustrating to you?

Oh,. certainly.

14
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Q

You felt that it seriously impeded your iuvestiga-

tion, didn't you?
A

Certainly.

But he wasn't the first one tbat

impeded my investigation, nor the last.

Q

Mr. Lansdale, do you have any predisposition or

feeling that you want to defend Dr. Oppenheimer here?

A

I have been trying to analyze my own feelings on

Q

I notice you volunteered that last remark, nnd

that.
.

I wondered why.
A

I know, and it was probably a mistake.

I have

attempted as nearly as I can -- as nearly as it is possible
to be objective.

Q

Yes, sir.

A

I do feel strongly that Dr. Oppenheimer at least

to the extent of my knowledge is loyal.

I am extremely

disturbed by the current hysteria of the times of which this
seems1 to be a manifestation.

Q

You think this inquiry is a manifestation of

hysteria?
A

I think --

Q

Yes or no?

A

I won't answer that question yes or no.

If you

are tending to be that way -- if you will let me continue,

:c

will be glad to answer your

q~stion.
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Q

All right.

A

I thiDk that the hysteria of the times over

communism is extremely dangerous.

I can only Illustrate it

by another dangerous attitude which was going on at the same
time we were worrying about Dr. Oppenheimer's loyalty.
At ·the same time over in the War Department I was
being subjected to pressure from military superiors, from
the White Bouse and from every other place because I dared
to stop the commissioning of a group of 15 or 20 undoubted
communists.

I was being villified, being reviewed and ra-

reviewed by boards because of my efforts to get communists
out of the Army and being frustrated by the blind, naive
attitude of

~s.

Roosevelt and those around her in the White

Bouse, which resulted in serious and extreme damage to this
country.
We are going through today the other extrame of
the pendulum, which is in my judgment equally dangerous.
The idea of what we are now doiug, what so many people ara
now doing, ara looking at events that transpired in 1940 and
prior in the light of present feeling rather than in the
light of the feeling existing then.
Now, do I think this inquiry is a manifestation of
hysteria?
much -- let

No.
m~

I think the fact that so much doubt and so

put it this way. I think the fact that asso-

ciations in 1940' are regarded W1 th the sa·m& seriousness t-hat
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·imilar assocmtions would be regarded today is a
~ ion

~nifosta-

of hysteria.
Q

Now, Mr. Lansdale, it is true, is it not

A

By

golly, I stood up in front of General lkNary

then Deputy Chief of Staff of the

l~my

and bad him tell me

that I was ruining peoples' careers and doing damaee to the
Army because I badstopped the commissioning of the

poli~ical

commissar of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, and the guy was
later commissioned on direct orders from the White nouso.
'that stuff that went on did iocalculable damage
to this country, and not the rehashing of this stutf in 1940.
That is what I mean by hysteria.
Q

How do you know what this Board is doing is rehash-

ing old stuff?
A

I don't know.

That is what I have been --

Q

That is what?

A

That is all that can be had from me because that

is all I kn01.v.

Q

Mr. Lansdale, it is true, is it not, that the

security officers down tbeline below you in the Army hierarchy
were unaminous in their opposition to the clearance of Dr.
Oppunheimer?
A

Virtually so, yes.

I say virtually so becausa I

car.not precisely now recall that it was unaminoue.

Certainly

Ca;ptain Calvert.-- I believe ho was then a captain,. who was

•
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then the security officer -- I am quite certain recommended
against it.

Be was Colonel Nichols' security officer.

am quite certain Colonel Pash felt so.

I

I should think that

the anS'I.ter 1ms yes.
LEJt

me add this : That had I been confined to the

bare record, I might possibly have reached the same conclusion.

In other words, if Dr. Oppenheimer had not been as

important aa he was, I would certainly have stopped with the
record and used my every endeavor to persuade the General
that Dr. Oppenheimer ought to be dispensed witb.
However, in veiw of his importance to the project
we made a tramendous effort to reach a settled conclusion in
our own minds.
Q

At least I did, and I am sure the General did.

You mean if he had not been an important

~igure

you would just have discarded him as a nubin and gone on to
something else?
A

Oh, absolutely.

Q

Did you receive reports from the secudty officers

at Los Alamos and Berkeley?
A

I undoubtedly received many reports from them.

me say this.

Our organization administratively was that all

of those reports went to Oak Ridge which was the District
nngine.e r •s office

- first to llew York and then WbaD they

t40Ved to Oak Bidge, there •
come up to me ..

Let
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MR. GRAY;

Will you proceed?

BY MRo ROBB:
Q

Mr~

Lansdale, in referring to the seientific mind,

.

were you basing your appraisa 1 of a scientific mi·nd upon your
experience with that mind as represented by people like
Lomanitz, Bohm and Weinberg?
A

No.

Peo le like Ernest Lawrence and Fer . i and

Oppenheimerp and A, H. Compton, and the numerous people in
the metallurgical laboratory.
Q

Karl Compton?

A

Karl Compton I had very little contact witb,

Q

Mr. Lansd le, I want to show you a memorandum

dated 2 September 1943, entitled, "Subject:
Oppenheimer.

J. R.

Memorandum for Lt. Col. Pashp and a covering

memorandum from Colonel Pash to you, signed P. des,,
dated 6 September, and ask you if that came to you in your
official capacity?

A

Yes, my initials are on it, also General Groves'

initials.

i

have no present recollection, you understand,

of it.
Q

I

understand.

A

But unquestionably it did.
MR. GARRISON:
MR. ROBB:

Yes.

BY MR. ROBB:

May we see that?

8 1

Q

You have

that memorandum in
A

1.0

doubt that you gave consideration to
appraisal of Dr.Oppenheimer?

~o¥r

! · didn't examine the content of it.
MR. ROBB:

Could the witness see the memorandum,

please, Mr. Garrison.
to look at it.

You are going to have plenty of time
trying to get along here in a hurry,

I

Mr. Garrison.
MR. GARRI .

THE WITNESS:
BY MRo

I understand.

·q:

Oh, yes, I am quite sure.

0

Q

Wha was " • de s."?

A

That undoubtedly was Peer de Silvae who ior some

period of time, and I assume during this time, was security
officer at Los Alamos.
Q

Was he a ..:egu lzr Army officer?

A

That is

gyt.

I believe he was a first lieutenant.

He may have been s second lieutenant.
Q

He was afterwards Colonel de Silva.

A

Th2t I don't know.

Q

He was a

rofessional, was he not?

A

Oh, · yes.

He was a professional soldier.

He was

not a professional security officer, if that is the
implication, except that we were all
Q

profession~ls.

He was ce tainly more of a professional than you

werej w sn't he• Colonel?
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A

In what field?

Q

The fielj he was working ing

A

No.

Q

No?

A

No.

~

He was a graduate of • est Point, wasn't he?

A

Certainl •

security~

I am a graduate of VMI, too.

You want to

fight about that?

Q

No, sir, I don't want to fight with you.

I will

show you a memora dum dated 12 August 1943, memorandum for
General Groves, Su ject:
Lansdale.

Did you write that memorandum?
That i

A

J. R. Oppenheimer; signed John

m.•

unquestionably my signature.

Let me read it.

May we go off the record.

R

(Discussion off the record.)
THE WITNESS:

Yes, I not only wrote this memorandum;

I now recall the interview.

As a matter of fact, this is

the -BY MR. ROBB:
~

You are talking now about the memorandum of what?

A

Memor ndum dated 12 August 1943 from me to General

Groves
~hen

I

concerning J. R. Oppenheimer.
wen~

·Lomanitz.

out

n

This appears to be

made a trip to quiet people down about

We were having a gre t dea 1 of .trouble with

ldlnest Lawrence

:>

ut taking Lomanitz away from him.

Then

87~

Dr. Oppenhe mer got in the pictureg and I just went out
to quiet th ngs down

Q

ColonEl, I detect as ight tendency on your part

to blame Lavrence

or Lomanitz . xclusively.

: sn't it a fact

that Dr. Op[>enhe

r w, s also v ry much exercised about

Lomanitz?
A

I don't

yes, ne was exe

eca 11 that he was exercised abc)ut Lomani tz--

ci~ed

about Lomanitz.

We got word through

Peer de Sil a as I recall that Oppenheimer was raising a
question about us permitting Lomanitz to be inducted into the
Army.

I suspec

earth to get hi

he didn't know we were moving heaven and
i · ducted.

Our main row with Lawrence, we

had more trouble with Ernest Lawrence about personne 1 than
any four other peo le put together •.
Q

I wi 11 show you a photostat of a memorandum dated

14 September 1943, a memorandum for the file, subject
"Discussion by

neral Groves and Dr. Oppenheimer", which

bears the typewr1.tten signature "John Lansdale, Jr.,
Lto Col., F .. eld Ar ilery."

Did you write that memorandum?

A

I unq

s ionably did.

Urquestionably I did write it.

r

Does t at memorandum or can you say with assurance

that that mEmor 1dum accurately reflects that you had been
told by General

ves about a ' iscussion which he had had

about Oppenheime ?
A

0: cow.S

•

noto

All I can say is that 1 would have
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attempted a

ace

tely as I co ld to record the

s~bstance

of our conversat o •
That i.:;

Q

hat I moan.

MR. GAl IS~:

disturbed about

he

Mr. Ch~irman,

~ oolem

we

~m.

GA

getting

We h2ven't been supplied

e.

1

MR .. RC

am

ace of not knowing really

what these <uest ons are about.
with copies' of

I really

J:

I wilt han

ISON:

we read them -- I

it to

,YOU

right now.

If we can stop for a minute while

on't want to delay matters, but I lwe

to protect my c 'e t as a lawye •
That is

MH.. RO:

MR. G

them.

Y:

a~l

right,

I have plenty of time.

You will have an opportunity to read

As I und rstand the questions which Mr. Robb has put

they have b(3en

estions f r

id~ntification,

rather than

substance.
MR. Gl a·soN:

He is beginning to ask him questions

about them, and I haven't the slightest idea what is in them.
MR. GF Y:

c

M3.

You have them before you now.
You h ve them all now;

Mi. GARRISON:

Chair

havf.~ou

·not?

There is an awful lot to read" Mr.

!lBDo

MR. Gf

the contentB of •
M~o

R

Do you propose to ask questions about
memoranda?
No.

375
~·

GARRI!::iON:

• o

questions nryw t

may ourselves wish to ask

t they ha e been introduced.

You have asked

to put them all i to the record instead of reading them in,
off_ the recor , .Yi h knowledge
apparently ean

back DPXt woek.
I don't know whether he can or not.

M1 • RC

You ca· led him l nr •
MI

I

G.A • SON:

a

hat Colonel Lansdale

didn't

all him.

Yt:!S, it is your request to put them

in the record wi . h ~ ut read. ng them.
MR. R

»o.

_:

record and Ice p ""' lon

v:

MH. G.R

yo J wan

me to read them into the

Lansd p l

here?

Just , minute.

I

will do it.

We ,wi 11 read them into

the recordo
GA

MH.

SON:

It is

MR. R

Mr. Morgan, a
procee ~

thin ~

we should.

enti ~ ely

all right with me.

I

am

Mr. Lansdale.

trying to ac:com
MI~.

I

GR

The record will show at this point that

me~b . r

of the Board, is forced to leave the

ings.
MF.• GA 1. SON:
MI., G

No.

(Mr.

r

ME. GA
regularity even
pi oceed with

a

Not pe manently..,

n left the room.)
!SON:

'o
0

Ml'. Chairman, just for the sa!.(e of

three minutes, do you think it wise to
member absent?

There may be questions
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on this
MR. GRA .

I t ke it that he will have the record

before him, or the record will be available to him.

He is

leaving town.
MR. GA

ISON:

He is not coming back nowo

No, he is not coming back this afternoon.

MRo GR

The Board is try

to accomodate you and your witness.

can easily adjou n

t this time and ask Mr. Lansdale to

We

come back Monday
MR~

GA

ISON:

We were told, Mr .• Chairman, that

you were going to d ourn at 3:30 this afternoon.
And we

sa~

overtime to accomodate Mr.

MR

RC

Mr

Cha r 1an, it is quite obvious that it i3 going

Lansdale.

to take me I don t know how long to read these memoranda
into the rec•)rd,
see any

poss~bil

nd it

is now quarter of four, and I don't

ty of finishing witb Colonel Lansdale this

afternoon.

k

I
MR. GR/
is concerned . it
into the rect>rd

Certainly as far as Mr. Morgan's absence
a not be affected by reading memoranda
hich he could

·his hearing ·the r

oranda.

read~

There is no point in

I am sure of that.

So would you

pr·oceed?
~m

ROBB:

Yes, Sir.

I will read the first

mell.lor·anc1um that I s owed Colonel Lansdale.
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"Headquarters Wester Defense Command and Fourth Army
"Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff

G~2

"Presi io of San Francisco, California.
"In re 1

refer to : (C IB)

"6 Sep

ber

''Subj

J.

"To;

• Oppenheimer

ut. Colonel John Lansdale, Jr., Room 2C

i

654 Pentagon Bui

ing, W shington, D. C.

Inclo ed is a report on the evaluation of J. R.

"1

Oppenheimer, pre

r Jd in this office by Captain Peer deSilva,

now engaged

1

n e

at ion for the

D~M

Project.

Tt is office is sti 11 of the opinion that

"2

e·

£t43

Oppenhe~mar

is not

to a nation

~s

o be fully trusted and that his loyalty

divi

undivided loyalt

d.

It is believed that the only

t at he can gi e is to science and it is

strongly felt that if in his position the
could offer more f

~

he would selEct th
express his

S~viet

Government

the 3dvancement of his scientific cause
Government as the one to which he would

oya lt .

"3.

Th · office does not intend to evaluate the

importance or wor h of Dr. Oppenheimer as a scientist on the
project.

It is

him from any poss . b
the inclosed rep
"For th

espousibility of this office to evabate
subver~ive

angle.

Because of this

• being aubmitted for your information.
C of

s ..,

G-2:

~

78

Signed "Boris T. Pash
"Boris T. Pash, · t. Col, M.I. Chief, Counter
Intell gencP. Br nch."
"He d u rters Western Defense Command and Fourth Army
"O:ffic

of the Assistant Chief of Staff G-2

":?res

i

of San Fran is co, California

"rn r ·

1~

refer to

(CIB)

". Se · mb9r 1943
''I4emol
"~

for:

ubj

espionage case

regard to recent developments in the

1

terin€ about the DSM project, the part

r

played by J. R.
vital

pe1

sign~ficance

it may be s:lid

in~er

this office.
said that h3 ba
was

attempt~ng

subsequent conv
elaborated on
ago a Shell De

heime

than ha

is believed to take on a more
her tofore been appare t.

Briefly,

t .: ubject has just recently brought himself

to the fore by '
of vital

J. R. Oppenheimer

t:

"1.

Lt. CoL Bo T., Paqh

untee1in · scr ps of information which are
t

o the i vest
conversation

g~tion

w~th

being conducted by

Lt. L. E. Johnson, he had

ood reason to suspect thatthe Soviet Union
ur£ infor ; ion a bout the project.
~ior

wi~h

In a

Lt. Col. Pash, Subject

1atte1· and disclosed that about tour months
cpment employee, one

Eltento~,

of a Soviet con ul l r a . tache, had contacted a

on behalf

u.c.

professor

who in turn had attempted, on at least three ·occasi·ons., t ·o
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secure

sources of information within the Project who would

transmit the information to Eltenton, who in turn would supply
it to the Soviet consular agent, all to be done informally in

* State

order to cirLumvent
cooperating with th

Depa tment policy of not

Soviet Union, which policy is influenced by

certain un-n1med St te Departmeni officials who were
supposed to be a .

~i-Soviet

to be taken openly.

and who would not allow such action

Oppenheimer claims he does not condone

such methods, and is satisfied that no informa,ion was passed
by those channels.

He did not disclose the name of the

professor, as he th - ught that such an action would be
unethic 1 anc would merely disturb some of his associates
who were in no way

uilty of any wrongdoing.

above has been t

xtent of Oppenheimer's most recent activity.

"2
that J.

R~

'

Th

hougbly, the

Nriter wishes to go on record as saying

Oppenh Ji er is playing a key part in the attempts

of the Soviet Union to secure, by espionage, highly secret
information which
States.

An

~ttem~ -

above ·statement.

~ubject's

will be made to show the reasons for the
t

that an overt act o
Union.

vital to the security of the United

~

has been known, since 29 Marbb 1943,
espion~ge

was committed by the Soviet

s.atements indicate that another attempt

has been madeg thro1gh Eltenton, Oppenheimer, him3elf having
a rather lengbhy record of Communist sympathy and activity,
has ·&ctive ly

eng~ged

in the development. of a. secret. project.-
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Most of his friend · and professional associates are Communists
or Communist sy.pa ' hizers.

He himself has gone on record as

saying on two occ sions, to Lt. Col. Lansdale and to Lt. Col.
Pash, that Commu · st activity on. the part of a Project employee
~

not compatiol

with the security necessary to the Project.

To quote . him, "a

~hat

is the reason I feel quite strongly

that association

w~ ~ h

compatible

he job on a secret war project, it is just

it

that two loyalti

t 1e Communist movement is not

cannot go".

To Lt. Col. Lansdale, he said

that lie knew that t vo Los Alamos dmployees hld at one time
been Communi3ts, bu
were.

Yet

that he was satisfied that they no longer

the long period during which he has been

durin ~

in charge of the project, and in spite of the fact that he is
perfectly com pet
philosophy, and

t to recognize the Communist attitude and
ur .;her in spite af the~ fact that he, by choice

as well as by pr f ssional necessity, is close to his key
associa es,

nd

g

n in spite o:f the fact that he claims, in

effect, not to f e
in spit3 of all

confident of the loyalty of a Communist,-i , Oppenheimer has allowed a t ight clique

of known Communists or Communist sympathizers to grow up about
him within the J: oject, until they c·omprise a largg proportion
of the key person e
of the projeot is

in whose hands the success and security
trusted • . In the opinion of this officerp

Oppenhe me1:o ai ther tust be incredibly naive and a lfuost
childlike in h!s

nse of r alit

P

or he himself is extreme ty
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clever

and disloy 1.

The former possibility is not borne

out in the opinion of the officers who have spoken. with

~m

at lengthA

..

"'

'o

o further, t te supposition will be raised

that Subjec. ha

acted reasonably, according to his own

viewpo-nt, _nd

s voluntarily

valuable in. orma
oackground

1

c

:~or

ome forward and proferred

(re Eltenton, etc.) •. To examine the
an action we find several incidents which

may ha1e had an influence on his action.

First, the news of

Lomanitz's cane 11 tion of deferment was made known to
Oppenheimer, tog ther with the surmise, on Lomanitz's part,
tha his (Lomanit ' ) radical activities had been investigated.
Shortl ~
~ervide.

thereaft r, anofficer from the
Wa· De

Milita~y

Intelligence

rtment, called on him at Los Alamos.

Both

of the above ac ions were necessary and desirable, but nevertheless t .1ey could
very

p~obably,

ot avoid indicating to Oppenheimer that,
some sort of a general investigation, more

extensive than

routine security check, was under way,

If

he is disloyal, as believed by the writer, the most obvious
and natural mov

would have been exactly what he actually did

do -- on his next trip to Berkeley he let it drop to Lt.
Johnson the piec
attemp~

of information indicating knowledge of an

at espionage, knowing that he would subseqcently be

cont i1Cted for further details by someone probably connected
with

t~e

investi

tion.

As it was absolutely necessary

a~
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such contact was

, whereupon Subject elaborated on the

1

incident, but in stch a manner as to indicate that there
eri

was nothint

WJ'"ong, and never once indicating that

espionage mi?;ht

v

be n involvedo

opportu ity to

, h

Nelson vis't d t

nd

re'Jealed

~ 10

a part.

He

ha

. ndi

later d te.

He

not mention the fact

~hat

Steve

olicited cooperation; instl d, he

of communic tion in which Eltenton played

ecli

possibly i

di

Although he hnd every

to name the professor involved,
·o d le out that bit of information at a
t

mined very definitely that Military

Inte lligenc~e was

ductin.g an investigation, and chose to

cooperate to a c

in extent, disclosing only what he desired

to and relyi g o
together wit

his

pparent spirit of cooperation,

hi· i portance to the project, to protect himself.

It is not inconc ·v ble tha . he could, by intelligent
manipulation, ac

. ly

extent 1nd

o

direc~

proposition the

ercise . strong control over the

of the investigation.
t

Add to the above

that Oppenheimer, until alerted to

the fact that an ir. estigation was in progress, ·made absolutely
no attempt to in
inc ideo,~ which
he claims, h-3 di
made no

attu~pt

satisfactiou,
of some of

an~

s

r an3' reept7nsible authority of the

efini tely knew to have occurred and which
ot a proveo

To go further, he apparently

o resolve, foT his own conscience and
oubts concern1ng the Communist affiliations
loyees whom he knew to have been So

8

ffi ia ted

"

ae.

t

r

this officer, ha

At no t1me, to the knowledge of

C Jenheim r attempted, in any way, to report

any sucb affilla . ic , known or suspected, for the
in forma : ion
eonfideac

was don

t

f
c~nc

u .;

1my,

< m

1 i

he would u 1•:;

be

t

~i

p:roj

t.

in the pos1t ion

ntist, · nd a place in history, as a result
It is also believed that the Army is
being able to a . low him to do so or to
put ti on and career, if it should choose to

destroy his na

ility, if strongly presented to him,

Such a pt

·him a different view of his position with

would poss bly
~he

that Oppen-

ncerned with gaining a world-wide

reputat on as a

respect to

uestioned, and would not be in the
ha in · offered t1e information.

heimer is deap y

•

obvious to him that an investigation

i 9 th - opinion of this officer

0

do so.

None of this

, and th t unless he made the first move,

favorable po;i ,

of the JS

has he taken anyone into his

his views on the subject.

1

was beiag co due

n~

whUh has beenp heretofore, one in

J

which ha has been cominant because of his supposed
essentiality.

his attitude should be changed by such an

action, a moe w

ol~some

be i,njected

ttfl

in~o

imp1:>Ssi lle that
ho l<il ing Oppe:1he
str

~ngt 1

to the

and loyal attitude might, in turn, ·

lower echelons of employees •.

t orough review of the

gene~•l

It is not
opinion

irreplacable might result in lending
ent that he is a citizen working for te
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United

in

State~,

Department, and

case represented by the War

~his

o.; a

restricted, whi.

individual who cannot be held or

ontinuiug independent scientific endeavor,

to the normal d fi ition of loyalty to his country."
" • de s. '

gne

ix

I wonc1
reading, Mr. C

•

r. Rolan er might spell me on this

• an 9

Gf Y:

o

1

Very well.

Would you identify it?

This memorandum is dated 12 August
1943

0

"\far r part me nt
"PUlit ry Intelligence Service
t

ras

• &e

on

101

"Subj

·~m

-..:
t

for Gener 1 Groves:
J. R. Oppenheimer.

a recent visit to Los Alamos this

officer had an o portunity for

ome private discussion with .

J. R. Oppenhei

n matters of general interest.

During

the course of ttl

discussion t1e subject of the withdrawal

Mr. Oppenheimer

of the defermen

of G. R. Lomanitz came up.

stated that his

nterest in Lomanitz was purely scientific.

Ha .. ·stated that

nitz was about to lae made a group leader,

and that he was

aged 11pon a type of work with which only

two other persor

ere thoroughly familiar, and these two

perr3ons are now , o king for Oppenhei·mer..

Oppenheimer
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believed that if l c. nitz's services were lost, E.

o.

Lawrence

wo 1d requent Oppe helmer to release one of the latter's
men for work at

' ~le

do, and wishes to

r

•

Thls

ppenheimer is unwilling to

oid any issue in this respect with

Lawrenc 3.
"2.

rl i e r

0

about Lomani·. z a

d

any relntionGhip
student

and, su

~

that he knew very little

ot, e'ce>t opon one occasionp had

i h h1m other

~han

that of professor and

uently, employer and employee on the

Projecto Oppc nhe
Lomanit

t r te

stated that at the time he asked

to come

n the Project, Loman;..tz visited Oppenheimer

at his home and

i

what Oppenhe mer characterized as 'a good

deal of soul se

~h lng.'

Oppenheimer stated that he meant by

.

this that Lomanit

as of the opiabn that a very terrible

weapon

eloped, and was fearful that there would

not be

as being
~dequ1~

+. rnational control of this weapon.

~

Furthern1orep Loms itz wondered whether his sense of duty did
not require him to
effort by jo .ni

ake a more direct contribution to the war
A~ny

t

or working in the shipping yards

or some simi"Lar e• t blishment.
gave Loma nit~~ 'a
and strongly tha
. nd that it nust

Oppenheimer stated that he

d talking to' and told him very definitely
t e Project wa
re

important to the war effort,

his compte e loyalty.

Oppenheimer

1rther statvd th t he told Lomanitz that he must forego
l '_ politic a· act

i ty if he came on to the Projec·t.
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Oppenheimer stat •d that he put this very stronglyo

He had

previously stated that he knew tnatLomanitz had been very much
of a 'Red • as a boy when he first came to the University of
Califon1ia, :mt h . . prt!.tfessed to have no knowledge of his
activities.
"3.

Op

heimer stated thZ two days later Lomanitz

told hitn that he w nted to go onto the Project, and accepted
all of the conditi r s laid down by Oppenheimerp

Oppenheimer

was curious as to why we were taking the action that we did,
and also wonderir

if after Lomanitz was inddcted into

the Army he could not be returned to the Project either as
a Reserve Officex or as a soldier.
"4.

This officer told Dr. Oppenheimer thQt it was

believed to be nEcessary to avoid making any further
requests for def r

nt for :;..oman tz because he had been gui 1ty

of indiscretions which could not be overlooked or condonedg
0

This officer stat d that these h d nothing to do with any
political activit •

Oppenhmimer was further told, however,

that since the occ rrence of the indiscretion upon which
action was based, steps have been taken to determine rather
completely Loman t

's activities, and that it coulc; be siad

that in the cour e of this investigation it had been learned
thnt Lomanitz hac
Oppenheimer said 't
"5..

Tt. r

ct ceased his political

activities~

t makes me mad.'

then ensued a general

dist~ussion Of

the

Communist Party.

Oppenheimer was told that from a Mi li ta:x·y

Intelligence st nd oint we were quite unconcerned with a man 's
political or soci • belief , and we were dbly concerned with
preventing the tr

smissio

unauthorizej pe

..· , wherever th£lt person's loyalties might

all

w

~e

d

our · ec

O:l

classified information to

s cia1 1 political, or religious beliefs

lie, o:r wha e • ·
might oe.

of

~hat

the underlying principles behind

me sures we ·e that the United

~tates

so far as t 1e d

opm nt of any device or technique wae

concer11ed, was

sole party i terested, athough the benefit

of the employme t of any devices would, of course, redound to
the beaefit of

arsons on the same side as this country.

1

.....o.

nheiu.er

~oncurred

inthe general principles

stated, but sta.

that he did not agree with us with respect

to the

rtyo

Comrn~n ... s.

anybod t

r hi

wor~ing

the ConmunA3t P;
that

n

'Jne a lwa

t

stated that the
severe and ·wac;
Projec c.

l ·

H sta+.ed that he did not want
on the Project that was a member of

He stated that the reason for that was

d a question of divided loyalty ...

He

i rcipline of the Communist Party was very
ot compatible with complete loyalty to the

H13 rna<

t clear he was not referring to people

who bad bee•:1 mer

·s of the Communist Party,stating that he

knew s3veral

t Los Alamos who had been

wa ·-:t referring

no~

OJ

"7.

Oppenheimer dep

to present nembership

m~mberso

He

in the Communist Party.

ener 1 discussion then ensued in which
ld the manner in which the Russians had
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let their

own in Rance and in the United Stateso'

people~

"7 •

Th( opportu ity to secure the names of the

former rnembe:rs o

the Party known to Oppenheimer did not

present it · e f,
'Nr>t · :
sincerity

11

to the entrance of a third party .

u

.. v Re Oppenhei 1er gave every appt !araoce of

thi

' scussio

subtle in

s ons

de licac 'I e

:Jenc

in purs ing ; h

i

~

Dr. Oppenhe mer

must give up the Party if he came on the
er also had the definite impression that

Oppenhe me,.. .vas

ng to indicate that he had been a member of

the Par ty, and

c fi itely severed his connections upon

his

On the whole, it seemed that

ko

Oppenhe"mer, in

'F :>r t

to the Party, and that Oppenheimer

n~

This o

~er

was trying to convey

Lomanitz, that Lomanitz had been worried

~ase

had tol:J him th

to this off

Upon reviewing the discussion

•penheimer, this officer came to the

about his obli

engaging in

the·e was a good deal of

cus · ion~

conclusion tlla · '

Project.

an

oth by whin officer and by Dr. Oppenheimer

after leavin!?; Dr.

was, in the

H was, however, extremely

o

ther subtle way, was anxious to indicate
pssition in that regard.

i

J •

c.

of

s.,

G-2 : ''

S·_ ned 'John Lansdale, Jr.
"Lieut.
"C tlief

C1

lonel, Field Artillery,
vie, Branch, CIG, MIS
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The ne t _ommuuication is dated 14 September 1943.
"Memorandum for the file
"Subjec-.:
Oppenhei

~r

DiscuEsion by General Groves and Dr.

o

"1 •

ng a recent train ride between Cheyenne

D

and Chicago, Ge

1 Groves and Dr. Oppenheimer had a long

discussion uhic

~

v red in substance the following matters:
penl im r stated that because he felt

"~.

res pons ibl

for

pl -yment of Giovanni Rossi Lomanitz, and

had secured a pr
to cease al

s

ou

from him a s

1 _

political tiEltur

ac ~ ivities

a condition of employment

and particularly those of a

e wantedto have a talk with him.

Oppenheimer did

While

o. know the cause of objection by the

Army to LonLni ~

did know that he had been indiscrefJt and

that he was still

ngaged in political activities.

Dr.

Oppenheimer said t1at t a interview withLomanitz was very
unsatisfactory,

that Lomani z was defianto

was sot·ry that

d evel had

he did not

<esir ~

"b.

l

and David Bobm .
persons.

ThE:Iy

by the evidant
induct . on ot Lom
the~·

'

nytbing to do with him, and

ny further connection with him.
nheimer also bad a talk with Joseph Weinberg

T is interview was sought
s

Oppenheimer

by the latter two

ed to Oppenheimer that they were disturbed
sure being brought to bear to force the
itz into the Army, and that inasmuch as

were close to Lomani tz and interested in union activities

890

they wanted Oppe
resign thei
their

mer's advice as to whether they should

pos t ons

tale · t ~

wo

"c.

o

nd seek employment elsewhere where
mre appreciated.

1hei lr told them that if they had

continued to a

• to .. he promi 1e made by them to him that
_. pol tical activities, including

they would ceas
Communist P rty

vitles,

J .

the

they had nothing to fear.

Oppenheimer

all

~o

Oo LawrQncs in at this point and

secured fro

La

~e

confirmation of his previous statements.

Dr o Oppenh . . i 1er

n.

to go to Site Y

u

a

t one point that Weinberg had expected

that it was never his (9ppenheimer•s)

intention to h

there o
discussion

previous rel tio

to Co

Soviet atte pt ..

ur

Oppenheimer's at
attitude wa3 th

Pash and Lt. Aohnson about the

intormation which had come to

tion som•1 ti a agoo Oppenheimer's
~

3

contact at the U
and told by Gen

o

wou d give the name of the intermediate

~rsit

a

of California if pressed to do so,

}roves that we had to have · it, but that

he did not want

jo so becaus

any further con ..

had been

contacts that ha
ar1y information"

as had about Dr. Oppenheimer's

he did not believe that

m~de

and was confident that the

aen made with the Project had not produced
in ... ma~ed _urther that it

wa~

a question

of getting frien - of his into difficulties and causing
unnecassary trou

wh n no useful purpose could

~e

served.

8 1

In ; his connecti

t s

uld be noted that General Groves

er lly about several people at the

asked Oppenaaime ·

University of Ca i orni , among whom might be the contact, which
had bee:1 sup lie
was A.
to be t

hi

ho n w appear

lann gan
~e

coat c

ot
i

repu~a

"Oppen
came from a Cor

from subsequent ;eve lopments

l

i

ow him except casually, but that he
b ing a rea.l tREJd 'o

f

r

tated th t Mrs. Charlotte Serber

ist family in Philadelphia, and probably

at one . ime 1ad
not think that s
that he had n

Among these names

ith re pect to Flannigan, Oppenheimer

0

st te(;J -f:hat ne
had the

by Colo el PashA

in

a Communist herself.
!as at t is t·me.

Ii

is thought that he said

tion that Prof. Serber was or had ever
the Communist Party.

been connect3d

However, he did

Oppenheimer

reiterated hi.s

ious statemen s that membership in the

Communist Party

mcompatible with employment on the Project

because of the d

i ed loyalty which it involved.

expressed tha e

on that transmission of information to any

outside person

01

Project wou"'_t· am
"f.

Or

nimse lf was not
thut he had l)rd>

rty on the

of the people on the

t to treason.
heimer categorically stated that he
cmmunist and

ever had been, but stated

ll belonged to every Communist front

arganization on . e West Coast
'""Oncern?-ng matter

p~rt

He

nd signed many petitions

n which CommJnists were

inter~sted.

He
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st ted that whil

• did not knou, he believed that his

brother, Frank 01

. 1heimer, had at one time been a member of

the Comnunist Pat .
hacl had any

Jut :;ha·t he did not believe that Frank

onne

"g.

and raised i

ons w _th the J.larty for some time.

H

.ed . hat his wife, Katherine, was born

; .;

Get

, was a fir t cousin once removed of

General Kietel o

~

one time been e

1

sti 11 on amicab lc

l

German Army and that her mother had at

l

to marry him and that her family were

• '"ms wJ. th the Kiete 1 family.

also, that hS wi. •'
while fighting f

first husband had been killed in Spain
~he

Loyalist Armies, and that he understood

that he had been , 'good guy'.
Oppenheimer as to

Be stated,

o opinio? was expressed by

ther this first husband had been a

Communist.
"John L

dale, Jr 01 Lt. <t.olonel, Field Artillery,

Chief, Review Bra

~

MIS."

Mr. Chairman, I have perhaps a dozen more

MR. ROB;

questions that I

, CIG

'

ld like to ask Mr. Lansdale.

If Mr.

Garrison will agr

o go ehead in the absence of Mr.

Morgan, I will do

with the Chair's consent.

Otherwise,

I will hold them
MR.

GAR

MRo GRA

Garrison.

You
MR ..

ra·
GA

JN:

Quite agreeable.
want to make certain of this now, Mr.

I

the question.
ON:

I did and I now waive it, Mr.
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Cha ir

n, in the
MR.

ter

of proceeding.

Al ·. r1ghto

i'

~

~t

l3Y MR .. f )J

o

c lo .

instituted

ou spoke of your surveillance you

t

lamos and Berkeley, is that correct?

A

{as.

Q

. 3

it

Colonel, that

'

0

t surveillance would have prevented the

passing of infm
A

no,

i

your testimony or your belief, is it,

ion?
wr uld have, we hoped, detected and

provided us wit · t e opportunity to prevent it.
Q

note to

No sm

e llance could prevent a man from passing a
at some time during the 24 hours of the

ano1~her

day, could ill?
A

Not ·n _ sarily, no.

Q

This

an employee at
A

SED.

Ef

wa

David Greenglass that you menticned, was
o . Alamos?
i

a . ilitary organization we called the

I car.not r c 11 what thos

DI. Of

Of course not.

E~HEIMER:

initials stand for •

May I coach the witness?

Special Eng neer D tectiono
'HIE WITNESS:

That is correct o

E, MRP

BB:

Q

How 1

was he there?

A

I don't know.

I don't remembera

He was in a group

4

e

0

or

t
o:·d r

0

t tat

l'' tl

D

•id

h

:J:d

H

is

r mem

n c'

Los

0

;i e

n

0

lt

r

d i

oth

:t r

-

n .. y lear r d,
.c ' t. l

L.

ha

OS

hat I

)Ca tl about

thf papers or

e

t

hat I

ssed.

ion t you, that

g v n to the Russia

at Los A·amos

wor

~

skit

uring the Ros •nbm -; tria 1o

r pte of r 1e

e~.

F

ta

with spHcia

ec

hat I r

i

We

to tle short ge of pE sonnet in
r

l

a

tion du

e

r
.J' D

ni

oachinists and the like.

r~

i e rned t a
s

engl ss
the

or s ubsta tia 1

ortio .. -

they passed inl r rmationo

e story or

ly le r

'

that

no~,

.hey pasoed

I

lave

o --

ital i _fdr

n ?

rned t at th •y passed a
ion

i

ketchp

vice -- is that the right

what Ro · mer to1d me iu New York.
d that subs qeent y from talking to Mr.

the newspa 'ers?
ht •

.

ot lear

A

sur

it

bile ·ou were the chief

d 't.
Tha~

is allq

Thank

you~

89 '

ROI

o

DER:

Mr

Chairman, may the record

that discussions relative to Greenglass rnd RoAanberg

indica ~ e

was during ..

r paration of the case that was presented in

New York.
T':IE

S:

M:. G
D~

I

Y;

Yes • th • Rosenberg spy tria 1..

I see.

l have a couple of questions.

rst nd that the security measure which

I

were inst-tJt dp tt t trips awa · ·from Los Alamos, I understood
you to say, had to be cleared i
say it had Jo bE o

exact on this.

Yes.

My recollection may not be

know we attempted particularly at the very

start to restrut
officia 1

official business?

cs:

T.lE W

advance, and did you also

busine~

ny trips away from Los Alamos to
• cr something like a death in a pem:>n 's

.family wherf:t it a pea red to be necessary to let them go,
As time wen·. on that became more relaxed,
measure the precis
Mil

GR

In your discuss
I

I

can't

time, of course.
This is a change of subject now.
of the characteristics of scientists,

think I am corre t in my recollection that you said you

felt that

D~.

Ot e 1heimer was making a decision which he felt

he was compet0n

to make with respect to the disclosure of

the names o:e th

persons who were approached by the unknown

i

1termediar.~'?

THE WITNESS:

Yes~
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MFo GRAY:
Weren't you see .

l an simpl) asking this for the record.
~he

1

name of the person who approached the

person?
TEE

I was s eking both, yes, sir.

SS:

Tt

Mfo

seeking bott. th

1

answers my question.

You were

of the three, if there were three,

,

and also the in .

~

dual vho subsequently turned out to be

'EFE WI

SS:

Chevalier.

regarded ob aini

that

a~

the ones thft

approached, although I don't want to say

we didn't regsr

at as in1port · nt •

MI. GR

Certainly, that we

more important than obtaining

: · I oelieve that clears the record.

believe wher yo

I

ad the transcript ohe emphasis was on the

other.
TF.E WIT
MF.

SS:

GRI

This reverts to your observations about

the swing of the
TFm

3ndulum.

WI

MF. GF

I seeo

iSS:
1

Yes.

Certainly

:

think you are entitled to

and should expre

your opinions about such mattersA

However, I

f

~

ond

regulations und
TilE W

I was familiar
I havf,. not loo

you know the statute under which, or the

hibb this Board is created?
S~:

At one time I have reed them, sir.

them at the time they were enacted, but
e that in years.

The other night one of

89'

t

•""e gent emen

told ne what the language was, but for

the li e of me

ould not quot

nRo '

to be fam

I really w uldn't expect you frankly

v;

ar

it

it.
le

to cons id · the

it now.

We

~re

charged, as I understand it,

put bef )re us with respect to the

charac .er

loya

y

nd associat ons of an individual.

are the c

·.. e

l.

the act.
~:

1
f 1. G

•

Charactlr, loyalty and

These

ass~ciation.

My question of you is perhaps of a

philosoph cal

e.

this Board l3hou

ot conc ·e rn itself with associations perhaps

in the Th r;ies

I t ink you rather suggested that

r Forties?

THE

• SS:

Certainly 1:he

r

r

I did not intend to convey

that~

should conee1111 itself with that.

What

I inte1ded .. o c

y was that the appraisal or evaluation

of associat ' ons i

the Forties
isting then,

of the atmosphel
atmosphe~e

3X

s,i

Mil.

ust be viewed in the light
~nd

not in the light of the

at the present time.
'1 •

You did not mean to suggest that it

was your op u o

at you could only consider current

association!'3

ermining problems of this kind?

n

THE W
starting po nt
such things as ·

~S~;

t

Of course not.

Aways our

leaos to people who are disloyal, are
Jciat ions,

For example, you can hardly

put your fi 11ger on a scientist or a university professor or

898

people who tend

o get into civic affairs, you can hardly

find one an}wher • ho is now in his fifties or so that has
not been an at
later

a·t one list of an association which mas

eterruined t

• OJbvarsive or to have leanings that way.

NeverthelesE, tt
starting

ssociations are most frequently the

oint o

le ds for investigation go to further.

You always tave . · ques;ion of determining the
of thos (a) the
whether, assumi

sig~icance

nific nee at the time of them, (b)
t

?

~here

was a sinister significance,

it has continuedo

-

I hav

er, strongly as I have felt and acted with
ism, never adopted the assumption once

reference to Com

a Communist symp t izer
of the finest th

3

the quick switc

o

That did more th
boys in the Co

1

b

a man was fcrev ·

alwa~

ust

made up of

seldom you
I

One

Soviet Russia ever did for us was

he Jn again off again with Germany.
nyth ng else to tell the men from the

mistake to assu

those, you

th~

always a eommunist sympathizer.

t Pa-ty.

It would be a terrible

t once having had sinister associations
~hereafter

JS

damned.

Yet once you uncover

exercise;udgmenta

That judgment is

large body of intangiblesa

It is

et a

ng :oncrete.

am b

a little vagu·e, I know, but the whole

subject is vague.
MR

GR Y:

Because of your obs·ervatiOn -- I don't

899

agree with

hat yo

state as a philosophy at all -- I am

pointing out that
to testify

Tf~

~tness

' V"nts with which you are familiar, all

~~th

of which tock

ou have come along way to be a

ome years · . go.

pl1c~

WITN S
, ..

Oh~

yes.

under the terms of the Act and the

Bu~

regu lat 1om und ·

hich this Board was constituted they

are all relevant.

r
.~

THE WI

was my point.

DE. EV -l :
the meter when y

I CJon 't mean to convey they are not.

S:

Colonel, I t 1ink you overstretched
aid all professors have something like

that in 'their ba .; · . oundo
THE WITNE S:
DRo

I said almosto

That is not true.

EV.

like Compton, Co

u 1

peculiar

tists?

ty~e

sc·

THE WI

Did you find men

Fermi, Bohr, and Hildebrandt, the

What I referred to as the scientific

.3S:

mind?
DR.

EV.

Yes .
. would except from that A. H.

TffE W .

Compton.
the finest

A. H.

~orpton

en I
ORo

EV.

in my opinion frankly is one of

knew.

He has breadth and judgment.

You are talking about Arthur and not

Karl?
THE WT_' '.. :ss;

Yes.

I scarcely knew Karl Compton .

900

I just met himo
DR. E

~

I would liks to ask you another thing.

S:

Do you think lo

· to an. individual is of more

importance th n

y lty to a country?

THE

No, sir, I don't.

S:

One of the

characteristic ·

r and near war is the existebce of that

fact, loya 1 ty

co• ntry tQkes in my judgment and ought

1.

to take preced ·

bov

~

d:o.fferently.
device

~t

between loyalty

o

There are those that feel

familiar. of course, with the

a

placi .

person in the position of choosing
o someone near and dear and loyalty to

country and dif ' ·
upon their st...

all

t people react differently to it, depending

:1 of character and feeling of patriotism

.

and the like.
DR. E

I

j

would like to ask you one more

quest ion o

•

S:

THEW

I

can only spe

mind?

Is

or ·tic ally o

DRo E

t

it a

c · liar thing?

THE W
I

I ha e ne 1er been in that position so

came ve y str

~ :

ESS:

Do you as a rule dislike the scientific

I

wi~l

say this, that during the war

•ly to dislike the characteristics which it

exlb.ibited.
DR. E

s : That is a 11.

01

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. G. RRISON:
I hav

Q

just one quest on, Mr. Lansdale.

Roferr n
Chevalier nu t
total ex

hat would yo

l

opinion as 1;o

eracity?
no quest ion .hat

The e

he lied to

t his veracity is good.

of any otheJ' i
.; us

I don't know

fhere is no possible implication in the
e3ponsibilit

way, shape or
I

don't believe that

id nt.

record, he had

A

-- I

t about this one incident -- my general

ow

llS

impression :Ls t

Q

say on the basis c£ your

w'th Dr. Opp ,nteireer would be your general

r •.e

A

back to the confused incident of the

1or Mr. Greenglass in any

( . , did he?
elieve so.

don

I

will take full responsibility

was the' outstanding blunder of the century.

for that onQ.

CROS~

EXAMINATION

BY MR.
Q

with the

•

A

Colonel I.ansda le, as

>.im "Falsus in uno, Falsus in omnibus"?

le{~a 1

a •

Yes,

Like all legal maxims, it is a

generalizat-on,

n

applied to npec

i s.

Q

of a

When

w~tness

is

lawyer are you familiar

~

not of particular significance when

u are trying a jury case, and the veracity
n question, do you request the court to

902

give an
A

)h, crt inly, dont' you?

Q

C~rta

A

The i

want to know what you do .
t·uction usually is that the jury may, but

does not have t

ke that as 1n indication and

J

judgment ts to

you

on t

Wi~n3SS

~ re

~posite

has li d, don't

You a·

Q

Yas.

A

t d

Q

Sure.

A

D

Q

Y30

side, and you demonstrate that he

evidence?

1 s

A

tryiag a jury case, and you examine

argue to the jury from that that they

1

should disrega ...

rt

~he

.er ised in the particular case.

1\nd w

Q

a

on that subject?

instruc ·~:..on

peaking now as to what I as an advocate do?

ls on

circutns ~ ances;

usually I do.

A lY lawyer worth his salt would.
l · rly if it is my belief.
.i. 0

I

ll :t., R

That is allo

l4 • G

The testimony will be made available to

you he . e in the

ldi g..

question we dis

ed.

tn .

GJ

r!

Gl

0

M:l. Rl

SON:

t

~hink

answers the one

This afternoon.

Yes.

I don'.,; know whether it wi 11 be

mER:

availa!Ole t 1is , _ternoon..
the materia

That I

or ow,

I

unders~ood

he wanted 1o review

Will that be inconvenient?

903
MR.

GARf' .

so we perhaps ca

~ ON;

done with it by tomorrow .•

r ~et

MR. GRAY:
permission to her

I want to get on it this afternoon

The second question was, you asked for
recordings.

~te

is availableto t

As I understand» there

oard a recorjing of the Pash interview .

So far as I know,

1

recording

of the La as dale interview

is not avail bl , b t if you desire the Board with Dr.
Oppenheimer and

otnsel will listen to the.record on Monday

if this is import

~

to you before you start redirect

examinatio •
• GA

• ON:

As to the Pash recording, how are

we to hear that?
• RO ·
~R.

Right here.

GR,

I think we must bear it in the proceeding.

I believe t at d
MR. GA

oses of the two questions you asked?
~ SON:

MR. GRJ ' :

Yes.

Thank you very much.

We wi 11 meet again at 9:30 on Monday

morning.
(There pon at 4;35 p.m., a recess was taken until
Monday, April 19, 1954, at 9:30 a.m.)

